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Abstract
Nonsmooth optimization consists of minimizing a continuous function by systemat-
ically choosing iterative points from the feasible set via the computation of function
values and generalized gradients (called subgradients). Broadly speaking, this the-
sis contains two research themes: nonsmooth optimization algorithms and theories
about the substructure of special nonsmooth functions. Specifically, in terms of
algorithms, we develop new bundle methods and bundle trust region methods for
generic nonsmooth optimization. For theoretical work, we generalize the notion of
U-Lagrangian and investigate its connections with some subsmooth structures.
This PhD project develops trust region methods for generic nonsmooth opti-
mization. It assumes the functions are Lipschitz continuous and the optimization
problem is not necessarily convex. Currently the project also assumes the objective
function is prox-regular but no structural information is given.
Trust region methods create a local model of the problem in a neighborhood
of the iteration point (called the ‘Trust Region’). They minimize the model over
the Trust Region and consider the minimizer as a trial point for next iteration. If
the model is an appropriate approximation of the objective function then the trial
point is expected to generate function reduction. The model problem is usually
easy to solve. Therefore by comparing the reduction of the model’s value and that
1
2of the real problem, trust region methods adjust the radius of the trust region to
continue to obtain reduction by solving model problems.
At the end of this project, it is clear that (1) It is possible to develop a pure
bundle method with linear subproblems and without trust region update for convex
optimization problems; such method converges to minimizers if it generates an
infinite sequence of serious steps; otherwise, it can be shown that the method
generates a sequence of minor updates and the last serious step is a minimizer.
First, this PhD project develops a bundle trust region algorithm with linear
model and linear subproblem for minimizing a prox-regular and Lipschitz func-
tion. It adopts a convexification technique from the redistributed bundle method.
Global convergence of the algorithm is established in the sense that the sequence
of iterations converges to the fixed point of the proximal-point mapping given that
convexification is successful. Preliminary numerical tests on standard academic
nonsmooth problems show that the algorithm is comparable to bundle methods
with quadratic subproblem.
Second, following the philosophy behind bundle method of making full use of
the previous information of the iteration process and obtaining a flexible under-
standing of the function structure, the project revises the algorithm developed in
the first part by applying the nonmonotone trust region method. We study the
performance of numerical implementation and successively refine the algorithm in
an effort to improve its practical performance. Such revisions include allowing the
convexification parameter to possibly decrease and the algorithm to restart after
a finite process determined by various heuristics.
The second theme of this project is about the theories of nonsmooth analysis,
focusing on U-Lagrangian. When restricted to a subspace, a nonsmooth function
3can be differentiable within this space. It is known that for a nonsmooth convex
function, at a point, the Euclidean space can be decomposed into two subspaces:
U, over which a special Lagrangian (called the U-Lagrangian) can be defined and
has nice smooth properties and V space, the orthogonal complement subspace
of the U space. In this thesis we generalize the definition of UV-decomposition
and U-Lagrangian to the context of nonconvex functions, specifically that of a
prox-regular function. Similar work in the literature includes a quadratic sub-
Lagrangian. It is our interest to study the feasibility of a linear localized U-
Lagrangian. We also study the connections of the new U-Lagrangian and other
subsmooth structures including fast tracks and partial smooth functions. This
part of the project tries to provide answers to the following questions: (1) based
on a generalized UV-decomposition, can we develop a linear U-Lagrangian of a
prox-regular function that maintains prox-regularity? (2) through the new U-
Lagrangian can we show that partial smoothness and fast tracks are equivalent
under prox-regularity? At the end of this project, it is clear that for a function
f that is properly prox-regular at a point x¯, a new linear localized U-Lagrangian
can be defined and its value at 0 coincides with f(x¯); under some conditions, it
can be proved that the U-Lagrangian is also prox-regular at 0; moreover partial
smoothness and fast tracks are equivalent under prox-regularity and other mild
conditions.
Chapter 1
Introduction
What is nonsmooth optimization? Consider the following problem
min
x∈Rn
f(x) (1.1)
where f : Rn → R¯ is not necessarily continuously differentiable on Rn, i.e., nons-
mooth and R¯ := R ∪ {+∞}. For example, locally Lipschitz continuous functions
are nonsmooth. Examples of locally Lipschitz continuous functions include convex
functions, concave functions, and any linear combination or point-wise maximum
or minimum of such functions. But these functions are differentiable almost ev-
erywhere with respect to Lebesgue measure.
Nonsmooth optimization is a subfield of mathematical optimization which con-
tains numerous branches such as linear programming (LP), quadratic program-
ming (QP), conic programming, integer programming, stochastic programming,
infinite-dimensional optimization, and multi-objective optimization. Nonsmooth
optimization (NSO) contains nonlinear programming (NLP) and has much broader
application areas, such as image denoising [9], optimal control [64], neural network
4
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training [28], data mining [16], economics [74], computational chemistry [101] and
physics [3], etc. Moreover, NSO has applications in solving difficult smooth prob-
lems, for instance in decompositions, dual formulations, and exact penalty func-
tions, etc. Like other branches of optimization, the study of nonsmooth optimiza-
tion contains two components: optimization algorithms and theories regarding the
nonsmooth structures. This thesis deals with both of the two components. In the
nonsmooth optimization world, there are several major groups of methods. One is
the bundle type method and another is the smoothing method. In the literature
more research of bundle methods can be found due to its satisfying numerical per-
formance. It has been observed that for large scale problems these methods can
have significant computational overheads. In large scale optimization, iteratively
solving linear subproblems instead of quadratic subproblems can significantly re-
duce the computation cost. In 2003, a bundle trust region algorithm with only
linear subproblems was proposed to solve a convex stochastic problem [59]. In
the thesis we consider unstructured problems for which a linear local model is
also used and thus only linear subproblems need to be solved. To date no bundle
type method with linear subproblem has been developed in the literature for the
solution of unstructured nonsmooth optimization problems.
This method uses the quotient of function differences and point distances as a
tool to approximate the minimum norm of elements in the subdifferential. This
tool is crucial yet it depends on convexity. In the thesis it is shown that under the
Lipschitz and locally prox-regular (lower C2) assumption, the auxiliary function
g(y;x, a) = f(y) + a
2
||y − x||2 can be convexified in the sense that there exists a
threshold for a such that g is the restriction of a convex function on the level set
lev f(x0)f := {y : f(y) ≤ f (x0)}.
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When studying the second order derivative of a nonsmooth function f , one
major difficulty is that the first-order approximation is not linear. The study of
U-Lagrangian and UV-decomposition tries to overcome this difficulty by restrict-
ing the function to a subspace U over which the function is actually differentiable.
Hence the second-order expansion of f only needs to be defined along directions
in U . The authors of [55] developed the UV-decomposition and U-Lagrangian for
a convex function. They showed that the U-Lagrangian is differentiable and a
second-order expansion of f along directions in U exists provided that the Hes-
sian of the U-Lagrangian exists. This thesis aims to generalize the ideas of U-
Lagrangian to nonconvex functions, specifically, to prox-regular functions. First,
through localization, a new U-Lagrangian L is defined. We show that if f is
properly prox-regular (see Definition 7.2.2) at x¯ then it is subdifferentially regular
there, too. Under proper assumptions we show that the value of L at 0 equals
f (x¯). We then officially define the UV-decomposition for prox-regular functions
and show that L is differentiable at 0 and prox-regular there under additional
assumptions.
In [72], the notion fast track was defined. Roughly speaking, a fast track is a
trajectory on which a certain second-order expansion of the underlying function
can be obtained. Partial smoothness was defined in [56] and corresponds to the
existence of a smooth manifold over which the underlying function is smooth, regu-
lar, and has continuous first order derivative mapping. In [41] it is proved that fast
track and partial smoothness are equivalent under convexity. This thesis studies
the equivalence under prox-regularity by utilizing the new localized U-Lagrangian.
Another topic in this part is tilt-stability. Introduced in [79] for a prox-regular
function, it is equivalent to strong metrical regularity (see [26]). We will apply
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tilt-stability to the conjugate of L and show L has Lipschitzian gradients in some
neighborhood of the origin. It is proved in [75] that for a convex function f , its
U-Lagrangian is C2 along a manifold, under partial smoothness. For a prox-regular
function, we can show that under tilt-stability and additional assumptions, there
exists a fast track. Then as fast track will be proved to be equivalent to partial
smoothness, we obtain some connections between tilt-stability and partial smooth-
ness. Further more we show that under these additional assumptions our L will
be also C2.
1.1 Preliminaries
In the section, we lay out some theoretical background for this thesis. We will use
the following notations. The two norm, one norm and infinity norm are denoted
by respectively ‖·‖, ‖·‖1 and ‖·‖∞. The closed Euclidean ball centered at x with
radius  is denoted by B(x, ) and B∞ is the unit cube. The lower level set of
f defined by {x ∈ Rn : f(x) ≤ b} is levbf for b ∈ R. The convex hull of a set
C ∈ Rn is denoted by coC. The interior, relative interior and linear span of C are
intC, riC and spanC, respectively. The indicator function of set C is δC(x). The
effective domain of a function f is dom f and the epigraph of f is epi f .
Definition 1.1.1. 1. The subdifferential and -subdifferential of a proper, con-
vex function f at x¯ ∈ dom f are respectively ∂f (x¯) = {s : f(x) ≥ f (x¯) + 〈s, x− x¯〉 for all x}
and ∂f (x¯) = {s : f(x) ≥ f (x¯) + 〈s, x− x¯〉 −  for all x}, where  > 0.
2. The outer limit and inner limit of a sequence of sets Cj are respectively
lim sup
j→∞
Cj :=
{
u : ∃K s.t. uj K→ u with uj ∈ Cj
}
where K is a subsequence
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of N and lim inf
j→∞
Cj :=
{
u : ∃K′ s.t. uj K′→ u with uj ∈ Cj
}
where K′ is a sub-
sequence of N containing all j beyond some j¯.
3. A subset C of Rn is convex if for every choice of x0 ∈ C and x1 ∈ C one
has (1− α)x0 + αx1 ∈ C for all α ∈]0, 1[.
4. A function f on a convex set C is convex relative to C if for every x0 ∈ C
and x1 ∈ C one has f ((1− α)x0 + αx1) ≤ (1 − α)f(x0) + αf(x1) for all
α ∈]0, 1[.
5. Let f : Rn → R be finite at x¯. The set
∂ˆf(x¯) :=
{
s ∈ Rn∣∣ lim inf
x→x¯
x 6=x¯
f(x)− f(x¯)− 〈s, x− x¯〉
||x− x¯|| ≥ 0
}
is called the Fre´chet subdifferential or regular subdifferential of f at x¯ with
elements called Fre´chet subgradients or regular subgradients of f at x¯. When
|f(x¯)| =∞ then ∂ˆf(x¯) := ∅.
6. The set ∂f(x¯) := lim sup
x→x¯
f(x)→f(x¯)
∂ˆf(x¯) is called the basic subdifferential of f at x¯
with elements called basic subgradients of f at x¯. When |f(x¯)| = ∞ then
∂f(x¯) := ∅.
7. If f is a locally Lipschitz continuous function then the Clarke subdiffer-
ential [17] at x ∈ dom f is given by ∂¯f(x) = co{limj∇f(yj) : yj →
x, ∇f(yj) exists}. In this case, we call set ∂f(x) = co{∂¯f(y) : y ∈ B (x, )}
the Clarke -subdifferential or Goldstein -subdifferential [34].
8. A set C ⊂ Rn is Clarke regular at x¯ ∈ C if it is locally closed at x¯ and
NC (x¯) = NˆC (x¯).
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9. A function f : Rn → R is called subdifferentially regular at x¯ if f (x¯) is finite
and epi f is Clarke regular at (x¯, f (x¯)) as a subset of Rn × R.
10. When f is locally Lipschitz continuous and subdifferentially regular at x¯ one
has ∂ˆf (x¯) = ∂¯f (x¯) = ∂f (x¯) (see 8.9, 8.11 and 8(32) of [85]).
11. A set valued mapping S : Rn ⇒ Rm is outer semicontinuous (osc) at x¯
if lim sup
x→x¯
S(x) = S(x¯) and it is inner semicontinuous (isc) at x¯ if S(x¯) =
lim inf
x→x¯
S(x); it is continuous at x¯ if lim sup
xj→x¯
S(xj) = lim inf
x→x¯
S(x).
In general, subdifferential mappings need not be always isc. This means the
following property does not hold true:
xk → x¯, g¯ ∈ ∂f(x¯)⇒ ∃ {gk ∈ ∂f(xk)}k∈K, gk K→ g¯. (1.2)
A simple example is the function f(x) = |x|. Take xk = 1/k and g¯ = 0 ∈ ∂f(0).
But gk = 1 for all k. However, the Goldstein -subdifferential of a proper lower
semicontinuous (lsc) convex function is isc on the interior of its effective domain
[10]. Both subdifferential and -subdifferential of proper lsc functions are osc
(because of their graph closedness). This means the following are true:
∀xk → x¯, gk→g¯, with gk ∈ ∂f(xk)⇒ g¯ ∈ ∂f(x¯). (1.3)
∀  > 0, xk → x¯, gk→g¯, gk ∈ ∂f(xk)⇒ g¯ ∈ ∂f(x¯). (1.4)
Furthermore, ∂(·)f(·) is also osc as a mapping of (x, ), giving
xk → x¯, gk→g¯, k → ¯, gk ∈ ∂kf(xk)⇒ g¯ ∈ ∂¯f(x¯). (1.5)
In fact, for a proper lsc convex function f , ∂f is continuous as an operator of both
x and  on the interior of its effective domain.
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In this thesis, when developing algorithms, we assume a subgradient can be
obtained by users. The first order necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for
the minimization of a convex function include (1) 0 ∈ ∂f(x∗); and (2) f ′(x∗; d) ≥ 0
for all d ∈ Rn. We note that the generic optimization problem studied in this thesis,
as problem (1.1), includes constrained optimization problems
min
x∈Rn
f(x)
subject to ci(x) ≤ 0, i = 1, · · · ,m
(1.6)
where functions f, ci : Rn → R∪{+∞} are not everywhere continuously differen-
tiable. This is because problem (1.6) is equivalent to the unconstrained problem:
min
x∈domf ′
f ′(x) (1.7)
where f ′(x) = f(x) + δ−Rm+ (c(x)), with − Rm+ = {y ∈ Rm : y ≤ 0} and c(x) =
(c1(x), ..., cm(x)) is a function from Rn to Rm.
Proposition 1.1.1. Let f be a convex function from Rn to R¯. Given a point
x0 ∈ Rn and a number ∆ ∈ (0,+∞), if f is bounded below on lev f(x0)f and above
on lev f(x0)f + ∆B∞, then
L := sup
{‖s‖1 : s ∈ ∂f(y), ‖y − x‖ ≤ ∆, x ∈ lev f(x0)f} < +∞. (1.8)
Proof. The conclusion follows immediately from 9.14 of [85].
Particularly, (1.8) is satisfied when the level set lev f(x0)f is bounded.
Proposition 1.1.2 (Theorem 5.1.3 of [8]). Let X be a nonempty set in Rn, and
let f : Rn → R and gi : Rn → R for i = 1, · · · ,m.
Consider the problem: Minimize f(x) subject to x ∈ X and gi(x) ≤ 0 for
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i = 1, · · · ,m. Let x¯ be a feasible solution, and let I = {i : gi (x¯) = 0}.
Suppose that f and gi for i ∈ I are differentiable at x¯. Furthermore, suppose
that the constraint qualification T = G′ holds true, where T is the tangent cone of
the feasible region at x¯ and G′ = {d : 〈∇gi (x¯) , d〉 ≤ 0 for i ∈ I}. If x¯ is a local
optimal solution, then there exist nonnegative scalars ui for i ∈ I such that
∇f (x¯) +
∑
i∈I
ui∇gi (x¯) = 0.
The condition T = G′ in 1.1.2 is called the Abadie constraint qualification.
1.2 Brief review of nonsmooth optimization
As a generalization of nonlinear programming (NLP), nonsmooth optimization
(NSO) has broader application areas and more theoretical challenges. Traced
back to as early as 1959 [15], NSO has been studied intensively hitherto with
more and more new methods being developed. Generally speaking, methods in
unconstrained NSO fall into the following categories.
• Subgradient methods [90, 52] Generalization of gradient methods in smooth
optimization, with the gradient replaced by an arbitrary subgradient [65].
The iteration formula for these methods has the form ~xk+1 = ~xk−tksk, where
sk ∈ ∂f(xk) is any subgradient and tk is stepsize, whose choices can lead to
different versions of subgradient methods. Originally, subgradient methods
was designed for convex optimization only. Extension to nonconvex case has
been made in [5] where quasisecants are used to find descent search direction.
• Gradient sampling methods [12] An exception of subgradient methods. Such
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methods sample some points in a neighborhood of the iteration point and use
the gradients at those sampled points to approximate the -subdifferential;
they are “steepest descent” in the sense that the element in the -subdifferential
with minimum norm can be found by solving a quadratic programming (QP)
subproblem. Gradient sampling methods are developed for functions that are
locally Lipschitz continuous and therefore gradients exist almost everywhere.
These methods are efficient for solving both convex and nonconvex optimiza-
tion problems and have also been generalized to solve constrained problems
(see [11, 93]).
• Modified Newton or quasi-Newton methods [80, 57] A special case of variable
metric methods which successively update estimated Hessian in a quasi-
Newton manner.
• Proximal point methods [84] A special case of variable metric methods which
was initially proposed to solve maximal monotone operator problems. These
methods try to make a nonsmooth function smooth through the use of the
Moreau-Yosida regularization F (x) = min
z∈Rn
{
f(z) + 1
2λ
||z − x||2}, λ > 0. It
can be shown that F (x) is of class C1,1 and when f is convex, x′ is an optimal
solution if and only if ∇F (x′) = 0. Its application has been mainly focused
on convex programming and later generalized to nonconvex case.
• Derivative free methods [95, 46] For some optimization problems, derivative
information is unavailable, unreliable, or impractical to obtain. Such prob-
lems are considered as black-box problems of which some are nonsmooth.
Derivative free methods use only function values to generate iteration points
and are applicable to some nonsmooth problems.
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• Special algorithms for special problems Due to NSO’s much broader scope
than NLP, it has different degrees of irregularities resulting in numerous
special structures of the objective function. There structures are assumed
in order to develop more efficient algorithms and stronger theoretic results.
More and more special algorithms are being developed, tailored for well-
structured problems such as convex composite [44], partially separable [63],
etc. Recently, the alternating direction multipliers methods [32, 33, 14] have
become very popular.
• Bundle methods See below for the variants and hybrids of bundle methods.
1.2.1 Bundle method - the major player
Because of its well-established convergence theory and implementation, bundle
method is probably the most intensively researched methods for nonsmooth op-
timization. The bundle method was created by Claude Lemaree´chal and Philip
Wolfe independently in 1975 [96]. It was extended to be able to minimize non-
convex functions using quadratic subproblems [88]. Initially, in the study of bundle
methods, a dual interpretation was predominant [69]: algorithms were designed to
approximate a subdifferential set in such a way as to asymptotically satisfy (the
nondifferentiable version of) Fermat’s condition, 0 ∈ ∂f(x∗) where x∗ is a station-
ary point. The first of such a dual form of bundle method appeared in [53] and [96].
In [53] the method was shown to coincide with the conjugate gradient algorithm in
the quadratic case, while in [96] it was called conjugate subgradient method. It uses
the information generated at previous iterations—function and subgradient values
from a (sub)set of previous points—to define a search direction. In most variants,
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the approach solved quadratic subproblems to get the direction for minimizing a
convex function see, e.g., [92, 87, 91] and discussions therein. The name bundle was
born in an workshop of the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis
(IIASA) in 1977 [54] and corresponds to {(yi, f(yi), si)|i ∈ I} where yi are previous
iteration points, si ∈ ∂f(yi), and I is some index set. The primal form of bundle
methods came much later. It can be considered a stabilized version of cutting-
plane method developed much earlier in [15] and [49]. Based on a cutting plane
model: m(xk; d) = max
{
f(yi) + s
T
i (x
k + d− yi)|i = 1, ...lk, si ∈ ∂f(yi)
}
primal
bundle methods uses a search direction d(λ) = arg min
d∈Rn
{
m(xk; d) + 1
2λ
||d||2} by
solving a QP and then perform a line search on the direction. Important im-
provements include the subgradient aggregation technique [51]: the bundle can be
replaced by an averaged subgradient so that the storage of cutting planes cannot
become unbounded. The nonconvex case was considered by [68, 50, 88, 66, 61]
and more recently in [78, 39]; see also [40]. Later bundle methods became pre-
dominantly popular in the area of nonsmooth optimization and a great number of
variants have been developed, such as limited memory [36], trust region [99, 103],
splitting bundle [31], and redistributed bundle [39] methods. Moreover, hybrids of
bundle methods with other methods such as gradient sampling, Newton, derivative
free methods [6], lead to new methods. See the following table [45].
1.3 UV-decomposition
U-Lagrangian first appeared in [55] and was generalized to prox-regular functions
by Hare and Poliquin in [38], where a quadratic sub-Lagrangian (QSL) was defined
and proved to be differentiable and prox-regular at the origin. However, the proof
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Hybrids Hybridized with Assumption Needed information
Limited memory Quasi-Newton Semi-smooth f(x),
bundle[36] method arbitrary s ∈ ∂f(x)
Discrete gradient Derivative free Semi-smooth,
method[6] method quasi-differentiable f(x)
Bundle Newton Newton method Semi-smooth f(x), arbitrary s ∈ ∂f(x)
method[61] (approximated Hessian)
Quasi-secant Gradient sampling Semi-smooth,
method[4] method quasi-differentiable f(x)
Table 1.1: Hybrids of bundle method
of the prox-regularity of the QSL was flawed because it assumed that the projection
of a pre-monotone mapping is also pre-monotone. This is generally not the case.
In our study we will provide an alternative approach to the study of the UV-
decomposition for prox-regular functions. Fast track was firstly defined in [72]
where the authors showed that for a point near a minimizer its corresponding
proximal points are on the fast track. See section 7.1 for more details.
Chapter 2
Basic Form of LP Bundle Method
Consider minimizing a convex function f onRn. In most of the bundle methods de-
veloped thus far (traditional bundle methods), at least one quadratic programming
(QP) subproblem needs to be solved in each iteration. Solving large-scale QP is
time consuming. Although it has some advantages: the optimal solution dk(λk) =
arg min
d∈Rn
{
m(xk; d) + 1
2λk
||d||2}, wherem (xk; d) = maxi∈Ik {f(yi) + sTi (xk + d− yi)}
is unique and expressible. But is this necessary? For some large-scale structured
problems, iteratively solving linear programs instead of quadratic subproblems can
significantly reduce the computation cost. One can also claim that LP solvers are
far more developed than QP solvers. Can we use linear model and solve linear
subproblems for trust region method? In this chapter, we give positive answers to
these questions. We start from the basic primal form of LP bundle method.
Given an auxiliary point yi and a subgradient si ∈ ∂f(yi), a cutting-plane
function is a linear mapping
x 7→ f(yi) + 〈si, x− yi〉 . (2.1)
16
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The cutting-plane model of f(x) is constructed by the point-wise maximum of the
cutting-plane functions as follows:
m(x) = max
i∈I
{f(yi) + 〈si, x− yi〉}, (2.2)
where I is the index set of auxiliary points.
2.1 The LP subproblem
Bundle method is stabilized cutting-plane method. Unlike the traditional bundle
method which restrains the cutting-plane model on a ball with Euclidean norm,
LP bundle method localizes the model on a box with infinity norm so that it solves
the following subproblem sequentially,
min
x∈Rn
max
i∈I
{f(yi) + 〈si, x− yi〉} (2.3a)
subject to ||x− x¯||∞ ≤ ∆. (2.3b)
where x¯ is the current best candidate for a minimizer of f and ∆ is the trust
region radius. Now we study the property of this problem. Denote by ~1 the vector
(1, · · · , 1) ∈ Rn. We will use the notion linearization error, the difference between
the value of a function and the value of a cutting-plane function. Consider a
cutting plane of a generic function, as defined in (2.1). The linearization error of
this cutting plane at x¯ is
ei := f(x¯)− [f(yi) + 〈si, x¯− yi〉], (2.4)
which is always nonnegative when f is convex.
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Lemma 2.1.1. The Lagrangian dual problem of (2.3) can be formulated as
min
λ∈Rl
eTλ+ ∆‖
l∑
i=1
λisi‖1 − f(x¯) (2.5a)
subject to
l∑
i=1
λi = 1, (2.5b)
λ ≥ 0. (2.5c)
where l := |I| is the cardinality of I, and e := (e1, · · · , el) ∈ Rl
Proof. Adopting a scalar variable z, problem (2.3) is equivalent to
min
(x,z)∈Rn+1
z (2.6a)
subject to f(x¯)− ei + 〈si, x− x¯〉 ≤ z, ∀ i ∈ I, (2.6b)
x− x¯ ≤ ∆~1, (2.6c)
− x+ x¯ ≤ ∆~1. (2.6d)
The Lagrangian dual of problem (2.6) is
θ(λ, uL, uR) =
inf
(x,z)∈Rn+1
{
z +
l∑
i=1
λi (〈si, x− x¯〉 − z) +
〈
uL, x− x¯−∆~1
〉
+
〈
uR,−x+ x¯−∆~1
〉}
+
l∑
i=1
λi[f(x¯)− ei] (2.7)
and the dual problem of (2.6) is given by
max
(λ,uL,uR)∈Rl+2n
θ(λ, uL, uR) (2.8a)
subject to (λ, uL, uR) ≥ 0. (2.8b)
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Simple algebraic manipulation gives us that
θ(λ, uL, uR) = inf
(x,z)∈Rn+1
〈
(x, z),
(
l∑
i=1
λisi + u
L − uR, 1−
l∑
i=1
λi
)〉
−
〈
x¯,
l∑
i=1
λisi + u
L − uR
〉
+
l∑
i=1
λi[f(x¯)− ei]−∆
(
n∑
i=1
uLt +
n∑
i=1
uRt
)
. (2.9)
We observe that θ(λ, uL, uR) = −∞, if
l∑
i=1
λisi + u
L − uR 6= 0 or 1 −
l∑
i=1
λi 6= 0.
Thus problem (2.8) is equivalent to
max
(λ,uL,uR)∈Rl+2n
−
〈
x¯,
l∑
i=1
λisi + u
L − uR
〉
+
l∑
i=1
λi[f(x¯)− ei]−∆
(
n∑
i=1
uLt +
n∑
i=1
uRt
)
(2.10a)
subject to
l∑
i=1
λisi + u
L − uR = 0 (2.10b)
1−
l∑
i=1
λi = 0 (2.10c)
(λ, uL, uR) ≥ 0, (2.10d)
which can be simplified as
max
(λ,uL,uR)∈Rl+2n
− eTλ−∆
(
n∑
i=1
uLt +
n∑
i=1
uRt
)
+ f(x¯) (2.11a)
subject to
l∑
i=1
λisi + u
L − uR = 0 (2.11b)
l∑
i=1
λi = 1 (2.11c)
(λ, uL, uR) ≥ 0. (2.11d)
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By the strong duality we have that uL and uR should satisfy
uL ◦ (x− x¯−∆~1) = 0 and uR ◦ (−x+ x¯−∆~1) = 0, (2.12)
where ◦ is the entrywise product operation. From (2.11d) and (2.12) we see com-
ponents of uL and uR at the same position cannot be both strictly positive. Con-
sequently, (2.11b) implies that
‖
l∑
i=1
λisi‖1 = ‖uL − uR‖1 =
n∑
i=1
uLt +
n∑
i=1
uRt (2.13)
Using (2.13) to replace the same term in (2.11a) we can get the following problem
min
λ∈Rl
eTλ+ ∆‖
l∑
i=1
λisi‖1 − f(x¯) (2.14a)
subject to
l∑
i=1
λi = 1, (2.14b)
λ ≥ 0, (2.14c)
where variables uL and uR are dropped because they do not affect the optimal
value once (2.13) is used. When we have obtained an optimal solution of (2.14),
say λ¯, any value of uL and uR satisfying
n∑
i=1
uLt +
n∑
i=1
uRt = ‖
l∑
i=1
λ¯isi‖1, (uL, uR) ≥ 0, uLt uRt = 0, i = 1, · · · , n
(2.15)
will be optimal for problem (2.11) and hence for (2.8).
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2.2 Basic LP bundle method
We now derive a simple version of primal LP bundle method. This is the minimal
framework that can guarantee convergence. Let Ik be the index set of cutting
planes and fˆk be the cutting plane model, that is
fˆk(·) := max
i∈Ik
{f(yi) + 〈si, · − yi〉}. (2.16)
In terms of bundle methods, a serious step occurs if a trial point yk+1 yields
sufficient decent of the value of f that is proportional to the decent of the model
fˆk; otherwise, a null step occurs. In each iteration we solve the following LP
subproblem
min
y∈Rn
fˆk(y) (2.17a)
subject to −~1 ≤ y − xk ≤ ~1. (2.17b)
Problem (2.17) is equivalent to
min
(y,z)∈Rn+1
z (2.18a)
subject to f(yi) + 〈si, y − yi〉 ≤ z, i ∈ Ik, (2.18b)
y − xk ≤ ~1, (2.18c)
− y + xk ≤ ~1. (2.18d)
Let yk+1 denote a minimizer of problem (2.17) and the mapping l 7→ k(l) denote
the iteration where the l-th serious step occurred. Define the set
I¯k := {i ∈ Ik : f(yi) + 〈si, yk+1 − yi〉 = fˆk(yk+1)}. (2.19)
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Algorithm 1: LP bundle - minimal framework (LPBmf)
Data: An initial point x0, final accuracy tolerance tol, a parameter b ∈]0, 1[
1 (Initialization) set the iteration counter k = 0 and the counters of serious
step l = 0, k(l) = 0; set y0 = x
0,I0 = {0}. Compute f(y0) and s0 ∈ ∂f(y0);
2 find an optimal solution yk+1 and the optimal value fˆk(yk+1) of (2.17) by
equivalently solving (2.18);
3 if f(xk)− fˆk(yk+1) ≤ tol, terminate;
4 if
f(xk)− f(yk+1) ≥ b[f(xk)− fˆk(yk+1)], (2.20)
declare a serious step, set xk+1 = yk+1, k(l + 1) = k + 1, l = l + 1 and
Ik+1 = Jk ∪ {k + 1} where Jk ⊆ Ik; go to line 6;
5 otherwise, declare a null step, set xk+1 = xk and Ik+1 = Ik ∪ {k + 1};
6 compute sk+1 ∈ ∂f(yk+1), set k = k + 1 and go to line 2.
2.2.1 Convergence
In the LPBmf algorithm, the linear subproblem (2.6) was used. Applying the KKT
condition to (2.6), we can deduce the explicit expression of the model reduction
of LPBmf.
Lemma 2.2.1. If yk+1 is an optimal solution of problem (2.17) then there are
some multipliers λi, i ∈ I¯k such that
∑
i∈I¯k
λi = 1, λi ≥ 0, and
f(xk)− fˆk(yk+1) =
∑
i∈I¯k
λiei + ‖
∑
i∈I¯k
λisi‖1 ≥ 0 (2.21)
∑
i∈I¯k
λisi ∈ ∂k+1f(xk), (2.22)
where k+1 :=
∑
i∈I¯k
λiei and ei := f(x
k)− [f(yi) +
〈
si, x
k − yi
〉
] ≥ 0.
Proof. If (y∗, z∗) is an optimal solution of (2.18) then y∗ is an optimal solution of
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(2.17) and z∗ = fˆk(y∗) = fˆk(yk+1). Consider (yk+1, fˆk(yk+1)), an optimal solution
of (2.18). From the KKT condition of (2.18) there are nonnegative multipliers λi,
i ∈ I¯k, ui, and wi, i = 1, · · · , n such that
∑
i∈I¯k
λisi + u− w = 0 (2.23)
1−
∑
i∈I¯k
λi = 0 (2.24)
u ◦ (yk+1 − xk −~1) = 0 and w ◦ (−yk+1 + xk −~1) = 0 (2.25)
where u = (u1, · · · , un) ∈ Rn, w = (w1, · · · , un) ∈ Rn and ◦ is the entrywise
product operation. As u and w are nonnegative we see components of u and
w at the same position cannot be both strictly positive, and hence ‖u − w‖1 =
n∑
i=1
ui +
n∑
i=1
wi. We have
f(xk)− fˆk(yk+1) =
∑
i∈I¯k
λi
[
f(xk)− fˆk(yk+1)
]
(by (2.24))
=
∑
i∈I¯k
λi
{
f(xk)− [f(yi) + 〈si, yk+1 − yi〉]
}
( by (2.19))
=
∑
i∈I¯k
λi
{
f(xk)− [f(yi) + 〈si, xk − yi〉]}−〈∑
i∈I¯k
λisi, yk+1 − xk
〉
=
∑
i∈I¯k
λiei +
〈
u− w, yk+1 − xk
〉
( by (2.23))
=
∑
i∈I¯k
λiei +
n∑
i=1
ui +
n∑
i=1
wi( by (2.25))
=
∑
i∈I¯k
λiei + ‖u− w‖1
=
∑
i∈I¯k
λiei + ‖
∑
i∈I¯k
λisi‖1( by (2.23)).
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From the convexity of f , ei are nonnegative and therefore f(x
k) − fˆk(yk+1) ≥ 0.
Furthermore,
f(y) ≥ f(yi) + 〈si, y − yi〉 , ∀ i ∈ I¯k, y ∈ Rn
= f(xk) +
〈
si, y − xk
〉− ei
Summing up with λi satisfying (2.24) yields
f(y) ≥ f(xk) +
〈∑
i∈I¯k
λisi, y − xk
〉
−
∑
i∈I¯k
λiei, (2.26)
which means
∑
i∈I¯k
λisi ∈ ∂k+1f(xk).
The mapping (x, ) 7→ ∂f(x) is osc, and hence when the model reduction
decreases to 0 we have 0 ∈ ∂f(x). Consequently, our stopping criterion is that the
model reduction is sufficiently small as it is showed in line 3 of Algorithm 3. It is
worthy to note that our model reduction in (2.21) is comparable with that in the
classical bundle method which uses a quadratic model of the form
min
x∈Rn
[
m(x) +
µ
2
‖x− x¯‖2
]
. (2.27)
If the above model is used, then m(x¯)−m(x∗) = ∑
i∈I¯
λie˜i+
1
µ
‖∑
i∈I¯
λisi‖2. A significant
difference between (2.3) and (2.27) is that the latter is strictly convex but the
former is not. The optimal solution to (2.27) is unique and can be expressed
by x∗ = x¯ − 1
µ
∑
i∈I¯
λisi, while (2.3) may have multiple solutions. The readers are
referred to chapter XIV and XV of [42] for a comprehensive understanding of
classical bundle methods.
Proposition 2.2.1. Set tol = 0. If Algorithm 1 terminates after verifying f(x
k)−
fˆk(yk+1) ≤ 0, then xk minimizes f .
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Proof. If Algorithm 1 terminates finitely then from (2.21) we have
∑
i∈I¯k
λiei +
‖∑
i∈I¯k
λisi‖1 = 0 and 0 ∈ ∂f(xk) from (2.22). By convexity of f we have xk
minimizes f .
From now on we assume that Algorithm 1 does not terminate finitely. We
define gk+1 :=
∑
i∈I¯k
λisi.
Theorem 2.2.1. If the sequence {xk(l)} is infinite then either {f(xk)} → −∞ or
‖gk(l)‖1 and {k(l)} both converge to 0. If in addition f is bounded from below then
every accumulation point of {xk(l)} minimizes f .
Proof. From line 4 and line 5 of Algorithm 1 we see that at each iteration either
f(xk) − f(xk+1) = 0 or f(xk) − f(xk+1) ≥ b[f(xk) − fˆk(xk+1)]. In the latter
case we have k(l + 1) = k + 1 and f(xk) − fˆk(xk+1) = k+1 + ‖gk+1‖1 ≥ 0. The
sequence {f(xk)} is nonincreasing. Suppose {f(xk)} 6→ −∞ then there exists
a constant c such that c ≥
∞∑
k=0
[f(xk) − f(xk+1)] ≥ b∑
k∈S
(k+1 + ‖gk+1‖1), where
S := {k : k + 1 = k(l + 1) for some l}. On the other hand, ∑
k∈S
(k+1 + ‖gk+1‖1) =
∞∑
l=0
(k(l+1) + ‖gk(l+1)‖1), and hence cb ≥
∞∑
l=0
(k(l+1) + ‖gk(l+1)‖1). Consequently, both
‖gk(l)‖1 and {k(l)} converge to 0.
Now suppose f is bounded from below and x∗ is any accumulation point of
{xk(l)}. Observe from line 4 and line 5 that xk = xk(l) for any k(l) ≤ k < k(l+ 1).
Thus (2.22) implies gk(l+1) ∈ ∂k(l+1)f(xk(l)). As both ‖gk(l)‖1 and {k(l)} converge to
0, the outer semicontinuity of the mapping (x, ) 7→ ∂f(x) yields 0 ∈ ∂f(x∗).
In Algorithm 1, at the end of a null step we set xk+1 = xk and Ik+1 = Ik ∪
{k + 1}. During consecutive null steps, the feasible region of the LP subproblem
(2.18) in the latter iteration cannot be bigger than that of the previous one. Thus
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we have
fˆt+1(yt+2) ≥ fˆt(yt+1) (2.28)
for all t such that t + 1 and t + 2 are null steps. We will need the following mild
assumption.
Assumption 2.2.1. The objective function f is bounded below on lev f(x0)f and
above on lev f(x0)f + B∞.
Lemma 2.2.2. Let Assumption 2.2.1 holds. Given a number η ∈]b, 1[, if the
sequence {xk(l)} is finite and k(L) is the last serious step, then for all k ≥ k(L)
there exists k′ > k such that
f(xk
′
)− fˆk′(yk′+1) ≤ η[f(xk)− fˆk(yk+1)]. (2.29)
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that there exists k1 ≥ k(L) such that for all
k′ > k1 we have
f(xk
′
)− fˆk′(yk′+1) > η[f(xk1)− fˆk1(yk1+1)]. (2.30)
Let q and p be generic indices satisfying q > p ≥ k1. We see that all iterations after
k(L) are null steps and all cutting planes are kept since we set Ik+1 = Ik ∪{k+ 1}
at the end of null steps. By the definition of fˆq(yp+1) we have
fˆq(yp+1) = max
i∈Iq
{f(yi + 〈si, yp+1 − yi〉)} ≥ f(yp+1) + 〈sp+1, yp+1 − yp+1〉 = f(yp+1);
on the other hand, by the definition of fˆk(·) in (2.16) and the convexity of f , we
have f(x) ≥ fˆk(x) for all x and all k. Consequently,
f(yp+1) = fˆq(yp+1). (2.31)
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Since p ≥ k1, from (2.28) we have
fˆp(yp+1) ≥ fˆk1(yk1+1). (2.32)
The iteration p is a null step and hence
f(xp)− f(yp+1) < b[f(xp)− fˆp(yp+1)]. (2.33)
From (2.31), (2.32), and (2.33) we get
f(xp)− fˆq(yp+1) < b[f(xp)− fˆk1(yk1+1)]. (2.34)
We see fˆk(·) is convex for all k from its definition and ∂fˆk(x) = {
∑
i∈Iˆk
λisi : λi ∈
[0, 1],
∑
i∈Iˆk
λi = 1} where Iˆk = {i ∈ Ik : fˆk(x) = f(yi)+ 〈si, x− yi〉}. From (2.31) it
follows that fˆq(yp+1) = f(yp+1) = f(yp+1)+〈sp+1, yp+1 − yp+1〉 and hence p+1 ∈ Iˆq
and sp+1 ∈ ∂fˆq(yp+1). By the convexity of fˆq we have
fˆq(yp+1)− fˆq(y) ≤ 〈sp+1, y − yp+1〉 ≤ ‖sp+1‖1‖y − yp+1‖∞, ∀ y ∈ Rn. (2.35)
Summing up (2.34) and (2.35) we get
f(xp)− fˆq(y) < b[f(xp)− fˆk1(yk1+1)] + ‖sp+1‖1‖y − yp+1‖∞. (2.36)
Taking y = yq+1 in the above inequality we obtain
‖sp+1‖1‖yq+1 − yp+1‖∞ > −b[f(xp)− fˆk1(yk1+1)] + f(xp)− fˆq(yq+1) (2.37)
For all k > k(L) we have xk+1 = xk and thus
f(xp) = f(xq) = f(xk1) = f(xk(L)). (2.38)
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Replacing k′ in (2.30) by q we have
f(xq)− fˆq(yq+1) > η[f(xk1)− fˆk1(yk1+1)]. (2.39)
From (2.37), (2.38), and (2.39) we get
‖sp+1‖1‖yq+1−yp+1‖∞ > −b[f(xk(L))−fˆk1(yk1+1)]+η[f(xk(L))−fˆk1(yk1+1)]. (2.40)
Define L¯ = sup{‖s‖1 : s ∈ ∂f(y), ‖y − x‖∞ ≤ 1, x ∈ lev f(x0)f}, then from Propo-
sition 1.1.1 and Assumption 2.2.1 we see ‖sp+1‖1 ≤ L¯ and that L¯ is finite. Conse-
quently (2.40) yields
‖yq+1 − yp+1‖∞ > (η − b)[f(xk(L))− fˆk1(yk1+1)]L¯−1. (2.41)
Notice that f
(
xk(L)
)
= f
(
xk1
)
and therefore from (2.21) it follows that f(xk(L))−
fˆk1(yk1+1) > 0 (the algorithm is terminated if it is equal to 0). The right-hand
side of (2.41) is thus a positive constant. However, by a compactness argument
this cannot happen for an infinite number of indices q and p because for all k > k1
we have yk+1 satisfies the constraint (2.17b) and x
k = xk(L). This completes the
proof.
Theorem 2.2.2. Let Assumption 2.2.1 holds. If {xk(l)} is finite and k(L) is the
last serious step, then f(xk)− fˆk(yk+1)→ 0 and xk(L) minimizes f .
Proof. Because k(L) is the last serious step we have xk = xk(L) for all k ≥ k(L).
Hence from (2.28) we have f(xk+1) − fˆk+1(yk+2) ≤ f(xk) − fˆk(yk+1) for all k ≥
k(L). By Lemma 2.2.2 , for a certain k ≥ k(L) there exists k′ > k such that
f(xk
′
) − fˆk′(yk′+1) ≤ η[f(xk) − fˆk(yk+1)]. Again for this k′ there exists k′′ > k′
such that f(xk
′′
) − fˆk′′(yk′′+1) ≤ η[f(xk′) − fˆk′(yk′+1)]. This implies that there
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is an infinite sequence of indices 0 < k1 < k2 < · · · such that 0 < f(xkj) −
fˆkj(ykj+1) ≤ η[f(xkj−1) − fˆkj−1(ykj−1+1)] ≤ · · · ≤ ηj−1[f(xk1) − fˆk1(yk1+1)] where
j can be infinitely large. From the monotonicity of {f(xk) − fˆk(yk+1)} we have
f(xk) − fˆk(yk+1) → 0. Hence by Lemma 2.2.1 both {k+1} and {gk+1} converge
to 0 and gk+1 ∈ ∂k+1f(xk) = ∂k+1f(xk(L)). From the outer semicontinuity of
∂(·)f(xk(L)) we have 0 ∈ f(xk(L)).
2.3 Discussion
Because LP bundle method solves LP instead of QP subproblems, the LP bundle
method is different with traditional bundle methods in that in contrast to the
latter
• when there is finite serious steps, one cannot prove the sequence {yk} in LP
bundle method converges to the last serious step.
• one can not delete cutting planes in null steps of LP bundle method.
It seems that without any line searches or trust region strategies one cannot estab-
lish the linear convergence of this simple algorithm in terms of serious steps. But
this is yet to further explored. The LP bundle method provides some motivation
for new subgradient methods. While traditional subgradient methods solve a QP
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to obtain search direction one may alternatively consider the following problem
min
λ∈Rl
‖
l∑
i=1
λisi‖1
subject to
l∑
i=1
λi = 1,
λ ≥ 0.
by solving its dual problem
min
y∈Rn
max
i∈I
〈si, y − x¯〉
subject to ‖y − x¯‖∞ ≤ 1.
2.4 Extension to arbitrary p-norm
The LP subproblem in the LP bundle method can be generalized to versions with
arbitrary p-norm as follows:
min
(y,z)∈Rn+1
z (2.44a)
subject to f (x¯)− ei + 〈si, y − x¯〉 ≤ z (2.44b)
‖y − x¯‖pp ≤ ∆p. (2.44c)
In this section we extend the key lemma 2.2.1 to much broader case. In the con-
straint (2.44c), ‖y − x¯‖pp =
∑n
j=1|yj − x¯j|p =
∑n
j=1 max {(yj − x¯j)p ,− (yj − x¯j)p}.
When n = 1, (2.44c) can be replaced by 2 constraints: (y1 − x¯1)p ≤ ∆p and
− (y1 − x¯1)p ≤ ∆p. When n = 2, (2.44c) can be replaced by 4 constraints:
(y1 − x¯1)p + (y2 − x¯2)p ≤ ∆p, − (y1 − x¯1)p − (y2 − x¯2)p ≤ ∆p, − (y1 − x¯1)p +
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(y2 − x¯2)p ≤ ∆p, and (y1 − x¯1)p − (y2 − x¯2)p ≤ ∆p. Generally, (2.44c) can be
replaced by 2n constraints, i.e.
‖y − x¯‖pp ≤ ∆p ⇔

(y1 − x¯1)p + (y2 − x¯2)p + · · ·+ (yn − x¯n)p ≤ ∆p,
(y1 − x¯1)p + · · ·+ (yn−1 − x¯n−1)p − (yn − x¯n)p ≤ ∆p,
...
...
− (y1 − x¯1)p − · · · − (yn−1 − x¯n−1)p + (yn − x¯n)p ≤ ∆p,
− (y1 − x¯1)p − (y2 − x¯2)p − · · · − (yn − x¯n)p ≤ ∆p,
(2.45)
Therefore, problem (2.44) is equivalent to
min
(y,z)∈Rn+1
z (2.46a)
subject to f (x¯)− ei + 〈si, y − x¯〉 ≤ z, i ∈ I (2.46b)
gt(y) ≤ ∆p, t = 1, · · · , 2n, (2.46c)
where gt(y) are the functions in (2.45).
Let (y∗, z∗) be a local optimal solution of problem (2.46). Suppose the Abadie
constraint qualification holds at (y∗, z∗) (see Proposition 1.1.2). Then (y∗, z∗) sat-
isfies the KKT conditions of problem (2.46). Now we analyze the KKT conditions
of problem (2.46). The functions in the 2n constraints contain terms with the
form (yj − x¯j)p and the coefficient can only be either 1 or −1. We write these
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coefficients as a matrix
M =

1 1 . . . 1
1 1 . . . −1
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
−1 −1 . . . 1
−1 −1 . . . −1

We can divide the 2n constraints into 2 parts with JL = {1, 2, · · · , 2n−1} and
JR = {2n−1 + 1, · · · , 2n} such that these two groups are symmetric in the sense
that if Mi is a row of M for i ∈ JL then −Mi is also a row of M with −Mi = Mj
for some j ∈ JR. Denote ML =

M1
...
M2n−1
 and MR =

M2n−1+1
...
M2n
. We rearrange
the rows of M to make sure that ML = −MR. Denote
I¯ = {i ∈ I : f (x¯)− ei + 〈si, y∗ − x¯〉 = z∗} , (2.47)
J¯L = {t ∈ JL : gt (y∗) = ∆p} , (2.48)
J¯R = {t ∈ JR : gt (y∗) = ∆p} . (2.49)
The KKT necessary condition entails the existence of nonnegative multipliers
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λi, i ∈ I¯, uLt , t ∈ J¯L and uRt , t ∈ J¯R such that
∑
i∈I¯
λisi +
∑
t∈J¯L
uLtM
L
t
> ◦

p (y∗1 − x¯1)p−1
...
p (y∗n − x¯n)p−1
+
∑
t∈J¯R
uRt M
R
t
> ◦

p (y∗1 − x¯1)p−1
...
p (y∗n − x¯n)p−1
 = 0,
(2.50)∑
i∈I¯
λi = 1, (2.51)
where ◦ is the entrywise product operation. We have
f(x¯)− z∗ =
∑
i∈I¯
λi [f(x¯)− z∗] (by (2.51))
=
∑
i∈I¯
λi {f(x¯)− [f(x¯)− ei + 〈si, y∗ − x¯〉]} ( by (2.47))
=
∑
i∈I¯
λiei −
〈∑
i∈I¯
λisi, y
∗ − x¯
〉
. (2.52)
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We observe from (2.50) that
−
〈∑
i∈I¯
λisi, y
∗ − x¯
〉
(2.53)
=
〈∑
t∈J¯L
uLtM
L
t
> ◦

p (y∗1 − x¯1)p−1
...
p (y∗n − x¯n)p−1
+
∑
t∈J¯R
uRt M
R
t
> ◦

p (y∗1 − x¯1)p−1
...
p (y∗n − x¯n)p−1
 , y∗ − x¯
〉
(2.54)
= p
∑
t∈J¯L
uLt
〈
MLt
> ◦

(y∗1 − x¯1)p−1
...
(y∗n − x¯n)p−1
 ,

y∗1 − x¯1
...
y∗n − x¯n

〉
+ (2.55)
p
∑
t∈J¯R
uRt
〈
MRt
> ◦

(y∗1 − x¯1)p−1
...
(y∗n − x¯n)p−1
 ,

y∗1 − x¯1
...
y∗n − x¯n

〉
(2.56)
= p
∑
t∈J¯L
uLt +
∑
t∈J¯R
uRt
∆p ( by (2.45), (2.48) and (2.49)), (2.57)
where (2.54) follows from (2.50).
Theorem 2.4.1. Suppose the Abadie constraint qualification hold for problem
(2.46). Then
f (x¯)− z∗ ≥
∑
i∈I¯
λiei + ∆‖
∑
i∈I¯
λisi‖q. (2.58)
Proof. Consider the real numbers q ≥ 1 and p ≥ 1 such that 1
p
+ 1
q
= 1. We observe
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from (2.50) that
‖
∑
i∈I¯
λisi‖qq = ‖p
∑
t∈J¯L
uLtM
L
t
>
+
∑
t∈J¯R
uRt M
R
t
>
 ◦

(y∗1 − x¯1)p−1
...
(y∗n − x¯n)p−1
‖qq (2.59)
= pq
n∑
j=1
|
∑
t∈J¯L
uLtM
L
tj +
∑
t∈J¯R
uRt M
R
tj
(y∗j − x¯j)p−1|q (2.60)
= pq
n∑
j=1
y∗j 6=x¯j
|
∑
t∈J¯L
uLtM
L
tj +
∑
t∈J¯R
uRt M
R
tj |q|y∗j − x¯j|p (2.61)
≤ pq
n∑
j=1
y∗j 6=x¯j
|
∑
t∈J¯L
uLt +
∑
t∈J¯R
uRt |q|y∗j − x¯j|p ( ∵ uLt ≥ 0, uRt ≥ 0 and Mtj = ±1) (2.62)
= pq|
∑
t∈J¯L
uLt +
∑
t∈J¯R
uRt |q‖y∗ − x¯‖pp (2.63)
≤ pq|
∑
t∈J¯L
uLt +
∑
t∈J¯R
uRt |q∆p. (2.64)
Consequently, ∑
t∈J¯L
uLt +
∑
t∈J¯R
uRt ≥ ‖
∑
i∈I¯
λisi‖qp−1∆−
p
q . (2.65)
Combining (2.57) and (2.65) we have
−
〈∑
i∈I¯
λisi, y
∗ − x¯
〉
≥ ‖
∑
i∈I¯
λisi‖q∆p−
p
q . (2.66)
From (2.52) and (2.66) it follows that f (x¯)− z∗ ≥∑
i∈I¯
λiei + ∆‖
∑
i∈I¯
λisi‖q.
Suppose the subproblem (2.18) in line 2 of Algorithm 1 is replaced by problem
(2.46). Then Theorem 2.4.1 shows that a similar conclusion as Lemma 2.2.1 holds
with the 1-norm in (2.21) replaced by q-norm. Hence the convergence conclusions
of the new algorithm follow from the same arguments as those of Algorithm 1.
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We note that the handling of lp-norm constraints as in (2.45) is only for the sake
of theoretical improvements and comparisons. We will not implement this as the
choice of infinity norm is computationally more efficient.
Concluding remarks
In the next chapter we incorporate a trust region strategy into the pure bundle
algorithm so as to arrive at a practical implementable algorithm. Consequently,
we defer a numerical study of the effectiveness of this approach till Chapter 3.
Chapter 3
LscP Bundle Trust Region
Method for Convex Minimization
In this chapter, we combine the basic form of LP bundle method developed
in Chapter 2, with the celebrated trust-region approach to yield a new bundle
method, called LP bundle trust region method.
In the iterative algorithms developed in this thesis, the outer loop has the
following pattern. At iteration point xk first obtain a trial point x˜ by solving a
subproblem. Then ask if f(x˜) is sufficiently less than f(xk). If it is, set xk+1 ← x˜,
otherwise, update model and subproblem and loop till sufficient descent is reached.
(Inner loop) How do we identify that f(x˜) is sufficiently less than f(xk)? Recall
that in Chapter 2, this question was answered in line 4 of Algorithm 1. On
the other hand, the λ in the stabilizing term of the traditional bundle direction
d(λ) = arg min
d∈Rn
{
m(xk; d) + 1
2λ
||d||2} plays a crucial role in the performance of
bundle algorithms. How should it be controlled? In this chapter we show that
we can utilize the philosophy of trust region method to improve Algorithm 1.
37
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Trust region methods solve a model problem to generate a trial point for the next
iteration. The model, say m(x), is a local approximation of the objective function
and is constrained on a trust region
{
x : ‖x− xk‖ ≤ ∆}. How well the model
approximates the objective function inside the trust region is measured by the
ratio of actual reduction and predicted reduction :
ρ =
f(xk)− f(x˜)
m(xk)−m(x˜) .
If ρ ≥ η1 > η2, then increase ∆; if ρ < η2 then decrease ∆. In this chapter, we
develop a version of bundle trust region method with linear subproblem for convex
minimization.
3.1 Derivation of the method
Consider minimizing a real-valued convex function f on Rn. Let S be the set
of minimizers of f . Then S is closed and convex. Assuming S is nonempty, the
projection operator P (·) onto S is well defined. In reference [59], a bundle trust-
region method was proposed to solve a two-stage stochastic linear programming
problem. We show that this method can be generalized to minimize any convex
function. We refer to the generalized method as LP bundle trust method (LPBTR).
During the kth iteration, LPBTR solves several linear problems with different
model functions, denoted by m and possibly different trust region radii ∆ before
a new iterate xk+1 is identified. Hence LPBTR refers to xk and xk+1 as major
iterates and xkl, l = 0, 1, 2, · · · obtained by solving the current linear problem
as minor iterates. For a general unconstrained convex optimization problem, at
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iteration (k, l), LPBTR solves the following subproblem:
min
(x,z)∈Rn+1
z (3.1a)
subject to f(yi) + si
T (x− yi) ≤ z, ∀i = 1, ..., pkl, (3.1b)
||x− xk||∞ ≤ ∆kl , (3.1c)
where yi are auxiliary points, si ∈ ∂f(yi), ∆kl is the current trust region radius,
and pkl is the number of cutting planes. We will also use x∗ to denote minor
iterates when it is not necessary to identify the iteration indices. The subscript
(k, l) and sometimes kl means l minor iterations have been executed after k-th
major iteration. Consequently, the x¯, ∆ and I in (2.6) are replaced by xk, ∆kl and
I(k, l). After solving subproblem (2.6), an optimal solution (xkl, zkl) is obtained.
The point xkl will be accepted as new iterate xk+1 if it yields substantial reduction
in the real objective f , otherwise the model function will be refined by adding
and deleting cutting planes. A linear approximation of f as a model function at
iteration (k, l) can be defined as follows:
mkl (x) = inf{z|f(yi) + siT (x− yi) ≤ z, ∀i = 1, ..., pkl}. (3.2)
LPBTR updates the model m in a way such that the following conditions hold:
mkl (x
k) = f(xk), l = 1, 2, · · · . (3.3)
mkl is a convex, piecewise linear lower underestimate of f, l = 1, 2, · · · . (3.4)
Specifically, to obtain mkl+1, LPBTR flushes all the cutting planes except the fol-
lowing three types.
• The cutting plane is generated at xk. Thus the cutting plane f(xk)+skT (x−
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xk) is always kept in the linear subproblem during the kth major iteration;
• The cutting plane is generated at previous minor iteration l′ = 1, 2, · · · , l−1
and satisfies
f(xk)−mkl (xkl)
f(xk)−mkl′(xkl′)
> η2, (3.5)
where η2 ∈ (η1, 1);
• The cutting plane is active at xkl with positive Lagrange multiplier.
LPBTR adds the new cutting plane generated at xkl . That is, without backtrack
or boundary check, LPBTR directly adds the cutting plane f(xkl ) + s
k
l
T
(x−xkl ) to
the model mkl+1.
3.2 The LPBTR algorithm
Procedure LPBTR Updating Trust Region
1 Define
ρkl =
f(xk)− f(xkl)
f(xk)−mkl (xkl)
(3.6)
if ρkl > η3(=
1
2
) and ||xkl − xk||∞ = ∆kl then
2 ∆k+11 = min(2∆
k
l ,∆max)
3 end
4 if ρkl < η1(= 0.0001) and ρ
k
l < − 1min(1,∆kl ) then
5 ∆kl+1 =
1
min(−min(1,∆kl )ρkl ,4)
∆kl ;
6 end
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Algorithm 2: Algorithm LPBTR
Data: Final accuracy tolerance tol, and maximum trust region radius
∆max, initial trust region ∆
0
0 ∈ [1,∆max), initial point x0, trust
region parameters η1, η2, η3;
Initialization Set the major iteration counter k = 1. Set y11 = x
1 and
compute f(x1).
Procedure LPBTR Major Iteration
1 Set the minor iteration counter l = 1. Set counter=0, yk1 = x
k and compute
sk1 ∈ ∂f(yk1);
2 Solve the linear programming subproblem (3.1) and obtain an optimal
solution (xkl, zkl);
3 if f(xk) ≤ mkl (xkl) + (1 + |f(xk)|)tol then
4 STOP
5 end
6 if ρkl =
f(xk)−f(xkl)
f(xk)−mkl (xkl)
≥ η1 then
7 xk+1 = xkl;
8 obtain mk+10 by keeping all cutting planes except those that have been
inactive for a number of iterations;
9 obtain ∆k+10 via procedure LPBTR Updating Trust Region;
10 k = k + 1, continue to next major iteration
11 else
12 flush all the cutting planes except the one generated at xk, those
satisfying (3.5), and those that are active at xkl ;
13 obtain ∆kl+1 via procedure LPBTR Updating Trust Region
14 end
15 add the cutting plane f(xkl) + skl
T
(x− xkl) to the model mkl+1;
16 set l = l + 1 and go to line 2;
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3.3 Convergence analysis
Assumption 3.3.1. The objective function f is bounded below on lev f(x0)f and
above on lev f(x0)f + ∆maxB∞.
Define
L = sup{||s||1 | s ∈ ∂f(x), ||x− x′||∞ ≤ ∆max, x′ ∈ lev≤f(x1)f} (3.7)
From Proposition 1.1.1 and Assumption 3.3.1 we have L < +∞.
The following lemma shows that in minor iterations the model value cannot
decrease.
Lemma 3.3.1. Suppose ρkl < η1. Then
mkl+1(x
k,l+1) ≥ mkl (xkl)
Proof. Observe that after obtaining the model mkl+1(x) and the trust region radius
∆kl+1, the feasible region of linear subproblem (3.1) has become smaller.
The notion of minor iteration is similar to the null step in bundle methods.
LPBTR shows that infinite number of minor iterations can only occur when the
current major iterate xk is already a minimizer of f , otherwise there are finite
number of minor iterations.
The following lemma shows that minor iterations either terminate finitely or
generate an infinite sequence with very small model reduction.
Lemma 3.3.2. Suppose that tol = 0 and Assumption 3.3.1 holds. Let l1 be any
index such that ρkl1 < η1. Then there is an index l2 > l1 such that either ρ
k
l2
≥ η1
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or
f(xk)−mkl2(xkl2)
f(xk)−mkl1(xkl1)
≤ η2. (3.8)
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that there does not exist such index l2; that is,
there is an infinite sequence of minor iterations and
f(xk)−mkq(xkq)
f(xk)−mkl1(xkl1)
> η2, ∀ q > l1. (3.9)
Since l1 can be any index in minor iterations, all the cutting planes generated at
iterations l ≥ l1 will satisfy (3.5), and hence be kept in the model. Assume that q
and l are generic indices satisfying q > l ≥ l1.
To construct a contradiction, write f(xk) − mkq(x) = [f(xk) − mkq(xkl)] +
[mkq(x
kl)−mkq(x)]. Consider the two parts of the right hand side of this equation.
First, observing that xkl is the point where a new cutting plane of f is gener-
ated and the cutting plane is kept in the model, it follows that f(xkl) = mkq(x
kl).
On the other hand, ρkl1 < η1 which yields f(x
k) − f(xkl) < η1[f(xk) −mkl1(xkl1)].
Consequently,
f(xk)−mkq(xkl) < η1[f(xk)−mkl1(xkl1)]. (3.10)
Second, the model function mkq(x) is convex. Therefore for all g ∈ ∂mkq(xkl),
mkq(x)−mkq(xkl) ≥ gT (x− xkl) ∀ x. (3.11)
Note g is a subgradient of mkq at x
kl where a new cutting plane of f was generated,
thus g ∈ ∂f(xkl). It follows from (3.7) and (3.11) that
mkq(x
kl)−mkq(x) ≤ ||g||1||x− xkl||∞ ≤ L||x− xkl||∞ ∀ x. (3.12)
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Combining (3.10) and (3.12), we have
f(xk)−mkq(x) < η1[f(xk)−mkl1(xkl1)] + L||x− xkl||∞ ∀ x. (3.13)
It then follows from (3.9) and (3.13) that
η2[f(x
k)−mkl1(xkl1)] < η1[f(xk)−mkl1(xkl1)] + L||xkq − xkl||∞ ∀ q > l1.
Thus
||xkq − xkl||∞ > η2 − η1
L
[f(xk)−mkl1(xkl1)]
def
= r > 0. (3.14)
However this cannot happen for an infinite number of indices q and l because
all minor iteration points xkl such that l ≥ l1 are in the neighborhood of xk,
B(xk,∆max) = {x|||x − xk||∞ ≤ ∆max}. Hence a contradiction is found and (3.8)
must be true for some l2 > l1.
It is worthy to mention that the proof of Lemma 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 does not
require the convexity of f . A consequence of Lemma 3.3.2 is that if the minor
iteration sequence does not terminate finitely then the model reduction will become
smaller and smaller and eventually converge to 0. This is because there is an
infinite sequence of indices 0 < l1 < l2 < · · · such that f(xk) − mklj(xklj) ≤
η2[f(x
k)−mklj−1(xklj−1)] ≤ · · · ≤ ηj−12 [f(xk)−mkl1(xkl1)]. And Lemma 3.3.1 further
implies that f(xk) − mkl (xkl) ↓ 0. Intuitively, this can only happen if xk is a
minimizer. However, that the model reduction is bounded below by some quantity
that is independent of l has to be proved in order to guarantee that it is impossible
to have infinite minor iterations if xk is not a minimizer.
Now let’s study the model reduction of LPBTR. The following lemma is de-
pendent on the convexity of f . It tries to measure the model reduction based on
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two cases. One is that the closest global minimizer of f to xk (which is denoted by
P (xk)) is already contained in the current trust region. In this case the minimum
point of the model is already below the minimum point of the objective function.
Another one is that P (xk) is outside of trust region. It then shows that the value
of the model at the point, which is in the trust region but closest to P (xk), is less
than the value of the objective function at that point.
Lemma 3.3.3. For all xkl generated by Algorithm 2 such that xk is not a minimizer
of f , the model reduction satisfies
mkl (x
k)−mkl (xkl) ≥ [f(xk)− f ∗] min
(
∆kl
||xk − P (xk)||∞ , 1
)
, (3.15)
where f ∗ is the minimum value and P (·) is the projection onto the optimal solution
set.
Proof. At the lth minor iteration, the model mkl (x) is minimized over the trust
region with radius ∆kl . Based on the possible positions of the minimizer P (x
k),
the proof can be divided into two parts.
First, suppose the minimizer P (xk) is located in the current trust region, i.e.,
||xk − P (xk)||∞ ≤ ∆kl . Then as mkl (x) is minimized over the trust region by
xkl, we have mkl (x
kl) ≤ mkl (P (xk)). From (3.4) we know that mkl (x) is a lower
approximation of f , therefore mkl (P (x
k)) ≤ f(P (xk)) = f ∗. Thus mkl (xkl) ≤ f ∗.
By (3.3) we have mkl (x
k)−mkl (xkl) ≥ f(xk)− f ∗.
Second, suppose the minimizer P (xk) is outside the current trust region, i.e.,
||xk − P (xk)||∞ > ∆kl . Then we consider the closest point to P (xk) in the trust
region. Denote xc = xk +
∆kl
||P (xk)−xk||∞ (P (x
k) − xk), the intersection point of the
boundary of the trust region and the line segment [P (xk), xk]. Then as mkl (x) is
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minimized over the trust region by xkl, we have mkl (x
kl) ≤ mkl (xc). Again it follows
from (3.4) that mkl (x
c) ≤ f(xc). By the definition of xc and the convexity of f we
have
f(xc) ≤ f(xk) + ∆
k
l
||P (xk)− xk||∞ [f
∗ − f(xk)].
Consequently,
mkl (x
kl) ≤ f(xk) + ∆
k
l
||P (xk)− xk||∞ [f
∗ − f(xk)].
Using (3.3) again we get mkl (x
k) − mkl (xkl) ≥ [f(xk) − f ∗] ∆
k
l
||xk−P (xk)||∞ . We can
verify (3.15) by integrating the above two parts.
Remark 3.3.1. In (3.15) there is an implicit approximation of the subgradient in-
formation. The right hand side of (3.15) is min
(
∆kl [f(x
k)−f∗]
||xk−P (xk)||∞ , [f(x
k)− f ∗]
)
. From
the subgradient inequality one can get
f(xk)− f(P (x)) ≤ sT (xk − P (x)) ≤ ||s||1||xk − P (x)||∞, ∀ x, ∀ s ∈ ∂f(xk).
Hence f(x
k)−f∗
||xk−P (xk)||∞ ≤ ||s||1, ∀ s ∈ ∂f(xk). Observe that the quantity
f(xk)−f∗
||xk−P (xk)||∞
is an underestimate of the minimal norm of subgradient ||g(xk)||1 = min
g∈∂f(xk)
||g||1.
In summary, Lemma 3.3.3 tells us two conclusions. If P (xk) is already in the
current trust region (i.e., ||xk − P (xk)||∞ ≤ ∆kl ), then
mkl (x
kl) ≤ f ∗. (3.16)
If P (xk) is not in the current trust region (i.e., ||xk − P (xk)||∞ > ∆kl ), then
mkl (x
k)−mkl (xkl) ≥
f(xk)− f ∗
||xk − P (xk)||∞∆
k
l with ||g(xk)||1∆kl ≥
f(xk)− f ∗
||xk − P (xk)||∞∆
k
l .
(3.17)
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In the literature of trust region methods, the trust region radius ∆ is usually
manipulated in a way such that
(i) if the sequence xk does not converge to a minimizer, then the trust region
cannot be shrunk infinitely, i.e., if ||xk − P (xk)||∞ K→  > 0 for some K, then
∆kl
K→ ′ > 0;
(ii) the change of ∆ can reflect the change of the gradient ∇f(xk) in smooth case
or any subdifferential information such as g(xk) in nonsmooth case.
The following lemma shows that the updating of ∆kl in LPBTR fulfills these
requirements.
Lemma 3.3.4. All trust regions ∆kl in algorithm 2 satisfy
∆kl ≥
1
4
min
min
1≤i≤k
||xi − P (xi)||∞, min
1≤i≤k
xi 6∈S
f(xi)− f ∗
L||xi − P (xi)||∞
 , (3.18)
where L is defined in (3.7).
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that there exist indices k and l such that (3.18) is
not true. First we show that before reaching such indices, the trust region is shrunk
at least once. We have shown that f(x
i)−f∗
||xi−P (xi)||∞ is an underestimate of ||g(xi)||∞.
Hence from the definition of L we have f(x
i)−f∗
L||xi−P (xi)||∞ ≤ 1. By contradiction, ∆kl <
1
4
min
min
1≤i≤k
||xi − P (xi)||∞, min
1≤i≤k
xi 6∈S
f(xi)−f∗
L||xi−P (xi)||∞
 ≤ 1
4
. However, in algorithm 2,
∆00 is chosen from [1,∆max). Hence, the trust region is shrunk at least once. In
LPBTR, the trust region is reduced by setting ∆kl+1 =
1
min(−min(1,∆kl )ρ,4)
∆kl ≥ 14∆kl .
Therefore there must exist earlier indices k′ ≤ k and l′ such that
∆k
′
l′ < min
min
1≤i≤k
||xi − P (xi)||∞, min
1≤i≤k
xi 6∈S
f(xi)− f ∗
L||xi − P (xi)||∞
 .
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Next we show that if ∆k
′
l′ < min
1≤i≤k
||xi − P (xi)||∞ then ∆k′l′ ≥ min
1≤i≤k
xi 6∈S
f(xi)−f∗
L||xi−P (xi)||∞ .
Note ∆k
′
l′ < min
1≤i≤k
||xi − P (xi)||∞ yields ∆k′l′ < min
1≤i≤k′
||xi − P (xi)||∞ as k′ ≤ k. It
means no minimizer has been in the trust regions during the k′ iterations. From
(3.17) we have
mk
′
l′ (x
k′)−mk′l′ (xk
′l′) ≥ f(x
k′)− f ∗
||xk′ − P (xk′)||∞∆
k′
l′ . (3.19)
On the other hand, the reduction of ∆k
′
l′ implies ρ
k′
l′ < − 1min(1,∆k′
l′ )
from procedure
LPBTR Updating Trust Region. By the definition of ρ it follows that
f(xk
′l′)− f(xk′) ≥ 1
min(1,∆k
′
l′ )
[f(xk
′
)−mk′l′ (xk
′l′)] (3.20)
Using (3.3) and combining (3.19) and (3.20) it follows that
f(xk
′l′)− f(xk′) ≥ ∆
k′
l′
min(1,∆k
′
l′ )
f(xk
′
)− f ∗
||xk′ − P (xk′)||∞ (3.21)
However, from the properties of subgradients we have for all sk
′
l′ ∈ ∂f(xk′l′),
f(xk
′l′)− f(xk′) ≤ sk′l′
T
(xk
′l′ − xk′) ≤ ||sk′l′ ||1||xk
′ − xk′l′||∞ ≤ L∆k′l′ . (3.22)
Combining (3.21) and (3.22) we obtain that
∆k
′
l′
min(1,∆k
′
l′ )
f(xk
′
)−f∗
||xk′−P (xk′ )||∞ ≤ L∆k
′
l′ and thus
f(xk
′
)−f∗
L||xk′−P (xk′ )||∞ ≤ min(1,∆k
′
l′ ) ≤ ∆k′l′ . We have found a contradiction by showing
that ∆k
′
l′ ≥ min
1≤i≤k
xi 6∈S
f(xi)−f∗
L||xi−P (xi)||∞ .
Remark 3.3.2. (i) The proof of Lemma 3.3.4 is based on Lemma 3.3.3 whose proof
is dependent on convexity. Furthermore, (3.22) is derived from the convexity of f .
For a Lipschitz function we do not have (3.22) but may instead use
f(xk
′l′)− f(xk′) ≤ L||xk′ − xk′l′||∞ ≤ L∆k′l′ , ∀ k′, l′. (3.23)
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(ii) It is worthy to mention that the proof of Lemma 3.3.4 only uses the decreasing
part of procedure LPBTR Updating Trust Region; it does not need the extension
of the trust region. This is probably because LPBTR always aims at the location
of P (xk). Since in Lemma 3.3.3 it has been shown that a model reduction that is
proportional to ∆kl can be guaranteed if P (x
k) is outside the current trust region,
the convergence of LPBTR does not require the extension of the trust region.
(iii) In LPBTR, a necessary condition for ρ to be reduced is ρkl < − 1min(1,∆kl ) . This
relation with ∆kl played a significant role as we can see in (3.20).
(iv) Lemma 3.3.3 and Lemma 3.3.4 suggest the model reduction is bounded below
independently of l, which guarantees minor iterations terminate finitely if xk is
not a minimizer.
We now prove the convergence theorem of LPBTR.
Theorem 3.3.1. Suppose that tol = 0.
(i) If algorithm 2 terminates at xkl, then xk is a minimizer of f with xk = P (xk);
(ii) if Assumption 3.3.1 holds and there is an infinite number of minor iterations
during the kth major iteration, then xk is a minimizer of f with xk = P (xk) and
lim
l→∞
mkl (x
kl)− f(xk) = 0;
(iii) if the sequence of major iterations {xk} is infinite then lim
k→∞
||xk−P (xk)||∞ =
0.
Proof. (i) Suppose algorithm 2 terminates at xkl. Then xkl must satisfy the
stopping criterion f(xk) ≤ mkl (xkl) + (1 + |f(xk)|)tol. As tol = 0, we have
f(xk) ≤ mkl (xkl). However by (3.4) f(xk) ≥ mkl (xkl). Thus f(xk) = mkl (xkl).
It follows from (3.3) that mkl (x
k) −mkl (xkl) = 0. Suppose for contradiction xk is
not a minimizer of f . Then f(xk) > f ∗ and xk − P (xk) 6= 0. By (3.15) we have
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0 ≥ [f(xk) − f ∗] min
(
∆kl
||xk−P (xk)||∞ , 1
)
. Thus 0 ≥ min
(
∆kl
||xk−P (xk)||∞ , 1
)
. But ∆kl
cannot be reduced to 0 after finite iterations. Hence a contradiction.
(ii) Suppose there is an infinite number of minor iterations during the kth ma-
jor iteration, we have shown that by Lemma 3.3.2 f(xk) − mkl (xkl) ↓ 0. Sup-
pose for contradiction xk is not a minimizer of f . Then similar argument as
in (i) can yield that ∀  > 0,  ≥ [f(xk) − f ∗] min
(
∆kl
||xk−P (xk)||∞ , 1
)
. Therefore
||xk−P (xk)||∞
f(xk)−f∗  ≥ min
(
∆kl , ||xk − P (xk)||∞
)
for all  and l. But Lemma 3.3.4 implies
∆kl > 0 for all l. Thus a contradiction is reached due to the arbitrary nature of
 > 0.
(iii) Suppose the sequence of major iterations {xk} is infinite. Then for each k
there is an index lk such that ρ
k
lk
≥ η1 and xk+1 = xklk . Hence from the definition
of ρ we have
f(xk)− f(xk+1) ≥ η1[f(xk)−mklk(xklk)]. (3.24)
As {xk} is infinite with f(xk) > f(xk+1), xk is not a minimizer of f , for all
k; because if xk is a minimizer with f(xk) = f ∗ then f ∗ > f(xk+1), which is
a contradiction. Therefore for all k, combining (3.15) and (3.24), we have the
following inequality:
f(xk)− f(xk+1) ≥ η1[f(xk)− f ∗] min
(
∆klk
||xk − P (xk)||∞ , 1
)
. (3.25)
Suppose for contradiction that lim
k→∞
||xk − P (xk)||∞ =  > 0. Then there is an
infinite subsequence of indices {kj}j=1,2,··· such that ||xkj − P (xkj)||∞ ≥ , for all
j. The sequence {f(xk)} is decreasing and f(x) is bounded below. Therefore
{f(xk)} converges to some f ′ ≥ f ∗ with f(xk) > f ′ for all k. As {xk} does not
converge to a minimizer of f , it can only be that f ′ > f ∗. Consequently, we have
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f(xk)− f ∗ > f ′ − f ∗ > 0 for all k. Applying this to (3.25) we deduce that
f(xk)− f(xk+1) ≥ η1[f ′ − f ∗] min
(
∆klk
||xk − P (xk)||∞ , 1
)
.
As f(xk)− f(xk+1)→ 0, it follows that lim
k→∞
∆klk
||xk−P (xk)||∞ = 0. On the other hand,
we can easily find an ′ such that inf
k
||xk−P (xk)||∞ ≥ ′ and inf
xk 6∈S
f(xk)−f∗
||xk−P (xk)||∞ ≥ ′.
From Lemma 3.3.4 we can conclude that ∆kl is bounded away from 0. As the
sequence { 1||xk−P (xk)||∞} is bounded, limk→∞
∆klk
||xk−P (xk)||∞ = 0 cannot happen. Hence
we have found a contradiction and lim
k→∞
||xk − P (xk)||∞ = 0.
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3.4 Numerical results
We tested the algorithm with convexification on some academic test problems.
The algorithm is coded LPB. See the table below.
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Table 3.1: Results for academic problems
No. Problem Dimension(n) Convexity fopt f* feval Error
2 Crescent 2 - 0 5.14E-08 29 5.14E-08
3 CB2 2 + 1.9522245 1.952225451 17 9.51E-07
4 CB3 2 + 2 2.000000000 4 0
5 DEM 2 + -3 -3.000000000 9 0
6 QL 2 + 7.2 7.200000668 18 6.68E-07
7 LQ 2 + -1.4142136 -1.41421274 19 8.6E-07
8 Mifflin1 2 + -1 -0.999999683 29 3.17E-07
9 Mifflin2 2 - -1 -1.000000000 21 0
10 Wolfe 2 + -8 -8.000000000 6 0
11 Rosen 4 + -44 -43.99998585 55 1.42E-05
12 Shor 5 + 22.600162 22.60018019 56 1.82E-05
13 Colville 1 5 - -32.348679 -32.34867809 43 9.11E-07
14 HS78 5 - -2.9197004 -2.918896332 191 0.000804
15 El-Attar 6 - 0.5598131 0.55981318 95 7.99E-08
16 Maxquad 10 + -0.8414083 -0.841407525 223 7.75E-07
17 Gill 10 - 9.7857721 9.785976382 185 0.000204
18 Steiner 2 12 - 16.703838 16.70384921 107 1.12E-05
19 Maxq 20 + 0 1.94176E-07 342 1.94E-07
20 Maxl 20 + 0 0.000000000 216 0
22 Goffin 50 + 0 0.000000000 52 0
23 MXHILB 50 + 0 1.53885E-06 18 1.54E-06
24 L1HILB 50 + 0 0.000000000 3 0
In table 3.1, fopt is the real optimal value of the problems; f
∗ is the optimal
value produced by the algorithm and feval is the number of function evaluations.
We see that all the errors are below 10−4 except that of HS78 and Gill.
We also tested some large-scale problems with dimensions up to 10000. The
two problems named GenMAXQ and GenMXHILB are from [47] and have variable
dimensions. Their optimal values are all 0. The results are in Tables 3.2 and
3.3 where n is the dimension, Error is the difference between the optimal value
obtained by the algorithm and the real optimal value, feval is the number of
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Table 3.2: Results for GenMXHILB with different dimensions
n Error feval k L Time tCPX ∆ c p du
100 9.97664E-07 26 15 9 0.271 0 2.045863824 5 3 22
200 1.7762E-06 25 14 9 0.282 0 4.097932727 4 3 21
500 2.77449E-06 32 16 14 0.419 0.063 0.128177068 6 3 28
1000 4.59293E-08 32 20 10 0.687 0.157 1.025728094 5 3 28
2000 7.70616E-07 31 19 10 1.607 0.246 0.128235494 7 3 27
5000 1.27324E-06 32 19 11 7.915 2.167 1.025977493 5 6 25
10000 9.60003E-07 36 20 14 40.714 9.982 1.026008677 5 7 28
function evaluations, k is the number of serious steps, L is the total number of
null steps, Time is the CPU time used by the algorithm, tCPX is the time spent
by CPLEX, ∆ is the final value of ∆, c is the number of times ∆ is decreased, p
is the number of times that primal simplex method is used by CPLEX and du is
the number of times that dual simplex method is used by CPLEX.
Table 3.3: Results for GenMAXQ with different dimensions
n Error feval k L Time tCPX ∆ c p du
100 4.21692E-07 1362 583 777 4.459 0.19 40 2 1 1360
200 4.18277E-07 3241 2430 809 15.185 0.216 10 2 1 3239
500 2.76912E-07 7740 2668 5070 102.097 1.52 200 2 0 7739
1000 0.00013359 30192 20001 10190 1093.884 11.038 3.125 6 0 30191
2000 2.78553E-07 34426 1859 32565 4790.962 29.426 200 5 0 34425
5000 4.80093E-07 93147 11940 81205 75344.845 3172.311 1000 7 0 93146
10000 3.05243E-07 189074 13002 176070 167333.313 8794.292 1000 4 2 189071
Chapter 4
Bundle Methods with Linear
Programming for Nonconvex
Optimization
In this chapter we focus on nonconvex optimization. We give a detailed derivation
of the LP bundle method and investigate its convergence. This chapter is based
on a paper [60] that has been submitted to a journal.
4.1 Properties of the objective function
For the reader’s convenience we collect in this section some standard definitions
and properties we will be utilizing in our development.
Definition 4.1.1 (prox-regularity, Definition 13.27, [85]). A function f : Rn → R
is prox-regular at x¯ for v¯ with respect to  > 0 and a ≥ 0 if f is finite and lsc at
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x¯ with v¯ ∈ ∂f(x¯) such that
f(x′) ≥ f(x) + 〈v, x′ − x〉 − a
2
||x′ − x||2 ∀ x′ ∈ B(x¯, ) (4.1)
when ||x− x¯|| < , v ∈ ∂f(x), ||v − v¯|| < , f(x) < f(x¯) + . When this holds for
all v¯ ∈ ∂f(x¯), f is said to be prox-regular at x¯.
Definition 4.1.2 (para-convexity). Given a point x¯ ∈ Rn and a real number
 > 0, a function f : Rn → R is said to be para-convex on B(x¯, ) with respect to
a if the function f(·) + a
2
|| · ||2 is convex on B(x¯, ).
(a) Front (b) Back
Figure 4.1: Example of a para-convex function
Definition 4.1.3 (proximal mapping). For a proper, lsc function f : Rn 7→ R¯ and
a parameter a > 0, the Moreau envelope function eaf and proximal mapping (or
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proximal point mapping) Paf are defined by
eaf(x) := inf
w∈domf
{f(w) + a
2
‖w − x‖2}, (4.2)
Paf(x) := arg min
w∈domf
{f(w) + a
2
‖w − x‖2}. (4.3)
If the proper, lsc function f is bounded from below then Paf(x) is nonempty
and compact for all (x, a) ∈ Rn×R>0, and the mapping Rn×R>0 3 (x, a) 7→ eaf(x)
is continuous. From Definition 4.1.3 we see that if p ∈ Paf(x) then f(p) ≤ eaf(x)
and a(p−x) ∈ ∂f(p). We also have eaf(x) ≤ f(x) for all x ∈ Rn and eaf(x) = f(x)
if and only if x ∈ Paf(x).
We note that both subdifferential and proximal mapping are osc. Additionally,
the mapping Rn × R>0 3 (x, a) 7→ Paf(x) is osc.
The following proposition is from lemma 2.2 of [27].
Proposition 4.1.1. If a function f : Rn → R is locally Lipschitz continuous and
prox-regular at x¯ then there exist  and ‘a’ such that f is para-convex on B(x¯, )
with respect to ‘a’.
Remark 4.1.1. If f : Rn → R is a convex function then it is useful to note that
f(x) = sup
{
f(y) + sT (x− y)|y ∈ Rn, s ∈ ∂f(y)} . (4.4)
4.2 The LP-bundle method
4.2.1 Derivation of the method
Based on the LPBC, we can derive a nonconvex version of the method through
convexification for special types of functions. Specifically, we consider locally Lip-
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schitz continuous functions that are prox-regular. Such functions are para-convex.
Hence we can use a linear model to approximate a locally convex function. Under
some assumptions, we show that the accumulation point of the minimizers of such
functions is a stationary point of the objective function via the theory of proximal
point mapping.
First we state the assumption on the objective function.
Assumption 4.2.1. The objective function f is locally Lipschitz continuous and
bounded below over Rn. Given x0 ∈ Rn, f is prox-regular on bounded level set
lev f(x0)f .
Note that a single-valued function f is prox-regular on an open set O and locally
Lipschitz continuous is equivalent to that f is lower-C2 on O; see [85, Prop. 13.33].
Define
g(y) := g(y;x, a) : y 7→ f(y) + a
2
||y − x||2 (4.5)
with x and a as parameters. Under Assumption 4.2.1, the Moreau envelope func-
tion and the proximal point mapping associated with the objective f are globally
well defined. We redefine them here as
ea(x) := min
y∈Rn
{g(y;x, a)} Pa (x) := arg min
y∈Rn
{g(y;x, a)}. (4.6)
If f is para-convex, then according to Definition 4.1.2, g(y) is convex on some
neighborhood Bb(x). Clearly, for different x and b, in order to make g(y) convex
with respect to y, there exists a threshold for the value of ‘a’. The motivation of
our method is based on the following observation. Suppose we have some sequences
xk → x′, ak → a′, and bk → b′ such that g(y;xk, ak) is convex with respect to y on
Bbk(x
k) for all k. Then we can use a cutting-plane model for g(y;xk, ak) with trust
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region as in LPBC to obtain descent locally. To justify its stationarity, x′ should be
a global minimizer of g(y;x′, a′). In fact, the outer semicontinuity of the mapping
(x, a) 7→ Pa(x) means if there exist xk → x¯, {ak} bounded and pk ∈ Pak(xk) with
‖xk − pk‖ → 0, then x¯ ∈ Pa¯(x¯) for some a¯. Thus in order to find a stationary
point our goal can be translated to generating a sequence {xn} and {pn} such that
lim
n→∞
‖xn− pn‖∞ = 0 with pn ∈ Pan(xn) and {an} bounded. Further discussion will
be made in Section 4.3.
The following lemma shows that there exists a threshold for the value a such
that the function g(y) is locally convex on lev f(x0)f (which is not necessarily
convex).
Lemma 4.2.1. Under Assumption 4.2.1, there exists a number a¯ ≥ 0 such that
for any a ≥ a¯, the function g(y;x, a) is convex on a neighborhood of y for all
y ∈ lev f(x0)f .
Proof. According to Assumption 4.2.1, f is locally Lipschitz continuous and given
x0 ∈ Rn, f is prox-regular at each point in the compact set lev f(x0)f . For all
x ∈ levx0f , there exist (x) and a(x) such that f is prox-regular at x with respect
to (x) and a(x). By Proposition 4.1.1, f is para-convex on B(x, (x)) with respect
to a(x) for all x ∈ levx0f ; i.e., the function g˜(y; a(x)) := f(y) + a(x)2 ||y||2 is convex
on B(x, (x)) for each x ∈ levx0f . We see
{
intB(x, (x))
∣∣x ∈ levx0f} is an open
cover of lev f(x0)f and it has a finite subcover
{
intB(xi, (xi))
∣∣ i = 1, · · · ,m} cor-
responding to some a(xi), i = 1, · · · , m. Define a¯ := max
{
a(xi)
∣∣ i = 1, · · · ,m}.
Then the function g˜(y; a¯) = g˜(y; a(xi)) +
a¯−a(xi)
2
||y||2 for all i = 1, · · · ,m is also
convex on each B(xi, (xi)). Consequently, g(y;x, a¯) = g˜(y; a¯) − a¯ 〈y, x〉 + a¯2 ||x||2
is convex on each B(xi, (xi)) and so is g(y;x, a) = g(y;x, a¯) +
a−a¯
2
‖y − x‖2 for all
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a ≥ a¯.
Proposition 4.2.1. Suppose C ⊆ Rn is a compact convex set and has a finite
subcover
{
intB(xi, (xi))
∣∣ i = 1, · · · ,m}. If the function f : Rn → R is convex
on each B(xi, (xi)) then f is convex on C.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that f is not convex on C . By contradiction
there must exist w1, w2 ∈ C and λ ∈ [0, 1] such that
g(λw1 + (1− λ)w2) > λg(w1) + (1− λ)g(w2). (4.7)
Then w1 and w2 cannot be in the same open ball of the subcover{
intB(xi, (xi))
∣∣ i = 1, · · · ,m}, otherwise it would contradict the fact that g is
convex on each of these open balls. Denote w3 = λw1 +(1−λ)w2. Define [y1, y2] :=
{y ∣∣ y = αy1 +(1−α)y2, α ∈ [0, 1]} for arbitrary y1, y2 ∈ Rn. By convexity of C we
have w3 ∈ [w1, w2] ⊆ C. Since
{
intB(xi, (xi))
∣∣ i = 1, · · · ,m} covers C, [w1, w2]
can be covered by a smaller cover. Denote Cˆ =
{
intB(xj, (xj))
∣∣ j = 1, · · · ,m′}
the subcover of [w1, w2] with the smallest number of open balls. To alleviate
notation we define Bj := intB(xj, (xj)). It is easy to see that each Bj ∈ Cˆ at
least intersects with one other open ball in Cˆ. We can easily verify that if λ is 0
or 1 then (4.7) can not hold true. Hence we have λ ∈]0, 1[.
First we show that if m′ = 2, no λ ∈]0, 1[ can satisfy (4.7) for any w1, w2 ∈ C.
Without loss of generality we assume w1 ∈ intB(x1, (x1)) and w2 ∈ intB(x2, (x2)).
(i) If w3 ∈ B1 ∩ B2, because B1 ∪ B2 covers [w1, w2], balls Bj are open and
λ ∈]0, 1[, there are points w4 and w5 in (B1∩B2)∩ [w1, w2] and numbers λ1 ∈]λ, 1[
and λ2 ∈]0, λ[ such that w4 = λ1w1 + (1 − λ1)w2 and w5 = λ2w1 + (1 − λ2)w2.
Hence w3 is also a convex combination of w4 and w5 with w3 = Zw4 + (1− Z)w5
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and Z = λ−λ2
λ1−λ2 . By convexity of g(y) on B1 ∩B2 we have
g(w3) ≤ Zg(w4) + (1− Z) g(w5). (4.8)
Express w4 and w5 as w4 = Xw1 + (1 − X)w5 and w5 = Y w4 + (1 − Y )w2 with
X = λ1−λ2
1−λ2 and Y =
λ2
λ1
, respectively. By convexity of g on B1 ⊇ {w1, w4, w5} and
B2 ⊇ {w4, w5, w2} we have
g(w4) ≤ Xg(w1) + (1−X)g(w5), (4.9)
g(w5) ≤ Y g(w4) + (1− Y )g(w2). (4.10)
Multiply (4.9) by Y and add it to (4.10) we get
g(w5) ≤ XY g(w1) + (1−X)Y g(w5) + (1− Y )g(w2) (4.11)
Multiply (4.10) by (1−X) and add it to (4.9) we get
g(w4) ≤ Xg(w1) + (1−X)Y g(w4) + (1−X)(1− Y )g(w2) (4.12)
Combining (4.8), (4.11), and (4.12) we have
g(w3) ≤ ZX + (1− Z)XY
1− (1−X)Y g(w1) +
(1−X)(1− Y )Z + (1− Z)(1− Y )
1− (1−X)Y g(w2)
(4.13)
By simple algebra we can verify that ZX+(1−Z)XY
1−(1−X)Y = λ and
(1−X)(1−Y )Z+(1−Z)(1−Y )
1−(1−X)Y =
1− λ. Hence (4.13) contradicts (4.7).
(ii) If w3 6∈ B1 ∩ B2, because B1 ∪ B2 covers [w1, w2], w3 must be in either
B1 or B2. Without loss of generality, let w3 ∈ B2 \ (B1 ∩ B2). There exists a
point w6 ∈ B1 ∩ B2 (B1 ∩ B2 cannot be empty because m′ = 2 is the smallest
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number of open balls of coverings of [w1, w2]), and a number λ3 ∈]λ, 1[ such that
w6 = λ3w1 + (1 − λ3)w2. Then we can express w3 by w3 = λλ3w6 +
(
1− λ
λ3
)
w2.
By the convexity of g(y) on B2 ⊇ {w6, w3, w2}, we have
g(w3) ≤ λ
λ3
g(w6) +
(
1− λ
λ3
)
g(w2). (4.14)
Combining (4.14) and (4.7) we obtain
g(w6) > λ3g(w1) + (1− λ3)g(w2). (4.15)
However the conclusion in (i) implies that if λ3 is a number such that the cor-
responding point w6 is in B1 ∩ B2, then it can not violate the convex inequality,
contracting (4.15).
Second, we show that if no λ ∈]0, 1[ can satisfy (4.7) for any w1, w2 ∈ C form′ ≤
k and k ≥ 2, then no λ ∈]0, 1[ can satisfy (4.7) for any w1, w2 ∈ C for m′ = k + 1.
For contradiction suppose there exists a λ ∈]0, 1[ satisfying (4.7) for m′ = k + 1.
Recall that Cˆ is the subcover of [w1, w2] with the smallest number of open balls. We
rearrange the indices of the balls if necessary to let w1 ∈ B1 and w2 ∈ Bm′ and Bm′
is furthest away from w1. Denote C2 =
{
intB (xl,  (xl))
∣∣ l = m1,m2, · · · ,md}
and C1 =
{
intB (xt,  (xt))
∣∣ t = s1, s2, · · · , sd} respectively, as the subcovers of
[w2, w3] and [w1, w3] with the smallest number of open balls.
(i’) Consider the first case when λ is such that the corresponding point w3 as
in (4.7) satisfies md ≤ k and sd ≤ k. By the assumption of induction, there is no
λ4 ∈]0, 1[ such that w7 = λ4w1 + (1− λ4)w3 can violate the convex inequality for
w1 and w3; there is no λ5 ∈]0, 1[ such that w8 = λ5w3 + (1 − λ5)w2 can violate
the convex inequality for w3 and w2. As w3 ∈ [w1, w2] there must be an open
ball B3 ∈ Cˆ containing w3. Choose suitable λ4 and λ5 such that w7, w8 ∈ B3.
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From w3 ∈ [w7, w8] ⊂ [w1, w2] we know that also w3 = βw7 + (1 − β)w8 for some
β ∈]0, 1[. Simple algebra can deduce β = λ(1−λ5)
λ4(1−λ)+λ(1−λ5) . By convexity of g on
B3 ⊇ {w7, w3, w8} we have
g(w3) ≤ βg(w7) + (1− β)g(w8). (4.16)
Express w7 and w8 as w7 = Ew1 + (1 − E)w8 and w8 = Fw7 + (1 − F )w2 with
E = λ4+λ(1−λ4)−λλ5
1−λλ5 and F =
λλ5
λ4+(1−λ4)λ , respectively. We can verify that both E
and F are in ]0, 1[ since w7 is closer to w1 and w8 is closer to w2.
From the assumption of induction, both {w1, w7, w8} and {w7, w8, w2} cannot
violate the convex inequality, thus we must have
g(w7) ≤ Eg(w1) + (1− E)g(w8), (4.17)
g(w8) ≤ Fg(w7) + (1− F )g(w2). (4.18)
Combining (4.16), (4.17), and (4.18) we can get
g(w3) ≤ βE + (1− β)EF
1− (1− E)F g(w1) +
(1− E)(1− F )β + (1− β)(1− F )
1− (1− E)F g(w2).
(4.19)
By simple algebra we can verify that βE+(1−β)EF
1−(1−E)F = λ and
(1−E)(1−F )β+(1−β)(1−F )
1−(1−E)F =
1− λ. Hence (4.19) contradicts (4.7).
(ii’) Consider the second case when λ is such that the corresponding point w3 as
in (4.7) satisfies md = k + 1 or sd = k + 1. Without loss of generality we consider
the latter case only. Recall that C1 =
{
intB (xt,  (xt))
∣∣ t = s1, s2, · · · , sd} is
the subcover of [w1, w3] with the smallest number of open balls. We rearrange
the indices of the balls if necessary to let w1 ∈ Bs1 and w3 ∈ Bsd and Bsd is
furthest away from w1. Further more there are λ6 ∈]λ, 1[ and λ7 ∈]λ6, 1[ with
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w9 = λ6w1 + (1−λ6)w2 and w10 = λ7w1 + (1−λ7)w2 such that w9, w10 ∈ [w1, w3]\
(B1 ∪Bs1 ∪Bm′ ∪Bsd). This is because both Cˆ and C1 have m′ = k + 1 open
balls and k ≥ 2. Consequently, [w1, w9], [w10, w3] and [w9, w2] can only be covered
by at most k open balls. Expressing w10 = Ww1 + (1 −W )w9 with W = λ7−λ61−λ6 ,
w9 = Uw10 +(1−U)w3 with U = λ6−λλ7−λ and w3 = V w9 +(1−V )w2 with V = λλ6 , by
induction the triples {w1, w10, w9}, {w10, w9, w3} and {w9, w3, w2} can not violate
the convex inequality, therefore we have
g(w9) ≤ Ug(w10) + (1− U)g(w3), (4.20)
g(w3) ≤ V g(w9) + (1− V )g(w2). (4.21)
g(w10) ≤ Wg(w1) + (1−W )g(w9) (4.22)
Add (4.20) to (4.22) multiplied by U to eliminate g(w10). Combing the resulted
inequality with (4.21), we have
g(w3) ≤ UVW
1− U + UW − V + V U g(w1) +
(1− V )(1− U + UW )
1− U + UW − V + V U g(w2) (4.23)
By simple algebra we can verify that UVW
1−U+UW−V+V U = λ and
(1−V )(1−U+UW )
1−U+UW−V+V U =
1− λ. Hence (4.23) contradicts (4.7). We have finished the induction by showing
any w1, w2 ∈ C cannot violate the convex inequality for all m′.
Proposition 4.2.2. If C ⊆ Rn is convex and compact and f : Rn → R is locally
Lipschitz continuous and prox-regular on C, then there exists a threshold ath(C)
such that g(y;x, a) is convex on C for any a ≥ ath(C) and any x ∈ Rn.
Proof. By Proposition 4.1.1, if f is locally Lipschitz continuous and prox-regular on
C, then for every point x ∈ C, there exist (x) and a(x) such that f is para-convex
on B(x, (x)) with respect to a(x); i.e., the function g˜(y; a(x)) := f(y)+ a(x)
2
||y||2 is
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convex on B(x, (x)) for each x ∈ C. Now {intB(x, (x))∣∣x ∈ C} is an open cover
of the compact set C and it has a finite subcover
{
intB(xi, (xi))
∣∣ i = 1, · · · ,m}
corresponding to some a(xi). Define a
th := max
{
a(xi)
∣∣ i = 1, · · · ,m}. Then the
function g˜(y; ath) = g˜(y; a(xi)) +
ath−a(xi)
2
||y||2 for all i = 1, · · · ,m is also convex
on each B(xi, (xi)). So is g(y;x, a
th) = g˜(y; ath)− ath 〈y, x〉 + ath
2
||x||2. Applying
Proposition 4.2.1 on g(y;x, ath) yields that g(y;x, ath) is convex on C. As x is a
parameter and it does not affect the convexity of g, consequently, there exists a
threshold ath(C) = ath such that g(y;x, a) is convex on C for any a ≥ ath(C) and
any x ∈ Rn.
The following theorem shows that there exists a threshold for the value a such
that the function g(y) is the restriction to the possibly nonconvex set lev f(x0)f , of
a globally convex function. See Appendix A for the proof of this theorem.
Theorem 4.2.1. Suppose f is prox-regular and locally Lipschitz on a bounded level
set levx0f with int levx0f 6= ∅. Let g (y;x, a) be defined in (4.5) with a ≥ 0. There
exists a number ath ≥ 0 such that for all a ≥ ath, g(y;x, a) is the restriction to
lev f(x0)f of a globally convex function H(y;x, a) satisfying g(y;x, a) ≥ H(y;x, a)
for all y ∈ Rn and x ∈ lev f(x0)f .
Theorem 4.2.1 essentially shows that g can be described as a restriction of a
convex function. We will in the future refer to this as the ’restriction property’.
We now need to address the details of the following algorithmic paradigm.
Steps of the algorithm
Step 0 Initialization
Step 1 Solve LP
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Step 2 Stopping test
Step 3 Decide major iteration or minor iteration (i.e., serious step or null
step)
Step 4 Update trust region radius for major and minor iteration
Step 5 Update convexification parameter for major and minor iteration
Step 6 Add a new cutting plane to the model and update LP information
Step 7 Update major and minor iterations and continue to Step 1
4.2.2 On-the-fly convexification
The threshold value ath is hard to find. Our goal in this section (see also Sec-
tion 4.2.4) is to find a lower bound for the parameter a such that g(y; x¯, a) is a
restriction of a convex function locally within lev f(x0)f . We first investigate the
convexification technique which first appeared in [39]. Suppose we are at the cur-
rent iteration point, i.e., the current best candidate for a stationary point of f . We
denote this point x¯ in general and by xk when it is necessary to indicate it is in
the k-th iteration. A necessary condition for this is that all the cutting planes gen-
erated at the points in the subset should be below the graph of g, since a convex
function is essentially represented by the point-wise supremum of cutting-plane
functions. We will use the linearization errors of g(·; x¯, a) at x¯:
Ei :=g(x¯; x¯, a)− h(x¯; x¯, a, yi) (4.24)
=f(x¯)−
[
f(yi) +
a
2
‖yi − x¯‖2 + 〈si + a(yi − x¯), x¯− yi〉
]
, ∀ i ∈ I. (4.25)
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Denote ∂g(y;x, a) as the subdifferential of function g with respect to variable y.
It follows from the calculus of subdifferential and Assumption 4.2.1 that
∂g(y;x, a) = ∂f(y) + a(y − x) and ∂g(x;x, a) = ∂f(x) (4.26)
for all y and x in the set lev f(x0)f . For any s ∈ ∂f(y) and y ∈ lev f(x0)f , clearly
we have s + a(y − x) ∈ ∂g(y;x, a). Consequently, the cutting-plane function of g
at the point yi can be written as
h(w,yi) := h(w;x, a, yi) : w 7→ f(yi)+a
2
||yi−x||2+〈si + a(yi − x), w − yi〉 , (4.27)
where si ∈ ∂f(yi). According to Theorem 4.2.1, under Assumption 4.2.1, if a ≥ ath,
g is a restriction to lev f(x0)f of a convex function H minorizing g. Thus a cutting
plane of g generated at an auxiliary point yi ∈ int lev f(x0)f is the same cutting
plane of H generated at yi; additionally, as H is a convex function minorizing g,
this cutting plane is not only below the graph of H but also below that of g. In
summary we have
g(y;x, a)− h(y;x, a, yi) ≥ 0, ∀ y ∈ Rn, x ∈ lev f(x0)f, yi ∈ int lev f(x0)f, a ≥ ath.
(4.28)
We provide a localized convexification process by selecting a collection of points
around the current iteration point and verifying the necessary condition for con-
vexity. We let ‘a’ be variable and I be some index set, and set
g(yj; x¯, a)− h(yj; x¯, a, yi) ≥ 0, ∀ i, j ∈ I; (4.29)
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to deduce the necessary condition for a: a ≥ a˜min, where
a˜min := max
i,j∈I
{−f(yi)− f(yj)− 〈sj, yi − yj〉1
2
‖yi − yj‖2 }. (4.30)
This value can be negative, so we set amin := max{a˜min, 0}. Consequently, for any
a ≥ amin, (4.29) holds true. Note that amin is dependent on the points indexed in
I. Consequently, each time a new auxiliary point yi is obtained a
min needs to be
updated. We also note that, amin, the local lower bound for the convexification
parameter, determined by (4.29) where x¯ ∈ lev f(x0)f, yi ∈ int lev f(x0)f, ∀ i ∈ I,
is not greater than ath that satisfies (4.28).
4.2.3 The model problem and model reduction
The cutting-planes model of g(y;x, a) is defined by
m(w) := m(w;x, a, I) : w 7→ max
i∈I
{h(w;x, a, yi)}, (4.31)
where I is the index set of auxiliary points yi where cutting planes of function g are
generated. Our algorithmic model is defined by (4.31) and in the remainder of this
chapter, m refers to the model defined in (4.31) unless otherwise stated. Suppose
we are at x¯. To proceed in finding a new candidate, we intend to obtain descent
in f by minimizing the cutting-planes model of g(x; x¯, a) over a trust region, i.e.,
we solve the linear subproblem
min
x∈Rn
m(x; x¯, a, I) subject to ‖x− x¯‖∞ ≤ ∆, (4.32)
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which is equivalent to the following problem
min
(x,z)∈Rn+1
z (4.33a)
subject to f(yi) +
a
2
‖yi − x¯‖2 + 〈si + a(yi − x¯), x− yi〉 ≤ z, i ∈ I, (4.33b)
‖x− x¯‖∞ ≤ ∆. (4.33c)
We would like to inspect the reduction of the model function m after we have
obtained a new trial point via the linear programming problem (4.33). Denote a
general optimal solution of problem (4.33) by (x∗, z∗) and by (xkl, zkl) when it is
necessary to indicate it is in the l-th minor iteration in the k-th major iteration.
In the following lemma we derive the explicit expression of the reduction of the
model from x¯ to x∗.
Lemma 4.2.2. Consider the linear problem (4.33). Let i¯ ∈ I be such that x¯ = yi¯,
m(x) := m(x; x¯, a, I) be defined as in (4.31), (x∗, z∗) be an optimal solution of
(4.33) and suppose ‘a’ is such that Ei ≥ 0, ∀ i ∈ I.
(i) The following holds true
m(x¯)−m(x∗) = f(x¯)− z∗
=

∑
i∈I¯
λiEi, if ‖x∗ − x¯‖∞ < ∆;
∑
i∈I¯
λiEi + ∆‖
∑
i∈I¯
λi[si + a(yi − x¯)]‖1, if ‖x∗ − x¯‖∞ = ∆,
(4.34)
where I¯ is the index set for active constraints in (4.33b) at (x∗, z∗), and λi for
i ∈ I¯ are the corresponding Lagrangian multipliers of (4.33b).
(ii) Let C be any set satisfying x¯ ∈ int C and yi ∈ int C for all i ∈ I¯, if additionally
‘a’ is such that g(y;x, a) is a restriction to C of a globally convex function H(y;x, a)
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satisfying g(y;x, a) ≥ H(y;x, a) for all y ∈ Rn, x ∈ Rn. Then
∑
i∈I¯
λi[si + a(yi − x¯)] ∈ ∂˜g(x¯; x¯, a), where ˜ =
∑
i∈I¯
λiEi; (4.35)
and furthermore, if 0 ∈ ∂0g(x¯; x¯, a), then x¯ is a global minimizer of g(y; x¯, a).
Proof. (i) By definition m(x¯) = max
i∈I
{h(x¯; x¯, a, yi)} ≥ h(x¯; x¯, a, yi¯) and since x¯ =
yi¯, we have h(x¯; x¯, a, yi¯) = f(yi¯) = f(x¯) by the definition of function h in (4.27). As
‘a’ is such that Ei ≥ 0 for all i ∈ I, we get max
i∈I
{h(x¯; x¯, a, yi)} ≤ g(x¯; x¯, a) = f(x¯)
via the definition of Ei in (4.24). Consequently, m(x¯) = f(x¯). Problem (4.33) is
equivalent to (4.32) in the sense that the optimal solution (x∗, z∗) satisfies m(x∗) =
z∗ = min{m(x)∣∣‖x − x¯‖∞ ≤ ∆}. Therefore m(x¯) −m(x∗) = f(x¯) − z∗. The I¯ in
(4.34) is defined by
I¯ :=
{
i ∈ I∣∣f(yi) + a
2
‖yi − x¯‖2 + 〈si + a(yi − x¯), x∗ − yi〉 = z∗
}
. (4.36)
I¯ cannot be empty because (x∗, z∗) has to be on some cutting plane. If ‖x∗−x¯‖∞ =
∆, then one of the sets
IR :=
{
i ∈ {1, · · · , n} ∣∣x∗i = x¯i + ∆} , and IL := {i ∈ {1, · · · , n} ∣∣x∗i = x¯i −∆}
(4.37)
will be nonempty. As (x∗, z∗) is the optimal solution of linear problem (4.33), it
satisfies the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions; that is, there exist multipliers
λi ≥ 0, i ∈ I¯ , ui ≥ 0, i ∈ IR, and wi ≥ 0, i ∈ IL such that
∑
i∈I¯
λi[si + a(yi − x¯)] +
∑
i∈IR
uiei −
∑
i∈IL
wiei = 0, (4.38)
1−
∑
i∈I¯
λi = 0, (4.39)
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where ei, i = 1, · · · , n are vectors in Rn with the i-th component being 1 and the
others 0. If ‖x∗ − x¯‖∞ < ∆, then (4.38) simply reduces to
∑
i∈I¯
λi[si + a(yi − x¯)] = 0. (4.40)
We have
f(x¯)− z∗ =
∑
i∈I¯
λi [f(x¯)− z∗] (by (4.39))
=
∑
i∈I¯
λi
{
f(x¯)−
[
f(yi) +
a
2
‖yi − x¯‖2 + 〈si + a(yi − x¯), x∗ − yi〉
]}
(4.41)
=
∑
i∈I¯
λi
{
f(x¯)−
[
f(yi) +
a
2
‖yi − x¯‖2 + 〈si + a(yi − x¯), x¯− yi〉
]}
−
∑
i∈I¯
λi 〈si + a(yi − x¯), x∗ − x¯〉 , (4.42)
where the second equation follows from (4.36). Consider the first case when ‖x∗−
x¯‖∞ < ∆. Then by (4.25), (4.40) and (4.42) we have
f(x¯)− z∗ =
∑
i∈I¯
λiEi.
If ‖x∗ − x¯‖∞ = ∆, then by (4.25), (4.38) and (4.42) we have
f(x¯)− z∗ =
∑
i∈I¯
λiEi +
〈∑
i∈IR
uiei −
∑
i∈IL
wiei, x
∗ − x¯
〉
=
∑
i∈I¯
λiEi + ∆
(∑
i∈IR
ui +
∑
i∈IL
wi
)
(by definition of IR and IL).
(4.43)
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On the other hand,
‖
∑
i∈I¯
λi[si + a(yi − x¯)]‖1 = ‖
∑
i∈IR
uiei −
∑
i∈IL
wiei‖1 (by (4.38))
=
(∑
i∈IR
ui +
∑
i∈IL
wi
)
(by definition of IR and IL).
(4.44)
Combining (4.43) and (4.44) we get
f(x¯)− z∗ =
∑
i∈I¯
λiEi + ∆‖
∑
i∈I¯
λi[si + a(yi − x¯)]‖1.
(ii) By the restriction property in Theorem 4.2.1 we have g(y; x¯, a) = H(y; x¯, a)
for all y ∈ C, and ∂g(y; x¯, a) = ∂H(y; x¯, a) for all y ∈ int C. As H is globally
convex, ∂g(y; x¯, a) can be defined by ∂g(y; x¯, a) := ∂H(y; x¯, a) for any y ∈ int C.
For all i ∈ I¯, since yi ∈ int C, we have si + a(yi− x¯) ∈ ∂H(yi; x¯, a). Thus we have
that
g(z; x¯, a) ≥ H(z; x¯, a) for all z ∈ Rn
≥ H(yi; x¯, a) + 〈si + a(yi − x¯), z − yi〉 for all i ∈ I¯ and z ∈ Rn
(by definition of convex subgradient)
= g(yi; x¯, a) + 〈si + a(yi − x¯), z − yi〉 (by the restriction property)
= g(x¯; x¯, a) + 〈si + a(yi − x¯), z − x¯〉 − Ei (by definition of Ei). (4.45)
The convex combination of (4.45) with λi satisfying (4.39) yields
g(z; x¯, a) ≥ g(x¯; x¯, a) +
〈∑
i∈I¯
λi[si + a(yi − x¯)], z − x¯
〉
−
∑
i∈I¯
λiEi, for all z ∈ Rn.
(4.46)
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By the definition of −subdifferential in convex analysis, (4.46) verifies (4.35).
If 0 ∈ ∂0g(x¯; x¯, a), then 0 ∈ ∂H(x¯; x¯, a) since x¯ ∈ int C and ∂H(y; x¯, a) =
∂g(y; x¯, a) for all y ∈ int C. Because H(y; x¯, a) is a convex function, its station-
ary points are also global minimizers. Consequently, for any z ∈ Rn, we have
g(x¯; x¯, a) = H(x¯; x¯, a) ≤ H(z; x¯, a) ≤ g(z; x¯, a). We note that another simple
way to see this conclusion is that 0 ∈ ∂g(x¯; x¯, a) = ∂f(x¯) which is equivalent to
x¯ ∈ Pa(x¯).
Remark 4.2.1. (i) The conclusions in Lemma 4.2.2 are very similar to those of
the classical bundle methods. The convex combination of subgradients,
∑
i∈I¯
λisi
(or
∑
i∈I¯
λi [si + a(yi − x¯)]) is involved in both situations and is sometimes termed
an aggregate subgradient. The subgradient aggregation technique was developed
in [51] where aggregate subgradients together with the convex combinations of
linearization errors are used to represent additional virtual cutting planes in the
model. Subgradient aggregation technique has many applications including pre-
venting unbounded storage caused by too many cutting planes.
(ii) It is not difficult to see that the model reduction is always nonnegative
provided that Ei ≥ 0 for all i ∈ I. From the definition of Ei in (4.24), this can be
guaranteed by choosing a ≥ amin which satisfies (4.29).
(iii) The expression of model reduction in (4.34) can also be stated as
m(x¯)−m(x∗) =
∑
i∈I¯
λiEi + ∆‖
∑
i∈I¯
λi[si + a(yi − x¯)]‖1 (4.47)
with
∑
i∈I¯
λi[si + a(yi − x¯)] = 0 if ‖x∗ − x¯‖∞ < ∆.
Lemma 4.2.2 implies that the model reduction can somehow help us to deter-
mine whether x¯ is a good estimate of a stationary point. If f is convex, generally
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speaking, a good estimate x¯ of a minimizer of f should satisfy that both min
g∈∂f(x¯)
||g||
and f(x¯) − f(p) are very small, where p is a minimizer of f . In the convex case
f(x¯)−f(p)
‖x¯−p‖∞ can be a lower bound for ming∈∂f(x¯)
||g||. Motivated by this, in the next lemma
we try to relate the model reduction with the above two approximate measures of a
good estimate of a stationary point, into the nonconvex case through the restricted
convexity. We will use the following set which essentially defines the model m(x).
F := {yi | i ∈ Iˆ}, where Iˆ := {i ∈ I |∃ x ∈ Rn such that m(x) = h(x; x¯, a, yi)}.
(4.48)
Lemma 4.2.3. Given a prox-center x¯ ∈ lev f(x0)f , a trust region radius ∆ and
an index set I containing some i¯ such that x¯ = yi¯. Let m(x) defined in (4.31) be
the objective function of problem (4.32), ‘a’ be such that Ei ≥ 0, ∀ i ∈ I, x∗ be
the first component of an optimal solution of problem (4.33), and F be defined in
(4.48).
If ‘a’ is such that g(x; x¯, a) is a restriction to set F of H(x), where H(x) is
convex on Rn and satisfies H(x) ≤ g(x) for all x ∈ Rn. Then
(a) m(x) is a cutting-plane model of H(x) and satisfies m(x) ≤ H(x), ∀ x ∈ Rn;
(b) if p ∈ Pa(x¯) and x¯ 6∈ Pa(x¯), then
m(x¯)−m(x∗) ≥ [f(x¯)− ea(x¯)] min{ ∆‖x¯− p‖∞ , 1} ≥ 0. (4.49)
Proof. (a) We see that Iˆ indexes all the cutting planes that sufficiently define
m(x). The model m(x) is essentially the pointwise maximum of cutting planes of
g(x) generated at bundle points where the value of g and H coincide, and hence
m(x) is also a cutting-plane model of H(x). Since H(x) is convex, by remark 4.1.1
it is a lower approximation of H. This finishes the proof of (a).
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(b) The proof of (4.49) can be divided into two parts based on the possible positions
of p. First, suppose p is located in the trust region, i.e., ‖x¯−p‖∞ ≤ ∆, which yields
min{ ∆‖x¯−p‖∞ , 1} = 1. To show (4.49) it suffices to showm(x¯)−m(x∗) ≥ f(x¯)−ea(x¯).
By Lemma 4.2.2 (i), m(x¯) = f(x¯), and hence we only need to show m(x∗) ≤ ea(x¯).
From the optimality of x∗, conclusion (a), the fact that H(x) ≤ g(x) and (4.6), we
have
m(x∗) ≤ m(p) ≤ H(p) ≤ g(p) = ea(x¯).
Second, suppose p is outside the trust region, i.e., ‖x¯ − p‖∞ > ∆, which yields
min{ ∆‖x¯−p‖∞ , 1} = ∆‖x¯−p‖∞ . To show (4.49) it suffices to show
m(x¯)−m(x∗) ≥ f(x¯)− ea(x¯)‖x¯− p‖∞ ∆. (4.50)
We consider the point xc = x¯+ ∆‖x¯−p‖∞ (p− x¯), the intersection point of trust region
and the line segment [x¯, p]. By the optimality of x∗, the result (a), the convexity
of H, the fact that H(x) ≤ g(x), (4.6) and the fact that g(x¯) = f(x¯), we have
m(x∗) ≤ m(xc) ≤ H(xc) ≤ ∆‖x¯− p‖∞H(p) + (1−
∆
‖x¯− p‖∞ )H(x¯)
≤ ∆‖x¯− p‖∞ g(p) + (1−
∆
‖x¯− p‖∞ )g(x¯)
=
∆
‖x¯− p‖∞ ea(x¯) + (1−
∆
‖x¯− p‖∞ )f(x¯).
Then (4.50) can be verified using f(x¯) = m(x¯).
4.2.4 Update of the model
At the end of a certain iteration (either major or minor), we need to update the
model and prepare the data for the new LP in next iteration. The update of the
model is supposed to improve the model. The update includes adding new cutting
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planes and deleting old cutting planes, i.e., adding and removing points from the
set Ω := {yi | i ∈ I}. We also take into account the update of convexification
parameter a and amin when considering updating the model, as a is also part of
the model.
In our method, we always add one cutting plane at the end of each iteration.
Specifically, at the end of a major iteration, we obtain xk+1 as our new prox-center.
A cutting plane will be needed to generate at this point, and hence we add xk+1
to Ω so that there exists a i¯ ∈ I such that yi¯ = xk+1. At the end of a minor
iteration, we obtain xkl which did not yield sufficient reduction of the objective
function. A cutting plane is supposed to be generated at this point to improve
the quality of the model. However xkl could be very bad in the sense that f(xkl)
is too far away from f(xk) or even bigger than f(x0). In this case we backtrack
along the direction xkl− xk until we find a point whose function value is less than
some upper bound fku . This is a finite process provided that f
k
u > f
k, as we will
prove in Lemma 4.2.5.
After backtrack, we add the point found into Ω, and consequently, all our new
bundle points, i.e., those that are generated in iteration (k, l) for some l, will be
in levfkuf . However the old bundle points, i.e., those generated in (k − j, l′) for
some j and l′, can still be outside levfkuf . At the end of iteration (k, lk), we remove
the old bundle points whose function values are greater than fku . Finally, before
we enter iteration k + 1 we move the upper bound closer to f(xk+1) by setting
fk+1u ← α3fk + (1− α3)fku with some α3 ∈]0, 1[.
We see the bundle point set Ω is updated dynamically so that at any iteration
(k, l), Ω ⊆ levfk−2u f . This setting is related to the convexification process. In
Lemma 4.2.3 the value of parameter a such that g is a restriction of a convex
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function depends on the set F ⊆ Ω. The following lemma states the existence of
such value.
Lemma 4.2.4. Suppose that Assumption 4.2.1 holds. Given a prox-center x¯ ∈
lev f(x0)f and some fu ∈ (f(x¯), f(x0)], consider the model m(x) defined in (4.31)
with bundle points yi ∈ Ω satisfying yi ∈ levfuf for all i ∈ I. Let D be a compact
set such that D ⊇ F and int D 6= ∅. There exists a threshold ath(x¯, I) ≥ 0 such
that for all a ≥ ath(x¯, I), g(y;x, a) is the restriction to D of a globally convex
function H(y;x, a) satisfying g(y;x, a) ≥ H(y;x, a) for all y ∈ Rn and x ∈ D.
Proof. This lemma is an extension of Theorem 4.2.1. Since yi ∈ levfuf for all i ∈ I
and fu ∈ (f(x¯), f(x0)] we have by (4.48) that F ⊆ lev f(x0)f . As F is a finite set
and D is the smallest compact set containing F we have D ⊆ lev f(x0)f . From
Corollary A.1 and the proof of Theorem 4.2.1 in the appendix, we can see that
the same conclusion holds true when we replace lev f(x0)f by any of its compact
subset that has nonempty interior. In our case each (x¯, I) corresponds to a set
D ⊆ lev f(x0)f and for each D there exists a threshold ath(x¯, I) satisfying the
corresponding conditions.
From Lemma 4.2.4 we see that the condition for ‘a’ in Lemma 4.2.3 can be
satisfied if we take a ≥ ath(x¯, I).
4.2.5 The LPBNC algorithm
For the trust region update we follow the procedure LPBTR Updating Trust Re-
gion. In our algorithm in order to distinguish the prox-center we differentiate
major iterations and minor iterations. When we set a new prox-center xk+1 it
is also the last minor iteration point denoted by xklk . As we have an infinite
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sequence of iterations, the following two situations can happen. First, there are
infinite number of major iterations with each loop of minor iteration to be finite.
The sequence can be described as follows:
x0, x00, x01, · · · , x1(= x0l0), x10, x11, · · · , xk, xk0, xk1, · · · , xk+1(= xklk), · · · .
(4.51a)
Second, there are finite number of major iterations with the last major iteration
containing infinite minor iterations, which can be described as:
x0, x00, x01, · · · , x1(= x0l0), x10, x11, · · · , xk, xk0, xk1, · · · , xkl, xk(l+1), · · · .
(4.51b)
A set of similar notations goes for the sequences of parameters (a,∆). Starting
from (a00,∆
0
0), each pair (a
k
l ,∆
k
l ) is used to produce x
kl; and if l = lk we say
xklk was produced by (aklk ,∆
k
lk
). To alleviate notation we drop the subscripts of
(akl ,∆
k
l ) in the Algorithm 3 below and also in later analysis we define m
k
l (x) :=
m(x;xk, akl , I(k, l)) for all k and l and note the value of m
k
l (x) is dependent on
xk, akl and I(k, l).
A simplified algorithm
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1 Step 0. Initialization
2 major and minor iteration counter (k, l)← (0, 0);
3 Step 1. Solve LP
5 The first auxiliary point y1 ← xk; calculate s1 ∈ ∂f(y1); generate the first
cutting plane of the function g(y;xk, akl ) at y1; prepare the information of
I(k, l), ∆kl , and a
k
l ;
7 Solve the linear programming subproblem (4.33) with a, ~¯x, I, ∆ replaced
by akl , ~x
k, I(k, l), ∆kl and obtain an optimal solution (x
kl, zkl);
8 Step 2. Stopping test
9 if f(xk)− zkl ≤ (1 + |f(xk)|)tol then
10 STOP; xk is an approximate stationary point
11 end
12 Step 3. Decide major or minor iteration
13 if ρkl =
f(xk)−f(xkl)
f(xk)−mkl (xkl)
≥ η1 then
14 declare a serious step; xk+1 ← xkl;
15 Step 4. update trust region radius for major iteration;
16 Step 5. check Ei and update a
min;
17 Step 6. generate a cutting plane of g
(
y;xk+1, ak+10
)
at xk+1 and add it
to the model;
18 Step 7. k = k + 1, continue to line 7
19 else
20 Step 4. update trust region radius for minor iteration;
21 (possibly backtrack so that xkl ∈ lev f(x0)f);
22 Step 5. check Ei and update a
min;
23 Step 6. set xkl, or y¯ if backtrack was performed, as a new auxiliary
point yi and add the cutting-plane function to the model m
k
l+1;
24 Step 7. set l = l + 1 and continue to next minor iteration by going to
line 7;
25 end
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Algorithm 3: LPBNC
Data: Final accuracy tolerance tol, maximum trust region radius ∆max,
initial trust region ∆00 ∈ (0,∆max), initial point x0, trust region
parameters 0 < η1 < η3 < 1 and 0 < α1 < 1 < α2, backtrack
parameter β ∈]0, 1[, parameter σ ∈ R≥1 and increasing parameter for
convexification parameter γ ∈ [2, 10].
1 Initialization major and minor iteration counter (k, l)← (0, 0), initial
convexification parameter a← 0, amin ← 0, add xk into Ω, generate a
cutting plane of g(y;xk, a) at xk, prepare the information for the first LP,
f 0u ← f(x0);
2 solve the linear programming subproblem (4.33) with x¯, I replaced by
xk, I(k, l) and obtain an optimal solution (xkl, zkl);
3 if f(xk)− zkl ≤ (1 + |f(xk)|)tol then
4 STOP;
5 if ρkl =
f(xk)−f(xkl)
f(xk)−zkl ≥ η1 then
6 serious← 1, xk+1 ← xkl, lk ← l;
/* update trust region radius for major iteration */
7 if ρkl > η3 and ‖xkl − xk‖∞ > 0.9∆ then
8 ∆← min{α2∆,∆max}
9 for all w ∈ Ω if w 6∈ levfkuf , delete w from Ω and update the index set
I(k, l) by deleting the index whose corresponding cutting plane is
generated at w ;
10 fk+1u ← α3f(xk+1) + (1− α3)fku
11 else
12 serious← 0;
/* update trust region radius for minor iteration */
13 if ρkl < − 1min{1,∆} then
14 ∆← α1∆
15 if k > 0 and f(xkl) > fku then // backtrack
16 d← xkl − xk;j ← 1;
17 while f(xk + βjd) > fku do
18 j ← j + 1
19 y¯ ← xk + βjd
20 add xk+1 in major iteration, or add xkl, or y¯ if backtrack was performed, as
a new bundle point yi into Ω, update a
min according to its definition in
(4.30);
21 if a < amin then
22 a← max{amin, γa}
23 else if amin > 0 and a ≥ σamin then
24 a← (a+ amin)/2
25 if serious then
26 generate a cutting plane of g(y;xk+1, a) at xk+1, and add the
cutting-plane function to the model. (The model becomes mk+10 and
the cutting plane index set becomes I(k + 1, l).) k ← k + 1, l← 0;
27 else
28 generate a cutting plane of g(y;xk, a) at the new bundle point, and add
the cutting-plane function to the model. (The model becomes mkl+1
and the cutting plane index set becomes I(k, l + 1).) l← l + 1
29 update the coefficient matrix in LP subproblem (4.33);
30 continue to next iteration by going to line 2
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Remark 4.2.2. 1. The value of a used in the LP subproblem (4.33) can always
guarantee Ei ≥ 0 for all i ∈ I(k, l).
2. We set xk+1 as xkl if ρkl ≥ η1. This implies f(xk+1) < f(xk) and thus
xk ∈ lev f(x0)f for all k.
3. At the beginning of iteration k, a cutting plane of g(·;xk, a) is generated at
xk. From the update of fku we see that f(x
k) ≤ fku for all k. At the end
of iteration k, xk will not be deleted from Ω and consequently xk is always
indexed in I(k, l) for all 0 ≤ l ≤ lk.
4.2.6 LPBNC is well-defined
The following lemma shows that if xkl is not located in levfkuf then after finite
backtrack along the direction xkl − xk, we can reach an auxiliary point in levfkuf .
Lemma 4.2.5. If at iteration (k, l) we have f(xkl) > fku and k > 0, then there
exists an integer j′ such that y¯ = xk + βj
′
d and y¯ ∈ levfkuf with d = xkl − xk.
Proof. From the algorithm we see f 0u = f(x
0) > f(xk) and fku = α3f(x
k) + (1 −
α3)f
k−1
u if k > 0. Hence, f
k
u − f(xk) > 0 for all k > 0. Suppose for contradiction
that f(xk + βjd) > fku for all integer j > 0. Hence, 0 < f
k
u − f(xk) < f(xk +
βjd) − f(xk) ≤ βj‖d‖∞L¯ where L¯ is the Lipschitz constant of f . Therefore
βj > f
k
u−f(xk)
‖d‖∞L¯ := c1. Since β ∈]0, 1[ clearly this cannot be true for all j > 0; a
contradiction.
We want to show that the algorithm LPBNC is well defined by showing that
the inner loop (loop of minor iterations) can terminate finitely and that if it does
not terminate finitely, then we have already found a stationary point of f .
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Lemma 4.2.6. Suppose ρkl < η1 for some k, l. Then
mkl+1(x
k,l+1) ≥ mkl (xkl)
Proof. At the end of iteration k, l, we do not delete any cutting planes but add a
new cutting plane to the model. Furthermore, the trust region radius ∆ is possibly
decreased. Hence the feasible region of linear subproblem (4.33) for iteration k, l+1
will become smaller. Therefore we have mkl+1(x
k,l+1) ≥ mkl (xkl).
Define
L = sup{||s||1 : s ∈ ∂f(y), ||y − x||∞ ≤ ∆max, x ∈ lev f(x0)f} (4.52)
From the Lipschitz continuity and prox-regularity of f we have L < +∞.
The notion of minor iteration is similar to the null step in bundle methods. The
following lemma shows that minor iterations either terminate finitely or generate
an infinite sequence with very small model reduction. Furthermore, as we can see
from below, the model reduction eventually decreases to 0 if minor iterations do
not terminate finitely. If f is convex we can easily see that this will show that
the current iteration point is already a global minimizer of f . For the nonconvex
case, we will show that during the infinite minor iterations, if the convexification
succeeds, i.e., the function g is eventually convex locally around xk, then xk is a
stationary point of f .
Lemma 4.2.7. Suppose that tol = 0 and a
k
l is bounded above by a constant A for
all k and l. Let l1 be any index such that ρ
k
l1
< η1. Then there is an index l2 > l1
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and a real number η¯2 ∈ (η1, 1[ such that either ρkl2 ≥ η1 or
f(xk)−mkl2(xkl2)
f(xk)−mkl1(xkl1)
≤ η¯2. (4.53)
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that there does not exist such index l2 and real
number η¯2; that is, there is an infinite sequence of minor iterations and
f(xk)−mkq(xkq)
f(xk)−mkl1(xkl1)
> η¯2, ∀ q > l1, ∀ η¯2 ∈ (η1, 1[. (4.54)
Since l1 can be any index such that ρ
k
l1
< η1, and we do not delete cutting planes
in minor iterations, we can assume that q and l are generic indices satisfying
q > l ≥ l1.
To construct a contradiction, write f(xk) − mkq(x) = [f(xk) − mkq(xkl)] +
[mkq(x
kl)−mkq(x)]. Consider the two parts of the right hand side of this equation.
First, observing that xkl is the point where a new cutting plane of g(y;xk, akl ) is
generated and all the cutting planes in minor iterations are kept in the model, it
follows that g(xkl;xk, akq) ≤ mkq(xkl). Consequently,
f(xk)−mkq(xkl) ≤ f(xk)− g(xkl;xk, akq) = f(xk)−
[
f(xkl) +
akq
2
||xkl − xk||2
]
≤ f(xk)− f(xkl) < η1
[
f(xk)−mkl (xkl)
]
(because ρkl < η1)
≤ η1
[
f(xk)−mkl1(xkl1)
]
(by Lemma 4.2.6). (4.55)
Second, the model function mkq(x) is convex. Therefore for all s˜ ∈ ∂mkq(xkl),
mkq(x)−mkq(xkl) ≥ s˜T (x− xkl) ∀ x. (4.56)
Note s˜ is a subgradient of mkq at x
kl where a cutting plane of g(xkl;xk, akq) was
generated, and thus s˜ ∈ ∂g(xkl;xk, akq) = ∂f(xkl) + akq(xkl − xk). It follows from
(4.52), (4.33c) and the boundedness of akl that ||s˜||1 ≤ L + ||akq(xkl − xk)||1 ≤
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L+ An∆max. Applying this to (4.56) we have
mkq(x
kl)−mkq(x) ≤ ||s˜||1||x− xkl||∞ ≤ (L+ An∆max)||x− xkl||∞ ∀ x. (4.57)
Summing (4.55) and (4.57), we have
f(xk)−mkq(x) < η1[f(xk)−mkl1(xkl1)] + (L+ An∆max)||x− xkl||∞ ∀ x. (4.58)
It then follows from (4.54) and (4.58) by taking x as xkq that
η¯2[f(x
k)−mkl1(xkl1)] < η1[f(xk)−mkl1(xkl1)]+(L+An∆max)||xkq−xkl||∞ ∀ q > l1.
Thus
||xkq − xkl||∞ > η¯2 − η1
(L+ An∆max)
[f(xk)−mkl1(xkl1)] := c2 > 0. (4.59)
However this cannot happen for an infinite number of indices q and l because
all minor iteration points xkl such that l ≥ l1 are in the neighborhood of xk,
B(xk,∆max) = {x | ||x − xk||∞ ≤ ∆max}. Hence a contradiction is found and
(4.53) must be true for some l2 > l1 and η¯2 > η1.
It is worthy to mention that the proof of lemma 4.2.6 and 4.2.7 does not require
the convexity of f . So far we have shown that the minor iterations either terminate
finitely or continue infinitely. To demonstrate our algorithm is well defined, we
need to show in the latter case that the current major iteration point is a stationary
point of f and that akl is indeed bounded above. We show this in the next section.
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4.3 Convergence analysis
Theorem 4.3.1. Let Assumption 1 hold and tol = 0. Suppose Algorithm 3 termi-
nates at iteration (k, l). If akl ≥ ath(xk, I(k, l)) then xk ∈ Pakl (xk) and 0 ∈ ∂f(xk).
Proof. As the algorithm terminates at xkl, xkl must satisfy the stopping criterion
f(xk) − zkl ≤ (1 + |f(xk)|)tol. As tol = 0, we have f(xk) − zkl ≤ 0. However by
the expression of model reduction in (4.34), f(xk)− zkl ≥ 0. Thus f(xk)− zkl = 0.
Suppose for contradiction xk 6∈ Pakl (xk). By (4.34), Lemma 4.2.4, and Lemma
4.2.3, if akl ≥ ath(xk, I(k, l)) and p ∈ Pakl (xk), then we have
0 = f(xk)− zkl ≥
[
f(xk)− eakl (x
k)
]
min
(
∆kl
‖xk − p‖∞ , 1
)
≥ 0. (4.60)
From the definition of Pakl (x
k) 3 p we have
f(xk)− eakl (x
k) = g(xk;xk, akl )− g
(
p;xk, akl
)
> 0, if xk 6∈ Pakl (x
k). (4.61)
From (4.60) and (4.61) we see 0 = min
{
∆kl
‖xk−p‖∞ , 1
}
. Thus 0 =
∆kl
‖xk−p‖∞ with
‖xk − p‖∞ ≥ ∆kl . But ∆kl cannot be reduced to 0 after finite iterations. Hence we
have a contradiction.
Let tol be 0. In the following analysis we assume the algorithm does not
stop finitely. We see in (4.51) that two sequences can be generated. Consistent
notations should be used for a and amin. For clear understanding, we unify those
two cases with {an} and {aminn } when it’s not necessary to distinguish them. We
start our convergence analysis by showing that the convexification parameter a in
algorithm LPBNC is bounded.
Lemma 4.3.1. 0 ≤ an ≤ γath, ∀ n ∈ N.
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Proof. The update of an happens only in line 22 or line 24 of Algorithm 3. In
either case we have an ≥ aminn ≥ 0 from the definition of aminn . We increase a
in line 22 and decrease a in line 24. To show an ≤ γath we only need to show
max{aminn , γan} ≤ γath if an < aminn . As γ ≥ 2 and aminn ≤ ath for all n ∈ N, we
clearly have max{aminn , γan} ≤ γaminn ≤ γath.
A consequence of lemma 4.2.7 is that if the minor iteration sequence does not
terminate finitely then the model reduction will become smaller and smaller and
eventually converge to 0. We will show that if there is an infinite sequence of
serious steps, the model reduction will converge to 0 too. Denote the index of the
last minor iteration as lk so that x
k+1 = xklk .
Lemma 4.3.2. The model reduction of LPBNC converges to 0. Specifically,
(i) if in iteration k there is an infinite sequence of minor iterations then
lim
l→∞
[mkl (x
k)−mkl (xkl)] = 0; (4.62)
(ii) if the sequence of major iteration points {xk} is infinite then
lim
k→∞
[mklk(x
k)−mklk(xk+1)] = 0. (4.63)
Proof. (i) From Lemma 4.2.2 we know mkl (x
k) = f(xk) for all (k, l) and the se-
quence {f(xk) − mkl (xkl)}∞l=1 is nonnegative. From Lemma 4.2.6 we see this se-
quence is also monotonic. Since the sequence is infinite, by Lemma 4.2.7 there is an
infinite sequence of indices 0 < l1 < l2 < · · · such that 0 ≤ f(xk)−mklj(xklj , xk) ≤
η¯2[f(x
k) − mklj−1(xklj−1 , xk)] ≤ · · · ≤ η¯j−12 [f(xk) − mkl1(xkl1 , xk)] where j can be
infinitely large. Consequently, (4.62) holds true.
(ii) From Remark 4.2.2(2) we see the sequence {f(xk)}∞k=0 is monotonic. Under
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Assumption 4.2.1, f is bounded below. Hence lim
k→∞
[f(xk)− f(xk+1)] = 0.
From the definition of ρklk and Lemma 4.2.2, we have f(x
k)− f(xklk) ≥ η1[f(xk)−
zklk ] =
(
mklk(x
k)−mklk(xklk)
)
. Since both {f(xk) − f(xk+1)} and {mklk(xk) −
mklk(x
k+1)} are nonnegative we must have lim
k→∞
[mklk(x
k)−mklk(xklk)] = 0.
Let L¯ be the Lipschitz constant of f . We are now ready to prove the conver-
gence theorem of LPBNC under Assumption 1.
Theorem 4.3.2. Let Assumption 1 hold and tol = 0. Suppose Algorithm 3 gen-
erates an infinite number of minor iterations after the k¯-th major iteration. For
every infinite subsequence K ⊆ N, if B(K) := {l ∈ K | ak¯l < ath(xk¯, I(k¯, l))} is a
finite set, then
(i) there exists {pl}l∈K such that pl ∈ Pak¯l (x
k¯) and ‖pl − xk¯‖∞ K→ 0;
(ii) 0 ∈ ∂f(xk¯).
Proof. (i) Let K ⊆ N be an infinite subsequence and B(K) be a finite set, then
there exists N1 ∈ K such that ak¯l ≥ ath(xk¯, I(k¯, l)) for all l ≥ N1 and l ∈ K. By
Lemma 4.2.4, ak¯l satisfies the required conditions in Lemma 4.2.3 for all l ≥ N1
and l ∈ K. Suppose for contradiction that for all sequences {pl}l∈K such that
pl ∈ Pak¯l (x
k¯), there exist  > 0 and N2 ∈ K such that ‖pl − xk¯‖∞ ≥  for all
l ≥ N2 and l ∈ K. Then conclusion (4.49) can be applied with (x¯, x∗, a, ∆, p, I)
replaced by (xk¯, xk¯,l, ak¯l , ∆
k¯
l , pl, I(k¯, l)) for all l ≥ N3 := max{N1, N2} and l ∈ K.
For simplicity of notation we drop the superscript k¯ and set (xl, al, ∆l, ρl) :=
(xk¯,l, ak¯l , ∆
k¯
l , ρ
k¯
l ). We have
m(xk¯)−m(xl) ≥ [f(xk¯)− eal(xk¯)] min{
∆l
‖xk¯ − pl‖∞
, 1} ≥ 0, ∀ l ∈ K≥N3 . (4.64)
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From Lemma 4.3.2(i) we have m(xk¯)−m(xl)→ 0 as l→∞. Consequently,
[f(xk¯)− eal(xk¯)] min{
∆l
‖xk¯ − pl‖∞
, 1} K→ 0. (4.65)
We first show that
[f(xk¯)− eal(xk¯)] K9 0. (4.66)
Suppose for contradiction that [f(xk¯)− eal(xk¯)] K→ 0. By Lemma 4.3.1, {al}l∈K is
bounded, and hence there exist a∗ and K¯ ⊆ K such that al K¯→ a∗. As the mapping
e(·)(xk¯) is continuous, we have f(xk¯) = ea∗(xk¯) and equivalently xk¯ ∈ Pa∗(xk¯).
From the outer semicontinuity of the mapping P(·)(xk¯), there exist ′ <  and
N4 ∈ K¯ such that min
p∈Pal (xk¯)
‖xk¯ − p‖∞ ≤ ′, for all l ∈ K¯≥N4 . However, this cannot
be true because ′ < , K¯ ⊆ K and we have supposed that ‖pl − xk¯‖∞ ≥  for all
N2 ≤ l ∈ K, where pl can be an arbitrary element of Pal(xk¯). We have finished
showing (4.66) which together with (4.65) yields
∆l
‖xk¯ − pl‖∞
K→ 0. (4.67)
Next we show
{‖xk¯ − pl‖∞}l∈K is bounded. (4.68)
By Definition 4.1.3, f(pl) ≤ eal(xk¯) ≤ f(xk¯), and therefore pl ∈ lev f(xk¯)f ⊆
lev f(x0)f . We also have x
k¯ ∈ lev f(x0)f which is bounded. Hence {‖xk¯ − pl‖∞}l∈K
is bounded above. We have supposed that ‖pl − xk¯‖∞ ≥  for all N2 ≤ l ∈ K,
hence {‖xk¯−pl‖∞}l∈K is bounded below and (4.68) is true. From (4.67) and (4.68)
we have
∆l
K→ 0. (4.69)
Then line 14 of Algorithm 3 must be executed infinite times, which implies that
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there exists an infinite subsequence K∗ ⊆ N such that ρl < − 1min{∆l,1} for all l ∈ K∗
and K′ := K∩K∗ is infinite. By the definition of ρl, the Lipschitz continuity of f ,
and the feasibility of xl to problem (4.33) we have
m(xk¯)−m(xl) < [f(xk¯)− f(xl)] min{∆l, 1} (4.70)
≤ L¯‖xk¯ − xl‖∞min{∆l, 1} ≤ L¯∆l2, ∀ l ∈ K′. (4.71)
By (4.69) there exists N5 ∈ K≥N2 such that ∆l <  ≤ ‖pl − xk¯‖∞ for all l ∈ K≥N5 .
This implies min{ ∆l‖xk¯−pl‖∞ , 1} =
∆l
‖xk¯−pl‖∞ and from (4.64) we have
f(xk¯)−eal(xk¯) ≤
[m(xk¯)−m(xl)]‖xk¯ − pl‖∞
∆l
≤ L¯‖xk¯−pl‖∞∆l, ∀ l ∈ (K≥N6∩K′),
(4.72)
where the last inequality follows from (4.70) and N6 := max{N3, N5}. From (4.68),
(4.69), (4.72) and the fact that K′ ⊆ K we have
[f(xk¯)− eal(xk¯)] K
′→ 0. (4.73)
In (4.66) and its proof the K can be replaced by any infinite subsequence K˜ such
that ‖pl − xk¯‖∞ ≥  for all l ∈ K˜≥N2 with pl ∈ Pal(xk¯). Consequently, (4.73)
cannot be true and we have found a contradiction.
(ii) Finally, to see 0 ∈ ∂f(xk¯), note al(xk¯− pl) ∈ ∂f(pl) for all pl ∈ Pal(xk¯) and
l ∈ K. By the outer semicontinuity of the proximal mapping and subdifferential,
when ‖pl − xk¯‖∞ K→ 0, as long as {al}l∈K is bounded which is true from Lemma
4.3.1, we have 0 ∈ ∂f(xk¯).
We denote the minor iterations between the k-th major iteration and the (k+1)-
th major iteration by M(k) := {0, 1, · · · , lk} with lk = 0 if there is no minor
iteration in between. We will need the following assumption.
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Assumption 4.3.1. If there exists a sequence of indices {jk}k∈K with jk ∈M(k)
such that G := {k ∈ N|ρkjk < − 1min{∆kjk ,1}} is an infinite set then {k ∈ G|a
k
jk
<
ath(xk, I(k, jk))} is a finite set.
Theorem 4.3.3. Let Assumption 4.2.1 and Assumption 4.3.1 hold and tol =
0. Suppose Algorithm 3 generates an infinite number of major iterations. For
every subsequence K ⊆ N and xˆ such that xk K→ xˆ, there exists an associated
sequence of indices {ik}k∈K with ik ∈ M(k), such that if E(K) := {k ∈ K|akik <
ath(xk, I(k, ik))} is a finite set, then
(i) there exists {pk}k∈K with pk ∈ Pakik (x
k) such that ‖xk − pk‖∞ K→ 0;
(ii) 0 ∈ ∂f(xˆ).
Proof. (i) Let K ⊆ N be an infinite subsequence such that xk K→ xˆ. Suppose for
contradiction that for all sequences {pk}k∈K and {ik}k∈K with ik ∈ M(k), pk ∈
Pakik
(xk) and E(K) finite, there exist  > 0 and M1 ∈ K such that ‖xk − pk‖∞ ≥ 
for all k ∈ K≥M1 . We first show that
[f(xk¯)− eakik (x
k¯)]
K9 0. (4.74)
Suppose for contradiction that [f(xk¯)−eakik (x
k¯)]
K→ 0. By Lemma 4.3.1, {akik}k∈K is
bounded, and hence there exist a∗ and K¯ ⊆ K such that akik
K¯→ a∗. As both f(·) and
e(·)(·) are continuous, we have f(xˆ) = ea∗(xˆ) and equivalently xˆ ∈ Pa∗(xˆ). From
the outer semicontinuity of the mapping P(·)(·), there exist ′ <  and M2 ∈ K¯
such that min
p∈P
ak
ik
(xk)
‖xk − p‖∞ ≤ ′, for all k ∈ K¯≥M2 . However, this cannot be
true because ′ < , K¯ ⊆ K and we have supposed that ‖xk − pk‖∞ ≥  for all
k ∈ K≥M1 , where pk can be an arbitrary element of Pakik (x
k). We have finished
showing (4.74).
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Take ik ≡ lk for all k ∈ K. Since E(K) is a finite set, there exists M3 ∈ K
such that aklk ≥ ath(xk, I(k, lk)) for all k ∈ K≥M3 . By Lemma 4.2.4, aklk satisfies the
required conditions in Lemma 4.2.3 for all k ∈ K≥M3 . Then conclusion (4.49) can
be applied with (x¯, x∗, a, ∆, p, I) replaced by (xk, xk,lk , aklk , ∆
k
lk
, pk, I(k, lk))
for all k ∈ K≥M4 where M4 := max{M1,M3}, i.e.,
m(xk)−m(xklk) ≥ [f(xk)− eaklk (x
k)] min{ ∆
k
lk
‖xk − pk‖∞ , 1} ≥ 0, ∀ k ∈ K≥M4 .
From Lemma 4.3.2(ii) we have m(xk)−m(xk+1)→ 0 as k →∞. Consequently,
[f(xk)− eaklk (x
k)] min{ ∆
k
lk
‖xk − pk‖∞ , 1}
K→ 0. (4.75)
From (4.74) and (4.75) we have
∆klk
‖xk − pk‖∞
K→ 0. (4.76)
Next we show
{‖xk − pk‖∞}k∈K is bounded. (4.77)
By Definition 4.1.3, f(pk) ≤ eaklk (x
k) ≤ f(xk), and therefore pk ∈ lev f(xk)f ⊆
lev f(x0)f . We also have x
k ∈ lev f(x0)f which is bounded. Hence {‖xk − pk‖∞}k∈K
is bounded above. We have supposed that ‖xk− pk‖∞ ≥  for all k ∈ K≥M1 , hence
{‖xk − pk‖∞}k∈K is bounded below and (4.77) is true. From (4.76) and (4.77) we
have
∆klk
K→ 0. (4.78)
Then line 14 of Algorithm 3 must be executed infinite times, which implies that
there exists a subsequence K∗ ⊆ N such that K′ := K ∩ K∗ is infinite and ρkjk <
− 1
min{∆kjk ,1}
for all k ∈ K∗, with jk ∈M(k). By the definition of ρkjk , the Lipschitz
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continuity of f , and the feasibility of xk,jk to problem (4.33) we have
mkjk(x
k)−mkjk(xk,jk) < [f(xk)− f(xk,jk)] min{∆kjk , 1}
≤ L¯‖xk − xk,jk‖∞min{∆kjk , 1}
≤ L¯∆kjk
2
, ∀ k ∈ K′, (4.79)
where mkjk(·) := m(·;xk, akjk , I(k, jk)).
We now show ∆kjk
K′→ 0. Suppose for contradiction that {∆kjk}k∈K′ is bounded
away from 0. From (4.78) and the fact that K′ ⊆ K, there exists M5 ∈ K′ such
that
∆klk < ∆
k+1
jk+1
for all k ∈ K′≥M5 . (4.80)
From the update of trust region in Algorithm 3 we see that in minor iterations
trust region radius is not increased and in major iterations trust region radius is
increased under some conditions. Thus (4.80) implies that
∆k+1jk+1 ≤ ∆k+10 = min{α2∆klk ,∆max} ≤ α2∆klk for all k ∈ K′≥M5 . (4.81)
From (4.78), K′ ⊆ K, (4.80) and (4.81), we have
∆kjk
K′→ 0. (4.82)
We have finished showing ∆kjk
K′→ 0 by reductio ad absurdum. Now for each jk
there exists pkjk ∈ Pakjk (x
k). If ‖pkjk − xk‖∞
K′→ 0 then we have found a sequence
satisfying conclusion (i). Thus we suppose for contradiction that {‖pkjk−xk‖∞}k∈K′
is bounded away from 0. Consequently, there exists M6 ∈ K′ such that ∆kjk <  ≤
‖pkjk − xk‖∞ for all k ∈ K′≥M6 . This implies min{
∆kjk
‖xk−pkjk‖∞
, 1} = ∆
k
jk
‖xk−pkjk‖∞
for all
k ∈ K′≥M6 . Under Assumption 4.3.1, {k ∈ G|akjk < ath(xk, I(k, jk))} is a finite
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set, and therefore there exists M7 ∈ K′ such that Lemma 4.2.3 can be applied
with (x¯, x∗, a, ∆, p, I) replaced by (xk, xk,jk , akjk , ∆
k
jk
, pkjk , I(k, jk)) for all
k ∈ K′≥M7 , i.e.,
f(xk)− eakjk (x
k) ≤ [mjk(x
k)−mjk(xk,jk)]‖xk − pkjk‖∞
∆kjk
, ∀ k ∈ K′≥M8 , (4.83)
where M8 := max{M6,M7}. From (4.79) and (4.83) we have
f(xk)− eakjk (x
k) ≤ L¯‖xk − pkjk‖∞∆kjk , ∀ k ∈ K′≥M8 . (4.84)
The pk in (4.77) and its proof can be replaced by pkjk and thus {‖xk − pkjk‖∞}k∈K′
is bounded. This together with (4.82) and (4.84) yields f(xk)− eakjk (x
k)
K′→ 0. We
can easily check that the K in (4.74) and its proof can be replaced by K′ with ik
replaced by jk and p
k replaced by pkjk . Hence we have f(x
k) − eakjk (x
k)
K′9 0. We
have found a contradiction and conclusion (i) holds true.
(ii) To see 0 ∈ ∂f(xˆ), note akik(xk − pk) ∈ ∂f(pk) for all pk ∈ Pakik (x
k) and
k ∈ K. By the outer semicontinuity of the proximal mapping and subdifferential,
when xk
K→ xˆ and ‖pk − xk‖∞ K→ 0, as long as {akik}k∈K is bounded which is true
from Lemma 4.3.1, we have 0 ∈ ∂f(xˆ).
4.4 Numerical experiments
In this section we report some preliminary numerical results on implementations
of LPBC and LPBNC. Here our goal is to provide a proof of principle only. For
nonconvex examples we demonstrate that the conditions stated in the convergence
theorems can be satisfied. The two algorithms were programmed in MATLAB
R2012b in a computer with 3.40 GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM. We used the CPLEX
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connector (V12.5.1) for MATLAB to solve the linear subproblems. Specifically,
problem (2.6) was programmed and solved by the CPLEX Class API and problem
(4.33) was solved by the toolbox function cplexlp. CPLEX automatically chooses
from primal simplex, dual simplex and barrier optimizers to solve a given linear
programming problem. In our implementations we found that no instances of the
linear subproblems were solved by barrier optimizer. The implementation of our
algorithms requires high accuracy of the solution of linear subproblems. Hence the
CPLEX tolerances of optimality and feasibility are crucial to the performance of
LPBC and LPBNC. As we see from the algorithms, both the stopping criterion
and definition of ρ are dependent on the model reduction, f(x¯)−z∗; if z∗ provided
by CPLEX solver is slightly bigger than the actual optimal value of (4.33), then
the model reduction can be significantly inaccurate. In fact, we observed instances
of negative model reduction when we use the default tolerances of optimality and
feasibility in CPLEX. To prevent the occurrence of such cases, we set both the
optimality and feasibility tolerances to 10−9, the least value in CPLEX.
In our experiments, the choice of the initial trust region radius ∆00 can sig-
nificantly change the performance of our algorithm on some problems. In most
trust region methods, choosing the initial trust region radius is an important is-
sue, as stated in the monograph [18, page 784] “one very often has to resort to
some heuristic to choose ∆0 on the basis of other initial information.” Nonetheless,
[18] suggested several strategies of initializing trust region and we adopted the fol-
lowing two choices, ∆00 = 1 and ∆
0
0 =
1
10
‖s0‖, where s0 is an element of ∂f(x0).
Settings for other trust region related parameters in both LPBC and LPBNC are
η1 = 10
−4, η3 = 0.4, α1 = 0.25, α2 = 2, and ∆max = 1000.
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4.4.1 Convex examples
Table 4.2 presents the results for the tested convex problems listed in Table 4.1,
where problems 1 to 15 are taken from section 3 of [62] and problems 16 to 20
are the problems 2.1 to 2.5 of [47]. For all convex and nonconvex problems in our
tests we use the initial points provided in the associated references. The following
Table 4.1: Tested convex problems
No. Problem Dimension Optimal Value
1 CB2 2 1.9522245
2 CB3 2 2
3 DEM 2 -3
4 QL 2 7.2
5 LQ 2 -1.4142136
6 Mifflin1 2 -1
7 Wolfe 2 -8
8 Rosen 4 -44
9 Shor 5 22.600162
10 Maxquad 10 -0.8414083
11 Maxq 20 0
12 Maxl 20 0
13 Goffin 50 0
14 MXHILB 50 0
15 L1HILB 50 0
16 Generalization of MAXQ 100 0
17 Generalization of MXHILB 100 0
18 Chained LQ 100 -99
√
2
19 Chained CB3 I 100 198
20 Chained CB3 II 100 198
abbreviations are used in Table 4.2.
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fval minimal function value returned by the algorithm,
nf number of function evaluations used by the algorithm,
k number of major iterations,
L number of minor iterations,
time elapsed CPU time,
t-CPX sum of CPU time by CPLEX solver,
∆ final value of trust region radius,
sh number of times that trust region radius is decreased,
pr number of times that primal simplex method is chosen by CPLEX,
dual number of times that dual simplex method is chosen by CPLEX.
In LPBC, we set tol = 10
−6 and T = 30. For problems 1 - 14 we initialize trust
region radius by 1; for problems 15 - 20 we initialize trust region radius by 1
10
‖s0‖.
From Table 4.2 we see that LPBC returned optimal values to accuracy 10−6 for
14 problems, 10−4 for 4 problems and 2 × 10−4 for 2 problems. For all problems
except the last three, CPLEX consumed negligible time to solve all the linear
subproblems. The possibility that trust region is shrunk (the value sh/L) is very
small for the majority of the tested problems. We also see that most of the linear
subproblems were solved by dual simplex method.
4.4.2 Nonconvex examples
The tested nonconvex problems are listed in Table 4.3 where problems 1 to 7 are
taken from section 3 of [62] and problems 8 to 12 are the problems 2.6 to 2.10 in
[47].
In LPBNC, we set γ = 2, σ = 1.6 and tol = 10
−5. Apart from the initial
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Table 4.3: Tested nonconvex problems
No. Problem Dimension Optimal Value
1 Crescent 2 0
2 Mifflin2 2 -1
3 Colville 1 5 -32.348679
4 HS78 5 -2.9197004
5 El-Attar 6 0.5598131
6 Gill 10 9.7857721
7 Steiner 2 12 16.703838
8 Active Faces 50 0
9 Brown 2 50 0
10 Chained Mifflin2 50 -34.795
11 Chained Crescent I 50 0
12 Chained Crescent II 50 0
trust region radius ∆00, another parameter that can cause dramatic changes in the
performance of LPBNC is the backtrack parameter β. Results with two settings
of these parameters are listed in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 below. We use the same
abbreviations as in Table 4.2. Additionally, we list the difference of fval and
optimal value (error), the number of function evaluations in the backtrack process
divided by the total number of function evaluations and multiplied by 100 (pb),
the number of subgradient evaluations (se), the final value for a, the final value for
amin and the number of times that a is updated (au). Subgradient evaluations do
not happen in the backtrack process and hence the total number of subgradient
evaluations is not equal to that of function evaluations. We found that all instances
of LP subproblems were solved by dual simplex method in our tests for nonconvex
problems.
We see in Table 4.4 problem 8 and 9 have error 0 with two function evaluations.
These two instances are accidental as we found that the optimal solution of the
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first linear subproblem (4.33) is already the minimizer of the objective function
for these two problems given that we set ∆00 = 1 and we use the default initial
points. We note that a huge negative error occurred in problem 4 in Table 4.5
because the problem HS78 is actually unbounded below and its optimal value in
Table 4.3 is a local minimum. From Table 4.4 and 4.5 we see that the proportion
of function evaluations in backtrack process can be very high. Problem 10, which
has the biggest number of function evaluations also yields the highest possibility
to backtrack. For all the problems, solving LP subproblems took a small amount
of time.
Comments on the convexification process
We comment here that the on-the-fly convexification process in Section 4.2.2 can
have varieties of choices. For example, to make sure all the current cutting planes
are below the graph of g at x¯, we can set Ei ≥ 0 for all i ∈ I. Suppose x¯, yi, si
for i ∈ I are given and a is not fixed. Then we can deduce an inequality of a:
a ≥ max
i∈I
{
f(yi)− f(x¯) + 〈si, x¯− yi〉
1
2
||yi − x¯||2
}
=: amin. (4.85)
More generally, from the definition of convex function we see that the equivalent
condition for g to be a restriction of a convex function to lev f(x0)f is that
g(w1; x¯, a) ≥ g(w2; x¯, a) +
〈
sgw2 , w1 − w2
〉 ∀ w1, w2 ∈ levx0f. (4.86)
From the definition of g, sgw2 ∈ ∂g(w2; x¯, a) and simple algebra, we can derive the
condition for a:
a ≥ − e˜w1−w21
2
‖w1 − w2‖2 , ∀ w1, w2 ∈ levx
0f, (4.87)
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where
e˜w1−w2 := f(w1)− f(w2)− 〈sw2 , w1 − w2〉 (4.88)
is the generalized linearization error of f compared with ei in (2.4) where e˜i = e˜x¯−yi .
To satisfy convexity, the smallest value for a would be
ainf := sup
w1,w2∈levx0f
{− e˜w1−w21
2
‖w1 − w2‖2}. (4.89)
Hence a ≥ ainf is a necessary and sufficient condition for g(y; x¯, a) to be a restriction
to lev f(x0)f of a convex function (though we still do not know whether a
inf equals
ath or not).
Remark 4.4.1. Remark: if we use another version for g as
g˜(y; x¯,M) := f(y) +
1
2
(y − x¯)TM(y − x¯), (4.90)
where M is a symmetric square matrix, then the corresponding condition for M
would be
(w1 − w2)TM(w1 − w2)
‖w1 − w2‖2 ≥ −
e˜w1−w2
1
2
‖w1 − w2‖2 , ∀ w1, w2 ∈ levx
0f. (4.91)
Suppose the eigenvalues of M are
λmin(M) = λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λs, (4.92)
with their eigenspaces denoted by V (λi), then (4.91) is equivalent to
λi ≥ − e˜w1−w21
2
‖w1 − w2‖2 , ∀ w1, w2 ∈ levx
0f with (w1 − w2) ∈ V (λi), ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
(4.93)
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Hence
λmin(M) ≥ sup
w1,w2∈levx0f
{− e˜w1−w21
2
‖w1 − w2‖2} = a
inf (4.94)
is a sufficient condition for convexity in this case.
Note (4.86) is equivalent to
Ew1−w2 ≥ 0, for all w1, w2 ∈ lev f(x0)f, (4.95)
where
Ew1−w2 := g(w1; x¯, a)− g(w2; x¯, a)−
〈
sgw2 , w1 − w2
〉
(4.96)
is the generalization of linearization error of g compared with Ei in (4.25). We
have Ei = Ex¯−yi . Simple algebra can yield the following relations:
Ew1−w2 = e˜w1−w2 +
a
2
‖w1 − w2‖2, for all w1, w2 ∈ Rn; (4.97)
and if we replace g with g˜ as in (4.90), then we have
Ew1−w2 = e˜w1−w2 +
1
2
(w1 − w2)TM(w1 − w2) for all w1, w2 ∈ Rn. (4.98)
As a variant of bundle method, our method keeps the bundleB:= {(yi, f(yi), si)|i ∈
I}, where si ∈ ∂f(yi) and I is the index set for auxiliary points as used in (4.31).
Each of the triples in B represents a cutting plane. (Note: a cutting plane can also
be presented by (si, e˜i) hence the bundle can also be defined by B := {(si, e˜i)}.) We
call the auxiliary points yi in the definition of bundle bundle points. The collection
of bundle points is denoted by Ω := {yi|(yi, f(yi), si) ∈B}. Usually in a bundle
type method, bundle points are generated during iterations as “by-products” and
they are used to build up the model. In our method, additionally, we would like
to exploit bundle points in the convexification process. We replace lev f(x0)f by Ω
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in (4.86), (4.87), and (4.95) (these three conditions are equivalent) and obtain an
approximate condition for convexity of g with respect to Ω as follows
a ≥ amin, where amin := max{0, max
w1,w2∈Ω
{− e˜w1−w21
2
‖w1 − w2‖2}}. (4.99)
Intuitively, this replacement has significant drawbacks. First, the set Ω is not
necessarily a subset of lev f(x0)f because it is possible that f(yi) > f(x
0) at least
in the beginning stage of the iteration process. Second, Ω only contains a finite
number of points whereas in (4.87) or (4.95), all points of lev f(x0)f are required
(although, it seems that, from (4.93), only finite number of bundle points are
needed once we know the eigenvalues and eigenspaces of M). To overcome the
first drawback, we use a backtrack procedure which can guarantee Ω ⊆ lev f(x0)f .
Details of this procedure is explained in Section 4.2.4. The second drawback is
difficult to overcome. In the end of Section 4.3 we have shown that in order to
prove the convergence of our algorithm, it suffices to assume g is a restriction
of a convex function to lev f(xk)f for k sufficiently large. When k is sufficiently
large, f(xk) is far less than f(x0) as our algorithm can generate descent in each
major iteration. Consequently Ω only needs to approximate lev f(xk)f which is
a much smaller set compared with lev f(x0)f and a
inf in (4.89) can also be much
smaller. Additional auxiliary points can be added to Ω, however, at the same time,
additional function evaluation would be needed in order to calculate amin. More
details of updating the bundle B is discussed in Section 4.2.4. Finally, we note
that it is the “quality” of the bundle points instead of quantity that determines
the approximation. In our method, once a new point yi is ready to be added to
Ω, we update amin.
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Concluding remarks of Chapter 4
We present a version of bundle method with the unusual feature of using only an
LP solver as its algorithmic engine. We study the properties of the linear model
and expressed its model reduction. The optimal solution of our linear subproblem
is not unique in contrast to the case of quadratic subproblem. However, no signifi-
cant information is lost in order to ensure convergence of the algorithm. We use a
local convexificaton with the deletion of some cutting planes at the end of a major
iteration. Preliminary numerical experiments show that the algorithm is reliable
and efficient for solving convex problems. For functions that are locally Lipschitz
continuous and prox-regular we show that upon successful convexification the algo-
rithm can converge to a fixed point of the proximal mapping. Numerical results of
nonconvex problems suggest that with insignificant time spent on solving LP sub-
problems, a big portion of function evaluations can be consumed in the backtrack
process. Improvements such as incorporation of a line search can be further stud-
ied in the future in order to increase efficiency to enable the solution of large-scale
problems.
Chapter 5
Nonmonotone Methods
We have seen from previous chapters that not only the current iteration point
but also a collection of passed iteration points contribute to the production of
a new iteration. The philosophy of bundle methods is to remember the data
provided by previous iterations. The idea of nonmonotone methods coincides with
this philosophy. In this chapter we first discuss the first proposed nonmonotone
method, the Barzilai-Borwein method and then we discuss nonmonotone trust
region methods. Finally we propose a nonmonotone version of LPBTR.
5.1 The Barzilai-Borwein method
Since the Barzilai-Borwein (BB) [7] method was first introduced in 1988, it has
been studied by many researchers. It also has been applied to different areas
within optimization. BB is a two-point step method which is non monotone, in
the sense that the method constructs a sequence of objective values that are not
monotonically decreasing. It has also enriched the study of nonmonotonic methods
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and gradient based methods for optimization. Besides of the explicit BB method,
new ideas such as non monotone line search, non monotone trust region methods
have been developed dramatically at the same time. This introduction summarizes
the development of BB method which mainly includes relaxed Cauchy BB, Cyclic
BB, and BB with non monotone line search. We then discuss the basic ideas of
non monotone line search and non monotone trust region methods. Finally we
describe the BB method for nonsmooth optimization.
5.1.1 Development of BB method
In the early stages of the development of non monotonic methods, BB methods
did not receive as much attention as it does now. At that time, its superb numer-
ical performance in quadratic problems prompted some researchers to extend its
convergence analysis from strictly convex quadratic functions to general nonlinear
smooth functions.
Origin
Speaking of the origin of BB, we first need to talk about Cauchy method [13].
Consider this unconstrained optimization problem
min
x∈Rn
f(x) (5.1)
The steepest descent method (Cauchy) uses the negative gradient as a searching
direction to find the next best trial point and then performs a line search along
the direction.
xk+1 = xk + αkdk, dk = −∇f(xk).
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αk = arg min
α
f(xk + αdk) (5.2)
If f is a quadratic function with the form f(x) = 1
2
xTQx− bTx, and if we denote
gk = g(xk) = ∇f(xk), then the line search (5.2) becomes explicit and the stepsize
αk can be given as this formula
αk =
gTk gk
gTkQgk
. (5.3)
Note that gk can be considered as an eigenvector of Q corresponding to α
−1
k if
α−1k is considered to be an approximate eigenvalue of Q. The Cauchy method
converges linearly but can be easily affected by ill-conditioning. Compared with
Cauchy method who performs exact line search 5.2, BB obtains the stepsize by
solving either of the following quadratic problems
min
α
||∆x− α∆g||2, (5.4)
min
α
||α∆x−∆g||2, (5.5)
where ∆x = xk − xk−1, and ∆g = gk − gk−1. ( Hereafter by default we denote
gk = g(xk) = ∇f(xk).) Solving the above problems, BB obtains explicit stepsize
given by
αk =
∆xT∆g
∆gT∆g
, (5.6)
αk =
∆xT∆x
∆xT∆g
, (5.7)
respectively.
In contrast to the Cauchy method, the BB has distinguished numeric perfor-
mance and it is very insensitive to ill-conditioning.
Since the BB method is non monotonic, its convergence analysis was novel
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from the beginning. Initially, only the two-dimensional strictly convex quadratic
functions were studied. In that case BB was shown to be R-superlinear convergent.
In [81], [76], and [23] it was proved that the linear convergence of BB held for
any-dimensional strictly convex quadratics. The R-linear convergence for general
nonlinear functions was established in by [22].
Specifically, [81] shows that for a quadratic function f(x) = 1
2
xTQx− bTx + c
with an symmetric positive definite Hessian matrix Q, the sequence generated by
BB method (5.6) converges to x∗, the unique minimizer of f by showing that
lim
k→∞
||x∗ − xk||2 = 0, i.e., just norm convergence.
The BB was applied to the solution of different problems such as box-constrained
quadratic programming ([21]), linearly constrained problems ([67]).
Approximation of Hessian
Note that (5.5) and (5.4) are equivalent to the least square problems of linear
equations H∆x = ∆g and H−1∆x = ∆g, respectively, where H = αI.
Intuitively, H is considered to be an approximation of Hessian ∇2f(x). Note
that if f is twice differentiable, according to the mean value theorem, there always
exists an x¯k ∈ [xk−1, xk] such that ∇2f(x¯k)∆x = ∆g. Actually if f is quadratic
then ∆g = Q∆x, where Q is the Hessian which is the same for every point. In
this case, H would be forced to be as “close” to Q as possible; that is to say, we
can interpret BB method for quadratic problems as updating rank one matrix Hk
such that Hk → Q. It uses one variable α to approximate all the eigenvalues of Q.
In the literature of optimization, the computationally efficient approximations
of Hessian is a genuinely difficult problem. Perhaps the method that has been
used the most is the BFGS update, which is used to appropriate the Hessian in
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the Newton step
xk+1 = xk −∇2f(xk)−1dk,
where dk is a provided descent direction. BFGS has been used in many meth-
ods such as the sequential quadratic problems method. It is often used in the
approximation of the quadratic model of the objective function such as in trust
region method. Even in nonsmooth optimization, some researchers [57] attempt
to approximate Hessian ∇2f(xk) through a sequence Hk such that
Hk(xk − xk−1) ≈ ∇f(xk)−∇f(xk−1),
which is an equality only if f is quadratic.
Cauchy BB
Reference [83] proposed a method that combines Cauchy method and BB. For
quadratics, Cauchy BB uses the following form
xk+1 = yk − αk∇f(yk), yk = xk − αkgk,
where αk is the Cauchy stepsize as in (5.3).
The mean convergence rate of Cauchy BB and BB are roughly the same, but the
computational work of Cauchy BB is almost one half of that of BB. Raydan proved
the sequence {xk} generated by the Cauchy BB method converges Q-linearly in
the norm || · ||Q−1 defined by ||x||Q−1 =
√
xTQ−1x where Q is the matrix in the
quadratic function. For quadratics, the Cauchy BB method outperforms BB if gk
is not almost an eigenvector of Q.
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Cyclic BB
Reference [22] proposed Cyclic BB method for minimization of general non-linear
functions. The Cyclic BB iteration can be expressed as
xk+1 = xk − αkgk, αk = s
T
i si
sTi yi
si = xi+1 − xi, yi = gi+1 − gi, i = ν(k) = mb(k − 1)/mc
where m, a fixed integer is called the cycle length.
Cyclic BB method uses each BB stepsize (5.6) m times. Then it calculates
a new stepsize according to the formula (5.6). The origin of this idea was first
studied in [30] in which the authors used each Cauchy stepsize as in (5.3) m times.
[20] also explored other step choices for quadratics with Cauchy step and BB step
used alternately in a cycle.
The R-linear convergence of Cyclic BB method for optimization of a general
non-linear function f was first proved in [22]. The author of [22] assumed that
f is two times Lipschitz continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of a local
minimizer x∗ where the Hessian H = ∇2f(x∗) is positive definite. The following
quadratic model was used
fˆ(x) = f(x∗) +
1
2
(x− x∗)TH(x− x∗).
Based on the assumption, there exist positive constants λ and ρ such that ∀x ∈
Bρ(x
∗), ||∇f(x)−∇2f(x∗)(x− x∗)|| ≤ λ||x− x∗||2. There also exist 0 < Λ1 < Λ2
such that
∀y ∈ Rn ∀x ∈ Bρ(x∗), Λ1 ≤ y
T∇2f(x)y
yTy
≤ Λ2.
The original version of Cyclic BB method utilizes a fixed integer m as its cycle
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length. During the whole process, each stepsize calculated by formula (5.6) or (5.7)
will be used exactly m times. Therefore the choice of m can affect the numerical
performance significantly. [22] also proposed the Adaptive Cyclic BB (ACBB)
method which addresses how to terminate the cycle and initialize new stepsize
if αBBk is not good enough. The ACBB method demonstrates very competitive
numerical performance.
5.2 Nonmonotone line search
Nonmonotone line search methods appeared before nonmonotone trust region
methods. A monotone line search chooses αk as the biggest element in the se-
quence {γ0, γ1, γ2, . . .} such that
f(xk + αkdk) ≤ f(xk) + δαk∇f(xk)Tdk, (5.8)
where dk is a descent direction and γ ∈]0, 1[ and δ ∈]0, 1[. The origin of the so-
called nonmonotone line search (see [35]) chooses αk from the same sequence such
that
f(xk + αkdk) ≤ max
0≤i≤min{k,M−1}
f(xk−i) + δαk∇f(xk)Tdk. (5.9)
The relaxation makes f(xk+1) < f(xk) not necessarily true hence nonmonotone.
Nonmonotone line search has wide applications including using it to avoid the
Maratos effect.
The choice of the parameter M in (5.9) can affect the numerical performance
significantly. The paper [24] proposed adaptive nonmonotone line search in which
they introduced a reference value fr and some rules to update it. Reference [100]
replace f(xk) in (5.8) with the convex combination of all the previous function
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values.
5.2.1 BB combined with line search
Both the purposes of BB and line search are to provide a good stepsize αk.
The explicit BB method offers a good choice of the initial trial in the sequence
{γ0, γ1, γ2, . . .}. If it satisfies the above line search condition, then it is accepted,
otherwise choose smaller αk until line search condition is satisfied. We can set
the new sequence as {γ0αBB, γ1αBB, γ2αBB, . . .}. Or we can choose a stepsize in
the interval [γi1α
BB, γi2α
BB], where 0 < γ1 < γ2 < 1 and i = 0, 1, 2, . . .. There are
many combinations of BB and line search in the literature. BB combined with line
search (5.9) was first introduced in [82]. The nonmonotone line search can also be
combined with Cyclic BB method.
5.3 Nonmonotone trust region methods
As a part of nonmonotonic methods, nonmonotone trust region methods first ap-
peared in the early 90’s and thereafter has been developed intensively and has
been applied to different optimization problems. First, let’s look at the original
trust region methods and compare it with a line search.
Monotone trust region methods and comparison with line
search
At each iteration k, the basic trust region method first defines a quadratic model
mk(x) of the objective function f(x) (Step 1). It then computes a step sk such that
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mk(x) has sufficient reduction from xk to the trial point xk+sk (Step 2). Whether
the trial point will be accepted as new iteration xk+1 depends on the ratio of the
reduction of objective function and the reduction of the model (Step 3), i.e.
ρk =
f(xk)− f(xk + dk)
mk(xk)−mk(xk + dk) . (5.10)
If ρk ≥ δ, then define xk+1 = xk + sk; otherwise adjust the model by reducing the
trust-region radius and compute a new step sk until ρk ≥ δ. Intuitively, we can
consider the Step 3, “Acceptance of the trial point” as a refinement of the step sk
or a direction with stepsize 1. On the other hand, in the methods that perform
line search, there are always a search direction dk and a stepsize αk. The search
for αk is a refinement of a step dk in its length. Therefore step 3 plays the same
role as line search. Further more, step 3 can be written as
f(xk + sk) ≤ f(xk)− δ[mk(xk)−mk(xk + sk)]. (5.11)
Comparing (5.11) and (5.8), we find that the reduction of model mk(xk)−mk(xk+
sk) is used to compare with the predicted reduction of the objective given by
αk∇f(xk)Tdk. Noting that the quadratic modelmk(x) satisfies∇mk(xk) = ∇f(xk),
we can see that the trial step sk serves in both the roles of both dk and αk.
Nonmonotone trust region methods
The first nonmonotone trust region method [97] was motivated by the original
nonmonotone line search and some numerical experiments. In Step 3, it computes
ρk as in (5.10), and
µk = min
[
fq(k) − f(xk)− βαk∆k
mk(xk + sk)−mk(xk) , µ
]
,
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where q(k) is an index such that f(xq(k)) = max
i=max{l−p,0},··· ,l
f(xi), l indexes the
sequence of successful iterations, i.e., major iterations, β and µ are given parame-
ters, ∆k is trust-region radius and αk is the criticality measure. If ρk ≥ µk, define
xk+1 = xk + sk; otherwise compute new sk.
The reference [94] further adapted the ratio as
ρ′k = max
[
fq(x) − f(xk + sk)∑l
i=q(k) mi(xi)−mi(xi + si)
, ρk
]
.
If ρ′k ≥ δ, define xk+1 = xk + sk; otherwise compute new sk.
Recently there are some other nonmonotone adaptive trust region methods in
the literature such as [89], [102] and [1]. Some research ([19] and [2]) combine
trust region methods and line search. The basic idea is to perform a line search if
ρk ≤ µk instead of computing a new sk.
5.4 Nonmonotonic methods for non-smooth op-
timization
Reference [29] proposed a nonmonotone bundle-type scheme for convex nonsmooth
minimization, which is the known earliest nonmonotonic methods for nonsmooth
optimization. The paper [43] studied the global convergence of a nonmonotone
proximal bundle method for convex nonsmooth minimization. The reference [104]
proposed a nonmonotone trust region algorithm for nonsmooth convex optimiza-
tion, in which Moreau-Yosida regularization was used.
Recent nonmonotonic methods include nonmonotone Barzilai-Borwein gradient
algorithm for l1-regularized nonsmooth minimization in compressive sensing ([98]).
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The paper [100] used Moreau-Yosida regularization of f and transformed non-
smooth version of problem (5.1) into an equivalent smooth problem
min
x∈Rn
F (x), (5.12)
where
F (x) = min
z∈Rn
{f(z) + 1
2λ
||z − x||2}
and λ is a positive parameter. The function F (x) can be considered as a quadratic
model for f . While the classical proximal point method has a proximal mapping
PM(z) = f(z) + 〈M(z − x), (z − x)〉,
where M is a positive definite matrix. If f(x) is convex then F (x) is strongly
convex and x is an optimal solution of (5.1) iff ∇F (x) = 0. Moreover, the gradient
mapping of F (x) is globally Lipschitz continuous. Therefore, BB formula (5.6)
or (5.7) for smooth function can be applied to F (x) and ∇F (x). On the other
hand, the nonmonotonic property of BB method comes from solving (5.4) or (5.5)
which motivates us to find a replacement for ∆g or another way to approximate
the Hessian.
5.5 Illustration
In this section we demonstrate a nonmonotone version of a revision of LPBNC in
Chapter 4. This revision compared with LPBNC updates the model differently in
that the parameter a is nondecreasing. Note that in this section we use the same
notations for indices of iterations as that of Chapter 4 and therefor these notations
are different from those in Sections 5.3 and 5.2.
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Let m(k) be the largest index such that f(xm(k)) = max
i=max{k−p,0},··· ,k
f(xi). Define
ρˆkl =
f(xm(k))−f(xkl)
k∑
i=m(k)
f(~xi)−zi,li
, ρkl =
f(xk)−f(xkl)
f(xk)−zkl , ρ¯
k
l = max{ρkl , ρˆkl }.
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Algorithm 4: Nonmonotone trust region method
1 Input: Final accuracy tolerance tol, maximum trust region radius ∆max, initial trust region
∆00 ∈ [1,∆max), initial point x0, trust region parameters 0 < η1 < η3 < 1 and 0 < α1 < 1 < α2,
backtrack parameter β ∈]0, 1[, and increasing parameter for convexification parameter γ ∈ [2, 10].
Initialization major and minor iteration counter (k, l)← (0, 0), initial convexification parameter
akl ← 0, amin ← 0, amink,l ← 0;
2 The first auxiliary point y1 ← xk; calculate s1 ∈ ∂f(y1); generate the first cutting plane of the
function g(y;xk, akl ) at y1; prepare the information of I(k, l), ∆
k
l , and a
k
l ;
3 Solve the linear programming subproblem (4.33) with a, ~¯x, I, ∆ replaced by akl , ~x
k, I(k, l), ∆kl
and obtain an optimal solution (xkl, zkl);
4 if f(xk)− zkl ≤ (1 + |f(xk)|)tol then
5 STOP; xk is an approximate stationary point
6 if ρ¯kl ≥ η1 then
7 declare a serious step; lk ← l, xk+1 ← xkl;
/* update trust region radius */
8 if ρ¯kl > η3 and ‖xkl − xk‖∞ = ∆kl then
9 ∆k+10 ← min{α2∆kl ,∆max}
10 else
11 ∆k+10 ← ∆kl
12 calculate amin according to (4.85) with current I(k, l) and xk+1; amink+1,0 ← max
{
amink,l , a
min
}
;
13 if akl < a
min
k+1,0 then
14 ak+10 ← max
{
amink+1,0, γa
k
l
}
15 else
16 ak+10 ← akl
17 k ← k + 1, l← 0, continue to next major iteration by going to line 2
18 else
19 if ρ¯kl < − 1min{1,∆kl } then
20 ∆kl+1 ← α1∆kl
21 else
22 ∆kl+1 ← ∆kl
23 if f(xkl) > f(x0) then /* backtrack until auxiliary point is in levf(x0)f */
24 d← xkl − xk; j ← 1
25 while f(xk + βjd) > f(x0) do
26 j ← j + 1
27 y¯ ← xk + βjd
28 set xkl, or y¯ if backtrack was performed, as a new auxiliary point yi and add the cutting-plane
function h(x, yi) to the model m
k
l+1;
29 amink,l+1 ← max
{
amink,l ,
f(yi)−f(xk)+〈si,xk−yi〉
1
2
||yi−xk||2
}
;
30 if akl < a
min
k,l+1 then
31 akl+1 ← max
{
amink,l+1, γa
k
l
}
32 else
33 akl+1 ← akl
34 l← l + 1 and go to line 3
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5.5.1 Convergence analysis
Suppose at a certain inner iteration, a serious step is declared, i.e., ρ¯kl ≥ η1, xkl
becomes xk,lk , and zkl becomes zk,lk . If ρkl ≤ ρˆkl , then ρ¯kl = ρˆkl and we have
f(xm(k))− f(xk,lk) ≥ η1
k∑
i=m(k)
[f(xi)− zi,li ]; (5.13)
If ρkl > ρˆ
k
l , then ρ¯
k
l = ρ
k
l and we have
f(xk)− f(xk,lk) ≥ η1[f(xk)− zk,lk ] = η1
k∑
i=k
[f(xi)− zi,li ]. (5.14)
We can integrate the above two inequalities with
f(xr(k))− f(xk+1) ≥ η1
k∑
i=r(k)
[f(xi)− zi,li ], (5.15)
where
r(k) =

k, if ρklk > ρˆ
k
lk
;
m(k), if ρklk ≤ ρˆklk .
(5.16)
Lemma 5.5.1. If the objective function f(x) satisfies Assumption 4.2.1, then there
exists n¯ > 1 such that the sequence {an} (used as {akl } in algorithm NCBTR)
stabilizes in the sense that:
an = an¯, ∀ n ≥ n¯.
Proof. In Algorithm 4, a is only updated in lines 14 and 31 with an increase factor
of at least γ. Suppose for contradiction that there does not exist any n¯ satisfying
the condition in lemma 5.5.1. Then a would have to be increased infinitely through
line 14 or 31. Thus after a certain iteration we have nˆ, such that an ≥ ath, ∀ n ≥ nˆ,
where by Theorem 4.2.1 ath is such that for any prox-center xk, the function
g(y;xk, a) is the restriction to levx0f of a convex function H(y;x
k, a), for all
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a ≥ ath. From Algorithm 4 we know all the auxiliary points yi ∈ I(k, l) including
xk are in levx0f , after backtrack if necessary. Due to the restricted convexity of
g(y;xk, a), all its linearization errors of new cutting planes would be equal to that
of the convex function H(y;xk, a), which are always nonnegative. Consequently,
the minimum value of a would not be changed after iteration nˆ, resulting an ≥
aminnˆ for all n ≥ nˆ. Hence the actual value of a would not be increased from
iteration nˆ onward, contradicting the previous statement that a would be increased
infinitely.
From Lemma 5.5.1 we see that the nondecreasing sequence {akl } is indeed
bounded above by an¯. We also see that if the actual value of parameter a used
in subproblem (4.33) is updated finite number of times such that it is greater
than or equal to ath, then g is the restriction to levx0f of convex function H,
regardless of xk, and the value of a would stabilize once it reaches ath. We call
that convexification succeeds if at iteration n˜ (or correspondingly (k¯, l¯)), we have
an˜ ≥ ath (or ak¯
l¯
≥ ath). In order to finish our convergence proof we will assume
that convexification succeeds.
Assumption 5.5.1. There exists a certain iteration n˜ of Algorithm 4, where the
actual value of parameter a used in subproblem (4.33) is updated such that an˜ ≥ ath
and Algorithm 4 does not stop before reaching such iteration n˜.
The proximal point mapping (4.6) is single valued when a ≥ ath used in The-
orem 4.2.1. Therefore by Lemma 4.2.3 and Lemma 5.5.1, we have the following
lemma.
Lemma 5.5.2. Suppose Assumption 5.5.1 holds true. Let iteration (k¯, l¯) corre-
spond to n˜ in sequences (4.51). Then for all (k, l) including and after (k¯, l¯) in
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sequences (4.51), we have akl ≡ an˜ and Pakl (xk) is well defined and single valued;
further more, if xk 6= Pakl (xk), then the model reduction satisfies
mkl (x
k)−mkl (xkl) ≥
[
f(xk)− g
(
Pakl (x
k);xk, akl
)]
min
(
∆kl
‖xk − Pakl (xk)‖∞
, 1
)
.
(5.17)
It follows from (5.15), Lemma 4.2.2 and Lemma 5.5.2 that
f(xr(k))− f(xk+1) ≥
η1
k∑
i=r(k)
{[
f(xi)− g (Pan˜(xi);xi, an˜)]min( ∆ili‖xi − Pan˜(xi)‖∞ , 1
)}
∀ k, r(k) ≥ k¯.
(5.18)
Let L¯ be the Lipschitz constant of f .
Lemma 5.5.3. Suppose Assumption 5.5.1 holds. Let iteration (k¯, l¯) correspond
to n˜ in sequences (4.51). Then for all (k, l) including and after (k¯, l¯) in sequences
(4.51), ∆kl satisfy
∆kl ≥ α1 min
{
min
k¯≤i≤k
‖xi − Pan˜(xi)‖∞, min
k¯≤i≤k
xi 6=P
an˜
(xi)
f(xi)− g (Pan˜(xi);xi, an˜)
L¯‖xi − Pan˜(xi)‖∞
}
, (5.19)
or ∆kl ≥ ∆k¯l¯ . (5.20)
Proof. By Lemma 5.5.2 we have akl ≡ an˜ for all (k, l) including and after (k¯, l¯).
Suppose for contradiction that there exists a iteration (kˆ, lˆ) after (k¯, l¯) such that
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(5.19) is not true for (k, l) = (kˆ, lˆ), i.e.,
∆kˆ
lˆ
< α1 min
{
min
k¯≤i≤kˆ
‖xi−Pan˜(xi)‖∞, min
k¯≤i≤kˆ
xi 6=P
an˜
(xi)
f(xi)− g (Pan˜(xi);xi, an˜)
L¯‖xi − Pan˜(xi)‖∞
}
:= α1G(kˆ),
and ∆kˆ
lˆ
< ∆k¯l¯ . (5.21)
First we show that under such assumption, the trust region has to be shrunk
at least once between iteration (k¯, l¯) and (kˆ, lˆ). For otherwise the trust region
radius would be nondecreasing, causing ∆kˆ
lˆ
≥ ∆k¯
l¯
and contradicting the second
inequality of (5.21). In Algorithm 4, the trust region is either nondecreasing or
shrunk by setting ∆kl+1 = α1∆
k
l . Therefore, between iteration (k¯, l¯) and (kˆ, lˆ),
among all iterations where trust region is shrunk, there must exist index (k′, l′)
such that ∆k
′
l′ < G(kˆ) and ∆
k′
l′+1 = α1∆
k′
l′ (Otherwise we would have ∆
kˆ
lˆ
≥ α1G(kˆ)
contradicting the first inequality of (5.21)).
Next we show that if ∆k
′
l′ < min
k¯≤i≤kˆ
‖xi − Pan˜(xi)‖∞ then
∆k
′
l′ ≥ min
k¯≤i≤kˆ
xi 6=P
an˜
(xi)
f(xi)−g(Pan˜ (xi);xi,an˜)
L¯‖xi−P
an˜
(xi)‖∞ . Note ∆
k′
l′ < min
k¯≤i≤kˆ
‖xi − Pan˜(xi)‖∞ yields
∆k
′
l′ < min
k¯≤i≤k′
‖xi − Pan˜(xi)‖∞ as k′ ≤ kˆ. It means that no minimizer has been in
the trust regions during the iterations from k¯ to k′. From (4.50) we have
mk
′
l′ (x
k′)−mk′l′ (xk
′l′) ≥ f(x
k′)− g (Pan˜(xk′);xk′ , an˜)
‖xk′ − Pan˜(xk′)‖∞
∆k
′
l′ . (5.22)
On the other hand, the reduction of ∆k
′
l′ implies ρ
k′
l′ < − 1min(1,∆k′
l′ )
from line 19 of
Algorithm 4. By the definition of ρ it follows that
f(xk
′l′)− f(xk′) ≥ 1
min(1,∆k
′
l′ )
[f(xk
′
)−mk′l′ (xk
′l′)]. (5.23)
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Using mk
′
l′ (x
k′) = f(xk) and combining (5.22) and (5.23) it follows that
f(xk
′l′)− f(xk′) ≥ ∆
k′
l′
min(1,∆k
′
l′ )
f(xk
′
)− g (Pan˜(xk′);xk′ , an˜)
‖xk′ − Pan˜(xk′)‖∞
(5.24)
However, from the Lipschitz continuity of f we have,
f(xk
′l′)− f(xk′) ≤ L¯||xk′ − xk′l′ ||∞ ≤ L¯∆k′l′ . (5.25)
Combining (5.24) and (5.25) we obtain that
∆k
′
l′
min(1,∆k
′
l′ )
f(xk
′
)−g
(
P
an˜
(xk
′
);xk
′
,an˜
)
‖xk′−P
an˜
(xk′ )‖∞ ≤ L¯∆k
′
l′
and thus
f(xk
′
)−g
(
P
an˜
(xk
′
);xk
′
,an˜
)
L¯‖xk′−P
an˜
(xk′ )‖∞ ≤ min(1,∆k
′
l′ ) ≤ ∆k′l′ . We have found a contradic-
tion by showing that ∆k
′
l′ ≥ min
k¯≤i≤kˆ
xi 6=P
an˜
(xi)
f(xi)−g(Pan˜ (xi);xi,an˜)
L¯‖xi−P
an˜
(xi)‖∞ .
Theorem 5.5.1. Let Assumption 5.5.1 hold true and tol = 0. Let iteration (k¯, l¯)
correspond to n˜ in sequences (4.51) and (k, l) be not before (k¯, l¯).
(i) If Algorithm 2 terminates at xkl, then xk = Pan˜(x
k);
(ii) if the sequence of major iterations {xk} is infinite, then lim
k≥k¯
k→∞
||xk−Pan˜(xk)||∞ =
0.
(iii) if there is an infinite number of minor iterations after the kth major iteration,
then xk = Pan˜(x
k);
Proof. By Lemma 5.5.2 we have akl ≡ an˜ for all (k, l) including and after (k¯, l¯).
(i) Suppose the algorithm terminates at xkl. Then xkl must satisfy the stopping
criterion f(xk) − zkl ≤ (1 + |f(xk)|)tol. As tol = 0, we have f(xk) − zkl ≤ 0.
However by the expression of model reduction in (4.34) f(xk) − zkl ≥ 0. Thus
f(xk) − zkl = 0. Suppose for contradiction xk 6= Pan˜(xk). By Lemma 4.2.2
and Lemma 5.5.2 we have 0 ≥ [f(xk)− g (Pan˜(xk);xk, an˜)]min( ∆kl‖xk−P
an˜
(xk)‖∞ , 1
)
.
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From the definition of Pan˜(x
k) we have
g
(
Pan˜(x
k);xk, an˜
)
< g(xk;xk, an˜) = f(xk), for all k, when xk 6= Pan˜(xk). (5.26)
Thus 0 ≥ min
(
∆kl
‖xk−P
an˜
(xk)‖∞ , 1
)
. But ∆kl cannot be reduced to 0 by Lemma 5.5.3
after finite iterations. Hence a contradiction.
(ii) From the definition (5.16) we see that for each index k there is an associated
reference index r(k) and r(k) ≤ k; conversely, each k is not necessarily the associ-
ated reference index of another index. At iteration k¯ we can find a suitable k˜ such
that
k˜ ≥ k¯, r(k˜) ≥ k¯, and r(k˜) is the smallest. (5.27)
For each k ≥ k¯, we can find the sequence of the reference indices between r(k˜) and
r(k), denoted by {r(k˜), r(k˜1), · · · , r(k˜q)}, where k˜q = k; and this sequence satisfies
r(k˜1) = k˜ + 1, r(k˜j) = k˜j−1 + 1, j = 2, · · · , q. (5.28)
To see this, notice that r(k) is a certain iteration and so is r(k) − 1. We denote
k˜−1 = r(k) − 1. Again r
(
k˜−1
)
is a certain iteration and so is r
(
k˜−1
)
− 1. We
denote k˜−2 = r
(
k˜−1
)
− 1. This goes backwards successively until the smallest
reference index r
(
k˜
)
satisfying (5.27). Note that
f(xr(k˜))− f(xk+1) = [f(xr(k˜))− f(xk˜+1)] +
q+1∑
j=2
[f(xr(k˜j−1))− f(xk˜j−1+1)] (5.29)
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and together with (5.18) it implies that
f(xr(k˜))− f(xk+1) ≥
η1
k∑
i=r(k˜)
{[
f(xi)− g (Pan˜(xi);xi, an˜)]min( ∆ili‖xi − Pan˜(xi)‖∞ , 1
)}
, ∀ k ≥ k¯.
(5.30)
We first show that lim inf
k≥k¯
k→∞
‖xk − Pan˜(xk)‖∞ = 0. Suppose for contradiction that
there exists  > 0 such that ‖xk −Pan˜(xk)‖∞ ≥ , for all k ≥ k¯. Then from (5.26)
we have {f(xi) − g (Pan˜(xi);xi, an˜)}i≥r(k˜) is bounded away from 0 because other-
wise we would have had that the minimum value of g be achieved by a point which
is not in the optimal solution set. The left hand side of (5.30) is bounded because
f(x) is bounded on levx0f . Hence{[
f(xi)− g (Pan˜(xi);xi, an˜)]min( ∆ili‖xi−P
an˜
(xi)‖∞ , 1
)}
→ 0, as i→∞. As {f(xi)−
g
(
Pan˜(x
i);xi, an˜
)} is bounded away from 0 we see thus that ∆ili‖xi−P
an˜
(xi)‖∞ → 0 as
i→∞. Since ‖xk − Pan˜(xk)‖∞ ≥ , for all k ≥ k¯ we must have ∆ili → 0, i→∞.
But from Lemma 5.5.3 we see this is impossible when both ‖xk − Pan˜(xk)‖∞ and
{f(xi) − g (Pan˜(xi);xi, an˜)} are bounded away from 0. We have found a contra-
diction and lim inf
k≥k¯
k→∞
‖xk − Pan˜(xk)‖∞ = 0. Suppose for contradiction that there is a
subsequence K ′ and ′′ such that ‖xk − Pan˜(xk)‖∞ ≥ ′′, for all k ≥ k¯ and k ∈K ′.
Then same argument as above can yield ∆ili → 0, i→∞, i ∈K ′. It is again a con-
tradiction when both {‖xi − Pan˜(xi)‖∞}i∈K′ and {f(xi) − g
(
Pan˜(x
i);xi, an˜
)}i∈K′
are bounded away from 0.
(iii) Note that the nonmonotonicity of Algorithm 4 does not affect minor iter-
ations. Therefore Lemma 4.2.6 and Lemma 4.2.7 also applies to Algorithm 4.
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Consequently, 4.62 holds. Suppose there is an infinite number of minor iterations
after the kth major iteration. Suppose for contradiction xk 6= Pan˜(xk). Combining
(5.26) and (5.19) we see ∆kl is greater than or equal to a positive constant because
k is fixed as the index for the last major iteration. Hence the right hand side of
(5.17) is greater than or equal to a positive number at the last iteration k (Note we
have akl ≡ an˜ for all (k, l) including and after (k¯, l¯)). However, we have shown in
(4.62) that the model reduction decreases to 0 in this case. Thus a contradiction
is reached.
Chapter 6
Higher Dimensional Trust Region
Method
6.1 Higher dimensional trust region method
Consider minimizing a locally Lipschitz continuous function f over Rn. We in-
troduce the Higher Dimensional Trust Region Method (HDTRM) for finding a
stationary point of f . The idea behind this method is to form a local approxima-
tion of the epigraph by some cutting planes and solve the approximation problem
to obtain reduction of function values. Thus HDTRM generates a sequence of
points (x, z) in the interior of the epigraph of f .
At each iteration, the method forms a linear model consisted of cutting planes
and adds bounds to the variables x and z as a trust region in Rn+1. The linear
model and the trust region then generate a local approximation of the epigraph.
Given (xk, zk) ∈ int(epi f), it obtains a trial point for the next iteration by solving
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the following problem:
min
(x,z)∈Rn+1
z (6.1a)
subject to f(yi) + s
T
i (x− yi) ≤ z, i = 1, ..., l, (6.1b)
||x− xk||∞ ≤ ∆, (6.1c)
|z − (zk − v)| ≤ v (6.1d)
where the left hand side of the inequality (6.1b) are cutting planes generated by
auxiliary points yi ∈ Rn, with subgradients si ∈ ∂f(yi). And l is the number
of current cutting planes. In the above problem (6.1c) is the constraint of trust
region regarding the x variable and (6.1d) is the constraint on z which forms a
trust region in the (n+ 1)-th dimension centered at zk − v.
Since the philosophy of HDTRM is to try to obtain reduction in the interior of
the epigraph, after solving a linear subproblem with forms like (6.1), it analyses
the possible positions of the optimal solution (x∗, z∗) in respect to the epigraph of
f and the value of f(x).
In specific, we classify the possible situations into four cases.
Case 1: trial point is inside the epigraph and the value of f decreases;
Case 2: trial point is inside the epigraph and the value of f does not decrease;
Case 3: trial point is not inside the epigraph and the value of f decreases;
Case 4: trial point is not inside the epigraph and the value of f does not decrease.
6.1.1 Trust region update
Alternative Definition of ρkl We have been considering the following alternative
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Procedure Updating Trust Region
1 Define
ρkl =
f(xk)− f(xkl)
zk − zkl (6.2)
if ρkl > η3(= 0.5) then
2 if ||xkl − xk||∞ = ∆kl then
3 ∆k+11 = min(2∆
k
l ,∆max)
4 if zkl = zk − 2vkl then
5 vk+10 = min(2v
k
l , vmax)
choices for ρkl .
ρkl =
f(xk)− f(xkl)
f(xk)− zkl (6.3)
ρkl =
f(xk)− f(xkl)
m(xk, pkl)− zkl (6.4)
ρkl =
zk − f(xkl)
zk − zkl (6.5)
ρkl =
f(xk)− f(xkl)
∆kl (z
k − zkl) (6.6)
In choice (6.4) we take the value of the model at xk as the real model value. See
(6.7) for the model m(xk, pkl).
m(x, pkl) = max
{
zk − 2vkl ; f(yki ) +
(
ski
)T
(x− yki ), i = 1, ...l
}
(6.7)
x ∈ B∆kl (x
k).
where pkl in (6.7) is a vector of parameters containing zk, vkl , y
k
i , s
k
i , l.
6.1.2 The algorithm
In the following version, we use (6.2) as a choice for ρkl . The above algorithm
was motivated by that developed in [48]. We replace the descent engine (which is
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Algorithm 5: Higher Dimensional Trust Region Method
Data: Final accuracy tolerance tol, initial and maximum trust region
radius ∆ and ∆max, multipliers α ∈]0, 1[, γ ∈]0, 1[, β ∈]0, 1/2] and
η ∈]1/2, 1[ for the step length. Initial point (x1, z1) ∈int(epi f) and
initial value for the trust region radius v0 = z
1 − f(x1).
Initialization Set the major iteration counter k = 1. Set y11 = x
1. Compute
f(x1)
based on active set interior point method) with a linear model trust region. Other
modifications are made.
Remark 6.1.1. In the numerical experiments we set tol = 1e − 5 and β = 0.45.
δ = min(1, 0.1sk1).
The term “null step” is widely used in bundle methods but not used in the
literature of trust region methods. Correspondingly there is the “serious step”,
which means a substantial decrease of function value is achieved at the trial point.
In the case 2 of our algorithm, we force the iteration point to be closer to the
boundary of epi f . This procedure is supposed to make substantial changes to our
model. As we are considering a higher dimensional trust region method and zk is
the value of the higher dimensional function, we do not consider case 2 as a null
step because we will see from Lemma 6.1.2 that zk+1 < zk.
So far let’s review our null step. We say we have a null step if:
(i) we are in case 4 or (ii) we are in case 1 or case 3, but ρ < η1. (Here η1 is usually
a small number such as 0.0001.) In trust region methods the iteration points are
updated only when ρ ≥ η1. We define our serious step as when we are in case
1 or case 3 and ρ ≥ η1. Our iteration point in the higher dimension is (xk, zk).
The cutting-plane model is supposed to be a lower model for the function. But
for nonconvex functions our goal becomes to form a lower approximation of the
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Procedure Major Iteration( version 5.5602)
1 Set the minor iteration counter l = 1. Set yk1 = x
k and compute
sk1 ∈ ∂f(yk1), set vk1 = min{vk0 , zk − f(xk)};
2 Solve the linear programming subproblem (6.1) and obtain an optimal
solution (xkl, zkl). Define dkl = (x
kl, zkl)− (xk, zk);
3 if ||dkl ||2 ≤ tol and |f(xkl)− zkl| ≤ 0.01tol then
4 STOP
5 if f(xkl) ≥ zkl and f(xkl) ≥ f(xk) then /* Case 4 */
6 go to line 15
/* The following are three cases of serious steps. */
7 if f(xkl) < zkl and f(xkl) < f(xk) then /* Case 1 */
8 (xk+1, zk+1) = (xkl, zkl)
9 if f(xkl) < zkl and f(xkl) ≥ f(xk) then /* Case 2 */
10 xk+1 = xk, zk+1 = αf(xk) + (1− α)zk, go to line 2
11 if f(xkl) ≥ zkl and f(xkl) < f(xk) then /* Case 3 */
12 xk+1 = xkl, zk+1 = zk − f(xk) + f(xkl)
13 Obtain ∆k+11 and v
k+1
0 via Procedure Updating Trust Region ;
14 flush all the cutting planes, k = k + 1, continue to next major iteration by
going to line 1;
15 if zkl > zk − 2vkl or (l > 4 and vkl = vk1) then
16 vkl+1 = γv
k
l
17 if ρkl < −1 then
18 ∆kl+1 = 0.6∆
k
l
19 if ρkl ≤ ρkl−1 then
20 Delete the l-th cutting plane
21 if ||xkl − xk||∞ = ∆kl then /* Backtrack phase 1, to make sure
backtrack phase 2 starts from the boundary of the new trust
region */
22 backtrack until ||x∗ − xk||∞ ≤ ∆kl+1
23 compute s ∈ ∂f(x∗);
24 while f(x∗) + sT (xk − x∗) > βf(xk) + (1− β)zk do /* Backtrack phase 2
*/
25 (x∗, z∗) = (xk, zk) + ηdkl , η = 0.8η, compute s ∈ ∂f(x∗)
26 ykl+1 = x
∗, skl+1 = s, l = l + 1, go to line 2;
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epigraph of f . The approximation is considered to be “very bad” if a cutting
plane is above (xk, zk), a point inside the epigraph. Therefore when this happens
we backtrack until a cutting plane is below (xk, zk). In our algorithm we have
chosen to let the new cutting plane be below (xk, βf(xk) + (1 − β)zk). After a
serious step is finished, the iteration point may enter case 2 or null step. It is
possible that we have a consecutive sequence of case 2 or alternating sequence of
case 2 and null step before entering the next serious step. However this process
should only contain a finite number of iterations. The definition of ρ may also be
according to one of those in (6.3)-(6.6).
Figure 6.1: Back track process
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6.1.3 Convergence
The following lemma follows Lemma 4.6 of [48]. In this part of the proof, we omit
the major and minor iteration indices k and l in the subscript of the variables and
parameters as this only happens in a minor iteration.
Lemma 6.1.1. There exists a point (x∗, z∗) such that f(x∗)+sT (x−x∗) ≤ βf(x)+
(1− β)z and s ∈ ∂f(x∗). This point is found after a finite number of loops.
Proof. For contradiction suppose such point does not exist. The backtrack process
produces a sequence {(x∗i , z∗i )}i∈N according to the formula (x∗i , z∗i ) = (x, z) + ηid
with η1 = 1, η2 = 0.7, and ηi+1 = 0.8ηi for i ≥ 3. As we cannot find the required
point, for all i ∈ N we have f(x∗i ) + sTi (x − x∗i ) > βf(x) + (1 − β)z, which yields
f(x∗i )− f(x)− ηisTi dx > (1− β)(z − f(x)). Since ηi decrease to 0 we have x∗i → x
and |f(x∗i )− f(x)| → 0 by the local Lipschitz continuity of f . Thus z − f(x) ≤ 0
which contradicts the fact that (x, z) ∈ int(epif).
Lemma 6.1.2. Let (xk, zk) ∈ int(epif) be an iteration point generated by algorithm
5. For all k ≥ 1, we have
f(xk+1) ≤ f(xk), zk+1 < zk,
and (xk+1, zk+1) ∈ int(epif).
Proof. The new iteration point (xk+1, zk+1) can only be possibly generated by
Case 1, Case 2 or Case 3. In Case 1, we have f(xkl) < zkl, f(xkl) < f(xk),
and (xk+1, zk+1) = (xkl, zkl). Thus clearly f(xk+1) ≤ f(xk) and (xk+1, zk+1) ∈
int(epif). In the linear subproblem, the constraint (6.1d) shows us zk − 2vkl ≤
z ≤ zk. Then zkl = zk happens only if vkl = 0 which is impossible from the
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algorithm. Hence zkl is strictly less than zk and we must have zk+1 < zk. In Case
2, we have f(xkl) < zkl, xk+1 = xk, and zk+1 = αf(xk) + (1 − α)zk. Obviously,
f(xk+1) ≤ f(xk). As α ∈]0, 1[ and f(xk) < zk we have zk+1 < zk. To prove
(xk+1, zk+1) ∈ int(epif) note that zk+1 > αf(xk) + (1 − α)f(xk) ≥ f(xk+1). In
Case 3, we have f(xkl) < f(xk), xk+1 = xkl, and zk+1 = zk − f(xk) + f(xkl). It is
easy to see that f(xk+1) ≤ f(xk) and zk+1 < zk. Since zk+1 = zk − f(xk) + f(xkl)
and we always have (xk, zk) ∈ int(epi), zk+1 > f(xk+1) follows immediately.
Now we show that the algorithm is well-defined, i.e., corresponding to the
concept of “null step” in bundle methods we show the minor iteration is finite.
Lemma 6.1.3. Let (xk, zk) ∈ int(epif). The next iteration point (xk+1, zk+1) ∈
int(epif) is found after a finite number of sub-iterations.
Proof. Denoting in the l-th minor iteration, the obtained optimal solution of 6.1 as
(x∗l , z
∗
l ), we omit the subscript k in this part of the proof. This proof assumes that
the radii of the higher dimensional trust region ∆l and vl are non increasing in the
minor iterations from a certain k to k + 1. The reason is that for the convergence
proof we want to make sure we always have z∗l+1 ≥ z∗l . (When we have finished
the proof and got more understanding of the problem, we may consider relaxing
the radii.)
Here first we restate the update rule for vl and ∆l. We have v1 = min{v0, z −
f(x)}. (If k = 1, v0 = z − f(x); if k > 1 v0 is the last value of k − 1 iteration. )
If z∗l is above the lower boundary then set vl+1 = γvl for some γ ∈]0, 1[. Specially,
if the first three times z∗l are all on the boundary then set v4 = γv3; otherwise set
vl+1 = vl. Regarding ∆l, we define −ρl = f(xl)−f(x)z−zl and set ∆l+1 = γ′∆ for some
γ′ ∈]0, 1[ if −ρ > 1.
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Suppose for contradiction that the number of minor iterations is not finite.
Then we have either vl
K→ 0 or vl ≡ v′ for l ≥ N1 > 0.
In the first case, it is easy to see z∗l
K→ z as z∗l is always above the lower
boundary. As z∗l is the optimal value of problem (6.1) hence
z∗l = max
i=1,..l
{
f(yi) + s
T
i (x
∗
l − yi)
}
.
According to the constraints of problem (6.1) and the backtrack condition in line
24 of procedure Major Iteration ,
max
i=1,..l
{
f(yi) + s
T
i (x
∗
l − yi)
} ≤ max
i=1,..l
{
f(yi) + s
T
i (x− yi)
} ≤ βf(x) + (1− β)z.
Combining the above formulae, and z∗l
K→ z, it follows that for any  > 0, z −  <
z∗l ≤ βf(x) + (1 − β)z and therefore z − f(x) < /β contradicting the fact that
(x, z) ∈ int(epif).
In the latter case, z∗l is always on the boundary, thus ∀ l > N1, z∗l ≡ z−2v′ < z.
Now we divide this case into two parts. (i). If z − 2v′ ≤ βf(x) + (1 − β)z, then
z − f(x) ≤ 2v′/β = 2v1γN2/β for some N2 ≥ 1. Therefor we have N2 ≤ logγ β2 .
If we choose β, γ such that logγ
β
2
< 1 we have a contradiction. (ii). Suppose
z − 2v′ > βf(x) + (1 − β)z then z − f(x) > 2v′/β. Now similarly either ∆l K
′→ 0
or ∆l ≡ ∆′ for l ≥ N3 > 0. In the first case, x∗l K
′→ x and hence f(xl) K
′→ f(x). It
follows that for any ′ > 0, f(x) + ′ > f(xl) ≥ z∗l = z − 2v′ > βf(x) + (1 − β)z
and so 2v′ + ′ > z − f(x) > 2v′/β, thus 2(1 − β)v′/β < ′, a contradiction as
′ is arbitrary. In the second case we always have −1 ≤ ρl thus z∗l = z − 2v′ ≤
f(xl) ≤ f(x) + z − z∗l = f(x) + 2v′, and v1 ≤ z − f(x) ≤ 4v′ = 4v1γN2 because
v1 = min{v0, z − f(x)}, finally N2 ≤ logγ(1/4) and a contradiction occurs when
we choose γ such that logγ(1/4) < 1. (Also such that logγ
β
2
< 1.)
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Convergence as LP bundle method
The higher dimensional trust region method can be considered as a special version
of LP bundle method. We can also derive the explicit expression of the model
reduction. The following theorem follows from 2.2.1.
Theorem 6.1.1. If (x∗, z∗) is an optimal solution of problem (6.1) then either
m (x∗, p) = zk − 2v or there are some multipliers λi, i = 1, · · · , l and λ˜ such that∑
i∈I¯k
λi + λ˜ = 1, λi ≥ 0, λ˜ ≥ 0, and
f(xk)−m (x∗, p) =
(
1− λ˜
)−1( l∑
i=1
λiei + ∆‖
l∑
i=1
λisi‖1
)
≥ 0 (6.8)
(
1− λ˜
)−1 l∑
i=1
λisi ∈ ∂′k+1f(xk), (6.9)
where ′k+1 :=
(
1− λ˜
)−1 l∑
i=1
λiei and ei is linearization error.
Consequently, one can also use the outer semicontinuity of ∂f(x) to show the
convergence of this method. The convergence proof follows that of Chapter 2.
6.2 HDTRM numerical results
Test problems are from Luksan2000[62] which is the standard academic test prob-
lem set in nonsmooth optimization. The results for academic problems are in Table
6.1, where fopt is the known optimal value of the problem, fval is the approximated
optimal value obtained by the algorithm, error is the difference of these two val-
ues and feval is the number of function evaluations used by the algorithm. The
problems TR48 and Shell Dual were not implemented and therefore the results
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Table 6.1: Results for academic problems
No. Problem Dimension(n) Convex fopt fval error feval
3 CB2 2 + 1.952225 1.952225 9.51E-07 43
4 CB3 2 + 2 2 0 8
5 DEM 2 + -3 -3 1.67E-12 23
6 QL 2 + 7.2 7.200001 6.68E-07 46
7 LQ 2 + -1.4142136 -1.41421 8.60E-07 51
8 Mifflin1 2 + -1 -1 3.17E-07 69
10 Wolfe 2 + -8 -8 0 14
11 Rosen 4 + -44 -44 1.42E-05 133
12 Shor 5 + 22.60016 22.60018 1.82E-05 133
16 Maxquad 10 + -0.8414083 -0.84141 7.75E-07 483
19 Maxq 20 + 0 1.94E-07 1.94E-07 898
20 Maxl 20 + 0 0 0 630
21 TR48 48 + -638565 NA NA NA
22 Goffin 50 + 0 0 0 151
23 MXHILB 50 + 0 1.54E-06 1.54E-06 47
24 L1HILB 50 + 0 0 0 6
1 Rosenbrock 2 - 0 8.14E-06 8.14E-06 939
2 Crescent 2 - 0 5.09E-07 5.09E-07 101
9 Mifflin2 2 - -1 -1 1.59E-07 79
13 Colville 1 5 - -32.348679 -32.3487 1.39E-05 192
14 HS78 5 - -2.9197004 -2E-06 2.919698 304
15 El-Attar 6 - 0.559813 0.559814 9.59E-07 541
17 Gill 10 - 9.785772 9.785981 0.000209 2274
18 Steiner 2 12 - 16.70384 16.70385 9.05E-06 871
25 Shell Dual 15 - 32.34868 NA NA NA
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are shown as ”NA”. We can see that the algorithm is quite efficient and accurate
for solving convex problems. All the errors for convex problems are below 10−4.
But for nonconvex problems, HS78 failed to converge. The algorithm can stall
as iteration goes near the optimal solution. It took 2274 function evaluations for
problem Gill to only obtain an error of 0.002.
6.3 Other results and observations
6.3.1 Directional derivatives
We consider zk as a parameter for the model 6.7. Obviously we have m(xkl, pkl) =
zkl (to make clear notation we have changed the notation of the optimal solution of
subproblem (6.1) to (xkl, zkl)) . Consider the relationship between model reduction
and (Clarke generalized) directional derivative
f ◦(x; d) = lim
y→x
sup
t↓0
f(y + td)− f(y)
t
which in smooth case equals ∇f(x)Td. We note that the trust region update
criterion
ρk =
f(xk)− f(xk + dk)
mk(xk)−mk(xk + dk) ≥ δ (6.10)
essentially plays the same role as the line search condition
f(xk + td
′
k) ≤ f(xk) + δt∇f(xk)Td′k, (6.11)
in the smooth case. This is because (6.10) can be written as
f(xk + dk) ≤ f(xk)− δ[mk(xk)−mk(xk + dk)]. (6.12)
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Comparing (6.11) and (6.12) we find that the model reduction mk(xk)−mk(xk+dk)
should be closely related to (−∇f(xk)Td′k in smooth case) −f ◦(xk; td′k) in the
nonsmooth case. In terms of descent methods, a descent direction dk should satisfy
f ◦(x; dk) < 0. A steepest descent direction dˆk satisfies
dˆk = arg min
||d||≤1
f ◦(x; d) (6.13)
The norm in (6.13) is Euclidean norm. If x is not a stationary point then this
direction can be explicitly expressed as
dˆk = − g(x)||g(x)|| (6.14)
where g(x) is the subgradient of f(x) with minimum norm i.e., g(x) = arg min
g∈∂f(x)
||g||.
According to Lemma 11.1.1 of [18], we have the following conclusion.
Lemma 6.3.1. Suppose f : Rn → R is locally Lipschitz continuous and x is such
that 0 6∈ ∂f(x) then
min
||d||≤δ
f ◦(x; d) = f ◦(x; dδ(x)) = −δ||g(x)|| (6.15)
where dδ(x) = −δg(x)/||g(x)||.
For a given pkl the model m(x, pkl) is piece-wise smooth and convex. Thus
it is regular in the sense that m◦(x, pkl; d) = m′(x, pkl; d). Since m(x, pkl) is the
maximum of some affine functions its directional derivative can be expressed as
m′(x, pkl; d) =

0 if zk − 2vkl > fˆk(x),
max
{
0; max
i∈Ik(x)
ski
T
d
}
ifzk − 2vkl = fˆk(x),
max
i∈Ik(x)
ski
T
d ifzk − 2vkl < fˆk(x).
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where fˆk(x) = max
i=1,...lk
fˆki (x), fˆ
k
i (x) = f(y
k
i ) + s
k
i
T
(x− yki ), and
Ik(x) =
{
i|fˆki (x) = fˆk(x)
}
. Note m′(x, pkl; d) is independent on x. We may ask
the question: on what condition will the following equation hold true?
m◦(x, pkl; d) ≤ f ◦(x; d) (6.16)
Given expression (6.15), we first consider m◦(x, pkl; dδ(x)). As we have when 0 6∈
∂f(x) that f ◦(x; dδ(x)) < 0, to make (6.15) hold true for d = dδ(x) we only need
to consider max
i∈Ik(x)
ski
T
dδ(x) with z
k − 2vkl < fˆk(x). Now suppose
m◦(x, pkl; dδ(x)) ≤ f ◦(x; dδ(x)) (6.17)
i.e., max
i∈Ik(x)
ski
T
dδ(x) ≤ −δ||g(x)|| ⇔ δ max
i∈Ik(x)
{
||g(x)|| − ski Tg(x)/||g(x)||
}
≤ 0 ⇔
max
i∈Ik(x)
{
||g(x)||2 − ski Tg(x)
}
≤ 0⇔ max
i∈Ik(x)
g(x)T ski ≥ ||g(x)||2.
The subgradient g(x) is nearest to the origin and the subdifferential ∂f(x) is
a convex compact set, therefore g(x)T s ≥ ||g(x)||2 for all s ∈ ∂f(x). Based on the
observation we find that a sufficient condition for (6.17) to hold true is that there
exists an index j ∈ Ik(x) such that skj ∈ ∂f(xk).
As we have seen earlier that a necessary condition for (6.17) to be true is
m◦(x, pkl; dδ(x)) < 0 which requires zk − 2vkl < fˆk(x). That is to say the op-
timal solution of subproblem (6.1) can not fall on the lower boundary of the
trust region. Since the backtrack process requires all new cutting planes satisfy
fˆki (x) ≤ βf(xk)+(1−β)zk, a necessary condition is zk−2vkl < βf(xk)+(1−β)zk,
i.e., vkl > 0.5β(z
k − f(xk)). We just discussed the steepest descent direction dδ(x)
as in (6.15). However as we are using a linear model in our algorithm, the direction
defined by dkl = (xkl, zkl) − (xk, zk) (dklx = xkl − xk, dklz = zkl − zk) is not nec-
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essarily steepest descent. What kind of properties does this solution have? Since
subproblem (6.1) is a linear programming problem its optimal solution (xkl, zkl)
satisfies the following KKT condition. (Note all linearly constrained problems
satisfy Abadie constraint qualification.) Primal Feasibility
f(yki ) + s
k
i
T
(xkl − yki ) ≤ zkl, i = 1, ..., l,
xk −∆kl e ≤ xkl ≤ xk + ∆kl e,
zkl ≥ zk − 2vkl ;
Dual Feasibility ∑
i∈Ikla
λkli s
k
i +
∑
i∈IklR
ukli ei −
∑
i∈IklL
wkli ei = 0,
1−
∑
i∈Ikla
λkli =

0 if zkl > zk − 2vkl ,
σkl if z
kl = zk − 2vkl ,
λkli ≥ 0 for i ∈ Ikla =
{
i|f(yki ) + ski T (xkl − yki ) = zkl
}
,
ukli ≥ 0 for i ∈ IklR =
{
i|xkli = xki + ∆kl
}
,
wkli ≥ 0 for i ∈ IklL =
{
i|xkli = xki −∆kl
}
,
σkl ≥ 0,
where e = (1, ...1) ∈ Rn and ei ∈ Rn is a vector whose i-th component is 1
and the other components are all zero. On the other hand we can express the
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subdifferential of m(x, pkl) as
∂m(x, pkl) =

{0}, if zk − 2vkl > fˆk(x),{ ∑
i∈Ik(x)
λkli s
k
i |
∑
i∈Ik(x)
λkli = 1− σkl , λkli ≥ 0, σkl ≥ 0
}
, if zk − 2vkl = fˆk(x),{ ∑
i∈Ik(x)
λkli s
k
i |
∑
i∈Ik(x)
λkli = 1, λ
kl
i ≥ 0
}
, if zk − 2vkl < fˆk(x).
6.4 Suggestion for nonconvex case
For a nonconvex function f we generate a sequence of points (xk, zk) in the interior
of the epigraph of f . At iteration xk, we use the following idea to find a suitable
searching direction dk. Consider the following model:
min
(x,z)∈Rn+1
z
s.t. f(yi) + s
T
i (x− yi) ≤ z, ∀i = 1, ..., l,
(6.18)
where yi ∈ Rn, i = 1, ..., l, are auxiliary points, si ∈ f(yi) are arbitrary subgradi-
ents at those points, and l is the number of current cutting planes. Denote I =
{1, ..., l}, g¯(x) = max
i∈I
{f(yi)+sTi (x−yi)}, I(x) = {i ∈ I|f(yi)+sTi (x−yi) = g¯(x)}.
We have the following problem:
min
(x,z)∈Rn+1
z
s.t. f(yi) + s
T
i (x− yi) ≤ z, ∀i ∈ I(xk).
(6.19)
Denoting δk = zk− g(xk), now we lift up all the cutting planes in (6.19) by δk and
get
min
(x,z)∈Rn+1
z
s.t. f(yi) + s
T
i (x− yi) + δk ≤ z, ∀i ∈ I(xk).
(6.20)
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It is easy to see that the minimum value of problem (6.20) is inf F (x, z) :=
z + δC(x, z), where C is the feasible set of (6.20) and δC is the indicator function
of set C.
The function F (x, z) is a simple convex function on its domain C. We aim to
calculate its subdifferential ∂F (x, z), hoping to find a subgradient dk ∈ ∂F (xk, zk)
such that −dk is a suitable descent step for our algorithm. By the subdifferential
calculus rule and the definition of normal cone we have
∂F (x, z) = (0, 1)T + ∂δC(x, z) = (0, 1)
T +NC(x, z), (6.21)
where NC is the normal cone of C. Here as C is a polyhedral set in such form
C =

 x
z
 |A
 x
z
 ≤ b
 ,
we have NC(x, z) = {
∑
i∈Λ(x,z)
λiA
T
i |λi ≥ 0}, where Ai = (sTi ,−1) and bi =
sTi yi − f(yi)− δk are the i-th rows of A and b respectively, and
Λ(x, z) =
i ∈ I(xk)|Ai
 x
z
 = bi
 .
Observe that Λ(xk, zk) = I(xk). Hence NC(x
k, zk) = { ∑
i∈I(xk)
λiA
T
i |λi ≥ 0}. Conse-
quently, dk can be chosen as 
∑
i∈I(xk)
λisi
1− ∑
i∈I(xk)
λi

for some λi ≥ 0.
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Algorithm 6: Lifted Bundle
Data: Final accuracy tolerance tol, multipliers α ∈]0, 1[ and η ∈ (1/2, 1)
for the step length and the maximum step length tmax > 0. Initial
point (x1, z1) ∈int(epi f).
1 Initialization Set the iteration counter k = 1 and the cutting plane counter
l = 1. Set y11 = x
1. Compute f(x1)
Procedure Major Iteration
/* First cutting plane */
1 Compute sk1 ∈ ∂f(xk). Define g¯k(x) = f(yk1)+ < sk1, x− xk > and
δk = z
k − g¯k(xk). Select λk1 ∈]0, 1[ such that dk = (λk1sk1T , 1− λk1) and
||dk|| ≥ δk.
2 Set (ykl+1, w
k
l+1) = (x
k, zk)− dk and compute f(ykl+1).
/* Serious steps */
3 if f(ykl+1 < w
k
l+1) then
4 update major iteration.
5 if f(ykl+1) < f(x
k) then Set (xk+1, zk+1) = (ykl+1, w
k
l+1);
6 else set xk+1 = xk; zk+1 = αf(xk) + (1− α)zk;
7 Flush all the cutting planes. Set k = k + 1, l = 1 and go to line 1;
/* Null steps; backtracking */
8 Compute skl+1 ∈ ∂f(ykl+1)
9 Define gkl+1(x) = f(y
k
l+1)+ < s
k
l+1, x− ykl+1 >
10 while gkl+1(x
k) > (f(xk) + zk)/2) do
11 set (ykl+1, w
k
l+1) = (x
k, zk)− ηdk
12 compute skl+1 ∈ ∂f(ykl+1)
/* Add cutting plane and update model information and search
direction */
13 Set l=l+1, update I. Define g¯k(x) = max
i∈I
{f(yki )+ < ski , x− yki >},
I(x) = {i ∈ I|f(yi) + sTi (x− yi) = g¯k(x)} and compute I(xk) and δk.
14 Select λki for i ∈ I(xk) such that dk = (
∑
i∈I(xk)
λki s
k
i
T
, 1− ∑
i∈I(xk)
λki ) and
||dk|| ≥ δk. Go to line 2.
Chapter 7
UV Decomposition and Tilt
Stability under Some Subsmooth
Structures
7.1 Introduction
When studying the second order derivative of a nonsmooth function f , one ma-
jor difficulty is that the first-order approximation is not linear. The study of
U-Lagrangian and UV-decomposition tries to overcome this difficulty by restrict-
ing the function to a subspace U over which the function is actually differentiable.
Hence the second-order expansion of f only needs to be defined along directions
in U . The authors of [55] developed the UV-decomposition and U-Lagrangian for
a convex function; for instance [25] studies the minimax case. It has been showed
that the U-Lagrangian is differentiable and a second-order expansion of f along
directions in U exists provided that the Hessian of the U-Lagrangian exists. The
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UV theory has been applied to the development of more efficient numerical algo-
rithms such as in [75] and [70], where approximated Newton steps in the U space
are made to help achieve superlinear convergence. Moreover, the objects associ-
ated with UV -decomposition can be easily approximated for functions with special
structures such as the composition of a positively homogeneous convex function
and a smooth mapping [86] and finite max functions [37]. A subsmooth structure
that is closely related to U-Lagrangian is fast track [72]. Roughly speaking, a fast
track is a trajectory on which a certain second-order expansion of the underlying
function can be obtained. Another related notion is partial smoothness defined in
[56] and it means one can restrict to a smooth manifold on which the underlying
function is smooth, regular, and has continuous first order derivative mapping. In
[41] it is proved that fast track and partial smoothness are equivalent concepts un-
der convexity. While most of the applications of UV theory are for solving convex
optimization problems, theories in the nonconvex context have also been explored
[73, 71]. The quadratic sub-Lagrangian (QSL) [38] extends the U-Lagrangian to a
type of nonconvex functions (called prox-regular functions) by adding a quadratic
term to the infimand of the original U-Lagrangian. However, a strong quadratic
growth condition is needed for QSL. In this chapter we generalize the U -Lagrangian
to prox-regular functions from a different aspect. Instead of adding a quadratic
term, we define the U -Lagrangian “locally” because the prox-regularity is a local
property. With this definition, no quadratic growth condition is needed. In addi-
tion, we can show that under the new U-Lagrangian and some assumptions, fast
track and partial smoothness are equivalent for prox-regular functions.
In this chapter we use the following notations. The projection mapping onto a
set S is PS(x). The limiting normal of a set C is NC . The kernel of a matrix M is
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ker (M). A set valued mapping S of two sets X and U is denoted by S : X ⇒ U .
The set of all positive real numbers is R+. If E is a subspace of Rn then BE(w, )
is a closed ball in E centered at w ∈ E, i.e. BE(w, ) := {v ∈ E : ‖v − w‖ ≤ }.
7.2 Preliminaries
In this section we provide some fundamental tools used in variational analysis and
nonsmooth optimization.
Definition 7.2.1. A set C is called prox-regular at x¯ for w¯, where x¯ ∈ C and
w¯ ∈ NC(x¯), if δC is prox-regular at x¯ for w¯. It is called prox-regular at x¯ when
this is true for all w¯ ∈ NC(x¯).
The following proposition is from 13.31 of [85].
Proposition 7.2.1. For a set C ⊂ Rn and a point x¯ ∈ C the prox-regularity of C
at x¯ for w¯ can be equivalently characterized by the following statement:
C is locally closed at x¯ with w¯ ∈ NC(x¯) and there exist  > 0 and ρ ≥ 0 such that
〈w, x′ − x〉 ≤ 1
2
ρ‖x′ − x‖2, ∀x′ ∈ C ∩B(x¯, ) (7.1)
whenever
x ∈ intB (x¯, ) and w ∈ NC(x) ∩ intB (w¯, ) . (7.2)
Proposition 7.2.2. With Rn expressed as Rn1 × Rn2, write x ∈ Rn as (x1, x2)
with components xi ∈ Rni. Suppose C = D × E for closed sets D ∈ Rn1 and
E ∈ Rn2. If C is prox-regular at (x¯, y¯) for (w¯, z¯) with respect to  and ρ, then D
is prox-regular at x¯ for w¯ with respect to  and ρ.
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Proof. From Proposition 7.2.1 we know that if C is prox-regular at (x¯, y¯) for (w¯, z¯)
with respect to  and ρ, then C is locally closed at (x¯, y¯) with (w¯, z¯) ∈ NC(x¯, y¯)
and
〈(w, z), (x′, y′)− (x, y)〉 ≤ 1
2
ρ‖(x′, y′)− (x, y)‖2, ∀ (x′, y′) ∈ C ∩B((x¯, y¯), ) (7.3)
whenever
(w, z) ∈ NC(x, y), ‖(w, z)− (w¯, z¯)‖ <  and ‖(x, y)− (x¯, y¯)‖ < . (7.4)
We now show D is prox-regular at (x¯, y¯) for (w¯, z¯) with respect to  and ρ by
verifying 13.31 of [85]. Obviously D is locally closed at x¯ because D is a closed
set and C is locally closed at (x¯, y¯). First, by 6.41 of [85] we have w¯ ∈ ND(x¯) and
w ∈ ND(x). In (7.3) and (7.4) we can take y′ = y = y¯ and z = z¯ to obtain
〈(w, z¯), (x′, y¯)− (x, y¯)〉 ≤ 1
2
ρ‖(x′, y¯)− (x, y¯)‖2, ∀ (x′, y¯) ∈ C ∩B((x¯, y¯), )
whenever
(w, z¯) ∈ NC(x, y¯), ‖(w, z¯)− (w¯, z¯)‖ <  and ‖(x, y¯)− (x¯, y¯)‖ < .
This verifies that there exist  > 0 and ρ ≥ 0 such that 〈w, x′ − x〉 ≤ 1
2
ρ‖x′ − x‖2
for all x′ ∈ D ∩B(x¯, ) when w ∈ NC(x), ‖w − w¯‖ <  and ‖x− x¯‖ < .
Lemma 7.2.1. Given y¯ ∈ Rn and α ∈ R+, for any β ∈]0, α[ one has
intB (y, α− β) ⊂ intB (y¯, α) and B (y, α− β) ⊂ B (y¯, α) , ∀ y ∈ B (y¯, β) .
Proof. Taking β ∈]0, α[, y ∈ B (y¯, β) and z ∈ intB (y, α− β), one has ‖z − y¯‖ =
‖z − y + y − y¯‖ ≤ ‖z − y‖ + ‖y − y¯‖ < α − β + β = α and thus z ∈ intB (y¯, α).
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The second part of the conclusion can be proved similarly.
Proposition 7.2.3. Let C be a closed set in Rn. If C is prox-regular at x¯ for v¯ with
respect to ¯ and ρ, then for all β ∈]0, ¯[, x˜ ∈ B (x¯, β), and v˜ ∈ NC (x˜) ∩ B (v¯, β),
one has C is prox-regular at x˜ for v˜ with respect to ¯− β and ρ.
Proof. For all β ∈]0, ¯[, x˜ ∈ B (x¯, β), and v˜ ∈ NC (x˜) ∩ B (v¯, β), by Proposition
7.2.1 we need to prove
〈w, x′ − x〉 ≤ 1
2
ρ‖x′ − x‖2, ∀x′ ∈ C ∩B(x˜, ¯− β) (7.5)
whenever
x ∈ intB (x˜, ¯− β) and w ∈ NC(x) ∩ intB (w˜, ¯− β) . (7.6)
Applying Lemma 7.2.1 to x¯ and ¯, we verify that
intB (x˜, ¯− β) ⊂ intB (x¯, ¯) , intB (v˜, ¯− β) ⊂ intB (v¯, ¯) and (7.7)
B (x˜, ¯− β) ⊂ B (x¯, ¯) . (7.8)
If (7.6) is true then together with (7.7) it implies
x ∈ intB (x¯, ¯) and w ∈ NC(x) ∩ intB (v¯, ¯) . (7.9)
Under (7.9), the prox-regularity of x¯ at v¯ reveals
〈w, x′′ − x〉 ≤ 1
2
ρ‖x′′ − x‖2, ∀x′′ ∈ C ∩B(x¯, ¯). (7.10)
Then combining (7.10) and (7.8) we get (7.5).
Definition 7.2.2. We say a function f : Rn → R¯ is properly prox-regular at x¯ for
w¯ if f is prox-regular at x¯ for w¯ and epi f is prox-regular at (x¯, f(x¯)) for (w¯,−1).
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If the conditions hold for all g ∈ ∂f(x¯) and all (g,−1) ∈ Nepi f (x¯, f(x¯)) then
we say f is properly prox-regular at x¯.
Remark 7.2.1. Note that the prox-regularity of a function is not equivalent to the
prox-regularity of its epigraph. See Example 4.1 of [58] for a counter example.
Proposition 7.2.4. (i) If a set C ⊂ Rn is prox-regular at x¯ then C is Clarke
regular at x¯.
(ii) If a function f is properly prox-regular at x¯ then f is subdifferentially
regular at x¯.
Proof. If C ⊂ Rn is prox-regular at x¯ then C is locally closed at x¯ and for each
v¯ ∈ NC(x¯) there exist  > 0 and ρ ≥ 0 such that 〈v, x′ − x〉 ≤ 12ρ‖x′ − x‖2 for
all x′ ∈ C ∩ B(x¯, ) when v ∈ NC(x), ‖v − v¯‖ <  and ‖x − x¯‖ < . For each
v¯ ∈ NC(x¯) we take v = v¯ and x = x¯ to obtain 〈v¯, x′ − x¯〉 ≤ 12ρ‖x′ − x¯‖2 for all
x′ ∈ C ∩ B(x¯, ). This means lim sup
x′→
C
x¯
x′ 6=x¯
〈v¯,x′−x¯〉
‖x′−x¯‖ ≤ 0. Therefore v¯ ∈ NˆC (x¯) and C
is Clarke regular at x¯. Conclusion (ii) is immediate from (i) and the definition of
subdifferential regularity.
The following proposition is taken from 1.107 of [77].
Proposition 7.2.5. Given an arbitrary function ϕ : Rn 7→ R¯ finite at x¯, the fol-
lowing hold:
(i) For any φ : Rn 7→ R¯ Fre´chet differentiable at x¯ one has
∂ˆ (φ+ ϕ) (x¯) = ∇φ (x¯) + ∂ˆϕ (x¯) . (7.11)
(ii) For any φ : Rn 7→ R¯ strictly differentiable at x¯ one has
∂ (φ+ ϕ) (x¯) = ∇φ (x¯) + ∂ϕ (x¯) . (7.12)
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7.3 U-Lagrangian
It has been showed that the U-Lagrangian of a coonvex function is differentiable
and a second-order expansion of f along directions in U exists provided that the
Hessian of the U-Lagrangian exists. The quadratic sub-Lagrangian (QSL) [38]
extends the U-Lagrangian to a prox-regular functions by adding a quadratic term
to the infimand of the original U-Lagrangian. However, a strong quadratic growth
condition is needed for QSL to be well-defined. In this section we generalize the U -
Lagrangian to prox-regular functions from a different aspect. Instead of adding a
quadratic term, we define the U -Lagrangian “locally” because the prox-regularity
is a local property. With this definition, no quadratic growth condition is needed.
We begin this section with a very generic definition of the subspaces we will use.
The official UV-decomposition will be defined in the next section.
Definition 7.3.1. Given a point x¯, let V(x¯) be a subspace of Rn such that the set{
g◦ : g◦ + intBV(x¯)(0, ) ⊂ ∂f(x¯)
}
is not empty. We define U(x¯) := V(x¯)⊥ so that
for any x ∈ Rn we have its two components associated with the decomposition via,
xu := PU(x¯)(x), xv := PV(x¯)(x). (7.13)
To simplify notation we define Df := {g◦ : g◦ + intBV(0, ) ⊂ ∂f(x¯)} and U :=
U(x¯) and V := V(x¯).
Assumption 7.3.1. The function f is proper, lsc on Rn and properly prox-regular
at x¯ with respect to ¯ and ρ.
Definition 7.3.2. Given  > 0, we take an arbitrary g¯ ∈ Df and define the
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function L as follows:
U 3 u 7→ L(u; g¯v) := inf
v∈BV (0,)
{f(x¯+ u+ v)− 〈g¯v, v〉} . (7.14)
Associated with (7.14) we have the set of V-space minimizers
W (u; g¯v) := arg min
v∈BV (0,)
{f(x¯+ u+ v)− 〈g¯v, v〉} . (7.15)
To simplify notation we let
h(u, v) := f(x¯+ u+ v)− 〈g¯v, v〉+ δBV (0,)(v). (7.16)
Theorem 7.3.1. Suppose Assumption 7.3.1 holds, then
(i) h(u, v) is proper, lsc on U × V and level bounded in v locally uniformly in
u;
(ii) ∂h(0, 0) = {(gu, gv − g¯v) : g ∈ ∂f(x¯)} and h(u, v) is prox-regular at (0, 0)
with respect to ¯ and ρ;
(iii) L is proper and lsc on U , and for each u ∈ domL the set W (u; g¯v) is
nonempty and compact whereas W (u; g¯v) = ∅ when u 6∈ domL;
(iv) For each s ∈ ∂L (u; g¯v) there exists vˆ ∈ W (u; g¯v) such that (s, 0) ∈
∂h (u, vˆ).
Proof. (i) We have that h is proper on U ×V because h(0, 0) = f(x¯) is finite from
prox-regularity of f at x¯. We also have h is lsc because f is lsc and BV(0, ) is
closed. We show h(u, v) is level-bounded in v locally uniformly in u by equivalently
showing that the mapping u 7→ {v : h(u, v) ≤ α} is locally bounded for each α ∈ R
(see 5.17 of [85]). Let S(u′) be an arbitrary neighborhood of an arbitrary point
u′ ∈ U , the set {v : h(u, v) ≤ α, u ∈ S(u′)} is clearly contained in BV(0, ) for all
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u′ and α. Hence u 7→ {v : h(u, v) ≤ α} is locally bounded for each α ∈ R.
(ii) Consider the function h1 : U × V 7→ R¯ defined by h1(u, v) = f(x¯ + u + v).
The subdifferential of h1 is ∂h1(u, v) = {(gu, gv) : g ∈ ∂f(x¯+ u+ v)}. From the
definition of prox-regularity and the fact that f is prox-regular at x¯ we can eas-
ily verify by definition that h1 is prox-regular at (0, 0). We then write h(u, v) =
h1(u, v)+h2(v) where h2(v) = −〈g¯v, v〉+δBV (0,)(v). We have ∂h2(0) = {−g¯v}. By
Assumption 7.3.1 we have that f is properly prox-regular at x¯. From Proposition
7.2.4(ii) we have that f is subdifferentially regular at x¯. We can also verify that
h1 is properly prox-regular at (0, 0) (as a straight forward application of Propo-
sition 7.2.1) and hence subdifferentially regular there. Thus h is subdifferentially
regular at (0, 0). From 10.9 of [85] we have ∂h(0, 0) = ∂h1(0, 0) + {0, ∂h2(0)} =
{(gu, gv − g¯v) : g ∈ ∂f(x¯)}. By 13.35 of [85] we have that h is prox-regular at (0, 0).
(iii) We see L(u; g¯v) = infv∈V {h(u, v)}. By 1.17 of [85] it suffices to show (i).
(iv) Under conclusion (i) we can apply 10.13 of [85] to obtain
∂L (u; g¯v) ⊂ ∪vˆ∈W (u;g¯v) {w : (w, 0) ∈ ∂h (u, vˆ)}. Since s ∈ ∂L (u; g¯v), there exists
vˆ such that (s, 0) ∈ ∂h(u, vˆ).
Assumption 7.3.2. We assume that in Assumption 7.3.1, ρ ∈]0, 2[ and ¯ > 
where  is introduced in Definition 7.3.2.
Definition 7.3.3 (Proximal subdifferential). A vector g is called a proximal sub-
gradient of a function f : Rn 7→ R¯ at x¯ ∈ dom f if there exist  > 0 and ρ > 0 such
that
f(x) ≥ f(x¯) + 〈v, x− x¯〉 − ρ
2
‖x− x¯‖2 when ‖x− x¯‖ ≤ . (7.17)
The set of all proximal subgradients of f at x¯ is called the proximal subdifferential
and is denoted by ∂pf(x¯). If x¯ 6∈ dom f then ∂pf(x¯) = ∅.
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Theorem 7.3.2. Suppose Assumptions 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 hold.
(i) L(0; g¯v) = f(x¯) and W (0; g¯v) = {0};
(ii) g¯u ∈ ∂pL(0; g¯v).
(iii) L(u; g¯v) ≥ f(x¯) + 〈g¯u, u〉 − ρ2‖u‖2, ∀u ∈ BU(0, r), where r =
√
¯− .
Proof. Assumption 7.3.1 yields
f(x′) ≥ f(x¯) + 〈g, x′ − x¯〉 − ρ
2
‖x′ − x¯‖2 for any g ∈ ∂f(x¯) (7.18)
whenever ‖x′−x¯‖ ≤ ¯. For all u ∈ BU(0, r) and v ∈ BV(0, ), one has ‖u‖2+‖v‖2 ∈
[0, ¯2[. Consequently, (7.18) holds for x′ = x¯+ u+ v, i.e.
f(x¯+ u+ v) ≥ f(x¯) + 〈g, u+ v〉 − ρ
2
(‖u‖2 + ‖v‖2) for any g ∈ ∂f(x¯). (7.19)
By the definition of -ri ∂f(x¯), for any v ∈ BV(0, ), there exists a g′ ∈ ∂f(x¯) such
that g¯ + v = g′. In (7.19) we can take g = g′ introduced above and get
f(x¯+ u+ v) ≥ f(x¯) + 〈g¯ + v, u+ v〉 − ρ
2
(‖u‖2 + ‖v‖2)
= f(x¯) + 〈g¯u, u〉 − ρ
2
‖u‖2 + 〈g¯v, v〉+ (1− ρ
2
)‖v‖2
for all u ∈ BU(0, r) and all v ∈ BV(0, ). Subtracting 〈g¯v, v〉 on both sides, we have
f(x¯+ u+ v)− 〈g¯v, v〉 ≥ f(x¯) + 〈g¯u, u〉 − ρ
2
‖u‖2 + (1− ρ
2
)‖v‖2. (7.20)
By the definition of L, the fact that ρ ∈]0, 2[ and (7.20) we have
L(u; g¯v) ≥ f(x¯) + 〈g¯u, u〉 − ρ
2
‖u‖2, ∀u ∈ BU(0, r). (7.21)
By definition we know L(0; g¯v) ≤ f(x¯ + 0) − 〈g¯v, 0〉 = f(x¯). On the other hand,
replacing u in (7.21) by 0 yields L(0; g¯v) ≥ f(x¯). Thus L(0; g¯v) = f(x¯). To
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show W (0; g¯v) = {0}, suppose for contradiction that there exists v′ ∈ W (0; g¯v) but
v′ 6= 0. We apply (7.20) to u = 0 and v = v′ and get
L(0; g¯v) = f(x¯+ v
′)− 〈g¯v, v′〉 ≥ f(x¯) + (1− ρ
2
)‖v′‖2 > f(x¯) = L(0; g¯v).
A contradiction.
(ii) Replacing u in the right hand side of (7.21) by u− 0 and f(x¯) by L(0; g¯v)
we can see g¯u ∈ ∂pL(0; g¯v).
Next, we will show that the U-Lagrangian is prox-regular at 0. First we give
two basic notions in nonsmooth analysis.
Definition 7.3.4 (monotonicity). A mapping T : Rn ⇒ Rn is called monotone if
it has the property that
〈v1 − v0, x1 − x0〉 ≥ 0 whenever v0 ∈ T (x0), v1 ∈ T (x1).
Definition 7.3.5. For a function f : Rn → R¯, an  > 0 and v¯ ∈ ∂f(x¯), the f -
attentive -localization of ∂f around (x¯, v¯) is the mapping T : Rn ⇒ Rn defined
by
T (x) =

{v ∈ ∂f(x) : ‖v − v¯‖ < } if ‖x− x¯‖ <  and |f(x)− f(x¯)| < ,
∅ otherwise.
(7.22)
A function f : Rn → R¯ is locally lower semicontinuous (locally lsc) at x¯, a
point where f (x¯) is finite, if there is an  > 0 such that all sets of the form
{x ∈ B (x¯, ) : f(x) ≤ } with α ≤ f (x¯) +  are closed (1.33 of [85]).
Proposition 7.3.1 (13.36 of [85]). Suppose f : Rn → R¯ is finite and locally lsc at
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x¯, and let v¯ ∈ ∂f(x¯) be a proximal subgradient. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(a) f is prox-regular at x¯ for v¯;
(b) ∂f has an f -attentive -localization T around (x¯, v¯) for some  such that
T + ρI is monotone for some ρ ∈ R+.
Remark 7.3.1. A careful examination of 13.36 in [85]] shows that if f is prox-regular
at x¯ for v¯ with respect to some  and ρ then ∂f has an f -attentive -localization
T around (x¯, v¯) for the same  such that T + ρI is monotone for the same ρ.
Assumption 7.3.3. Given r =
√
¯−  and
Θ := {u ∈ int BU(0, r) : |L(u; g¯v)− f(x¯)| < r}, (7.23)
there exists a constant c ∈ R+ such that for any ui ∈ Θ, i ∈ {1, 2} and any
vi ∈ W (ui; g¯v),
‖v1 − v2‖ ≤ c‖u1 − u2‖. (7.24)
Theorem 7.3.3. If Assumptions 7.3.1-7.3.3 hold then L is prox-regular at 0 for
g¯u.
Proof. As g¯ ∈ Df , from the definition ofDf in Definition 7.3.1 we have g¯ ∈ ∂f(x¯)
From Theorem 7.3.1(ii) we have h(u, v) is prox-regular at (0, 0) for (g¯u, 0) with
respect to ¯ and ρ. By Remark 7.3.1 ∂h has an h-attentive ¯-localization T around
((0, 0) , (g¯u, 0)) such that T + ρI is monotone. By definition we have
T (u, v) = {(w, z) ∈ ∂h(u, v) : ‖(w, z)− (g¯u, 0)‖ < ¯} , if ‖(u, v)‖ < ¯, |h(u, v)−h(0, 0)| < ¯,
(7.25)
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and T (u, v) = ∅, otherwise. The monotonicity of T + ρI means
〈(w1, z1)− (w0, z0) , (u1, v1)− (u0, v0)〉+ ρ‖(u1, v1)− (u0, v0)‖2 ≥ 0 (7.26)
whenever (w0, z0) ∈ T (u0, v0) , (w1, z1) ∈ T (u1, v1) . (7.27)
Consider the L-attentive r-localization S of ∂L around (0, g¯u),
S(u) =

{s ∈ ∂L (u; g¯v) : ‖s− g¯u‖ < r} if ‖u‖ < r and |L (u; g¯v)− L (0; g¯u) | < r,
∅ otherwise.
(7.28)
To show that L is prox-regular at 0 for g¯u, it suffices to show that there exists
ρˆ ∈ R+ such that S + ρˆI is monotone. Consider any s0 ∈ S (u0) and s1 ∈ S (u1).
As S (ui) 6= ∅ we have ‖ui‖ < r and |L (ui; g¯u) − L (0; g¯u) | < r for i ∈ {0, 1}.
Additionally, ‖si − g¯u‖ < r and si ∈ ∂L (ui; g¯v). By Theorem 7.3.1(iv), there
exist vˆi ∈ W (ui; g¯v), i ∈ {0, 1} such that (si, 0) ∈ ∂h (ui, vˆi). Next we show
(si, 0) ∈ ∂T (ui, vˆi). First, ‖(si, 0) − (g¯u, 0)‖ = ‖si − g¯u‖ < r < ¯. Second,
‖(ui, vˆi)‖2 = ‖ui‖2 +‖vˆi‖2 < r2 +2 = ¯2. Third, |h (ui, vˆi)−h(0, 0)| = |L (ui; g¯u)−
L (0; g¯u) | < r < ¯. Consequently, (si, 0) and (ui, vˆi) satisfy (7.26), i.e.
〈s1 − s0, u1 − u0〉+ ρ‖u1 − u0‖2 + ρ‖vˆ1 − vˆ0‖2 ≥ 0. (7.29)
Combining (7.24) in Assumption 7.3.3 we get S + ρ (1 + c2) I is monotone.
7.4 UV-decomposition
In Definition 7.3.1 we have defined the subspace to be any subspace such that
the set Df is nonempty. Under this definition we have showed Theorem 7.3.2.
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However, this definition can be too generic. To get nicer properties of the U -
Lagrangian such as differentiability we follow the definition in [55], where the
U -Lagrangian of a convex function was defined.
Definition 7.4.1. Given a proper, lsc function f and a point x¯, the UV -decomposition
of Rn at x¯ is defined by
V(x¯) = span(∂f(x¯)− g˜), U(x¯) = V (x¯)⊥ (7.30)
where g˜ is an arbitrary subgradient in ∂f(x¯).
From now on we replace the subspaces defined in Definition 7.3.1 by V (x¯) and
U (x¯) in Definition 7.4.1. To simplify notation we denote V = V (x¯) and U = U (x¯).
Under this definition the set Df becomes the -relative interior of ∂f(x¯), denoted
by -ri ∂f(x¯).
Proposition 7.4.1. Let f satisfy Assumption 7.3.1. Denote
U ′ = {w ∈ Rn : df(x¯)(−w) = −df (x¯, w)}.
(i)For all g◦ ∈ -ri ∂f (x¯)
{w ∈ Rn : 〈g − g◦, w〉 = 0 for all g ∈ ∂f (x¯)} = N∂f(x¯) (g◦) (7.31)
and N∂f(x¯) (g
◦
1) = N∂f(x¯) (g
◦
2) for any g
◦
1, g
◦
2 ∈ -ri ∂f (x¯);
(ii) U = U ′ = N∂f(x¯) (g◦).
Proof. (i) Take g◦ ∈ -ri ∂f (x¯) and set Y = N∂f(x¯) (g◦). From Assumption 7.3.1
and Proposition 7.2.4 we have f is subdifferentially regular at x¯. Thus ∂f (x¯) is
convex and Y = {z ∈ Rn : 〈z, g − g◦〉 ≤ 0 for all g ∈ ∂f (x¯)}. Thus Y contains the
left-hand side in 7.31; we only need to show the converse inclusion. Let w ∈ Y and
g ∈ ∂f (x¯); it suffices to prove 〈g − g◦, w〉 ≥ 0. If g−g◦ 6= 0 then v := − g−g◦‖g−g◦‖ ∈ V
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and ηv ∈ BV(0, ) for all η ∈]0, ]. As g◦ ∈ -ri ∂f (x¯) we have g◦ + ηv ∈ ∂f (x¯).
The fact that w ∈ Y implies that
0 ≥ 〈g◦ + ηv − g◦, w〉 = − η‖g − g◦‖ 〈g − g
◦, w〉
and therefore 〈g − g◦, w〉 ≥ 0. For any g◦1, g◦2 ∈ -ri ∂f (x¯) ⊂ ∂f (x¯), we have
N∂f(x¯) (g
◦
1) = {w ∈ Rn : 〈g, w〉 = 〈g◦1, w〉 = 〈g◦2, w〉 for all g ∈ ∂f (x¯)} = N∂f(x¯) (g◦2) .
(ii) From the regularity of f we also have df (x¯) (w) = sup {〈g, w〉 : g ∈ ∂f (x¯)}
for all w ∈ Rn and
U ′ =
{
w ∈ Rn : sup
g∈∂f(x¯)
〈w, g〉 = inf
g∈∂f(x¯)
〈w, g〉
}
. (7.32)
This means for all w ∈ U ′ we have 〈g′ − g′′, w〉 = 0 for all g′, g′′ ∈ ∂f (x¯). From (i)
we see U ′ = N∂f(x¯) (g◦). Now we show U ′ = U . Let w ∈ U then 〈w, z〉 = 0 for any
z ∈ V . Specifically, 〈w, g − g˜〉 = 0 for any g ∈ ∂f (x¯) as g − g˜ ∈ V . Consequently,
〈g′ − g′′, w〉 = 0 for all g′, g′′ ∈ ∂f (x¯) and w ∈ U ′, meaning U ⊂ U ′. Suppose
w ∈ U ′ and v = ∑j λj (gj − g˜) ∈ V with gj ∈ ∂f (x¯), then we have from (7.32)
and the fact that g◦ ∈ -ri ∂f (x¯) ⊂ ∂f (x¯)
〈v, w〉 =
∑
j
λj (〈gj, w〉 − 〈g˜, w〉) = 0 (7.33)
and hence w ∈ V⊥ = U . This finishes the proof.
Corollary 7.4.1. Suppose that Assumption 7.3.1 holds. For all g ∈ ∂f (x¯) we
have gu = g¯u, where g¯ ∈ Df = -ri ∂f (x¯) is introduced in Definition 7.3.1.
Proof. By Proposition 7.4.1 we see U = {w ∈ Rn : 〈g − g◦, w〉 = 0 for all g ∈ ∂f (x¯)}.
Consequently, for all u ∈ U and all g ∈ ∂f (x¯) we have 〈g, u〉 = 〈g◦, u〉. As g◦ and
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g¯ are all in ∂f (x¯) it follows that 〈g, u〉 = 〈g¯, u〉. By the UV -decomposition, we
get 〈gu, u〉 = 〈g¯u, u〉 and 〈gu − g¯u, u〉 = 0 for all u ∈ U . Therefore gu = g¯u.
Now we show the smoothness property of the U-Lagrangian.
Proposition 7.4.2. Suppose Assumptions 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 hold. Then ∂L(0; g¯v) =
{g¯u}.
Proof. By Assumption 7.3.1 and Theorem 7.3.1(i) we can apply 10.13 of [85] to
deduce ∂L(0; g¯v) ⊂ ∪vˆ∈W (0;g¯v) {w : (w, 0) ∈ ∂h (0, vˆ)}. From Theorem 7.3.2(i)
we have ∂L(0; g¯v) ⊂ {w : (w, 0) ∈ ∂h (0, 0)}. Applying Theorem 7.3.1(ii) we
get ∂L(0; g¯v) ⊂ {gu : gv = g¯v, g ∈ ∂f (x¯)}. Combining Corollary 7.4.1 we have
∂L(0; g¯v) ⊂ {gu : gv = g¯v, gu = g¯u} = {g¯u}. On the other hand, Theorem 7.3.2(ii)
gives g¯u ∈ ∂pL (0; g¯v) ⊂ ∂L (0; g¯v). Consequently, ∂L(0; g¯v) = {g¯u} holds.
Corollary 7.4.2. If Assumptions 7.3.1-7.3.3 hold then L is prox-regular at 0.
Proof. From Proposition 7.4.2 we see ∂L(0; g¯v) is a singleton. The result follows
immediately from Theorem 7.3.3.
Proposition 7.4.3. Suppose Assumption 7.3.1 holds. Define fU : U 7→ R¯ as
fU(u) = f(x¯+ u). Then fU is strictly differentiable at 0.
Proof. The function fU is lsc at 0 because
lim inf
u→0
fU(u) = lim
δ↘0
[
inf
u∈BU (0,δ)
fU(u)
]
(7.34)
≥ lim
δ↘0
[
inf
u∈B(0,δ)
f(x¯+ u)
]
= lim inf
x→x¯
f(x) ≥ f(x¯) = fU(0), (7.35)
where the last inequality holds because f is lsc at x¯ by Assumption 7.3.1. Ac-
cording to 9.18 (g) of [85] it suffices to show dˆfU(0)(−p) = −dˆfU(0)(p) for all
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p ∈ U . From Proposition 7.2.4(ii) and Assumption 7.3.1, f is subdifferentially
regular at x¯. On the other hand, fU(u) = f(F (u)) where F (u) = x¯+u and ∇F (0)
is an identity matrix. This implies that the only vector y with ∇F (0) ∗ y = 0 is
y = 0. Consequently, fU is subdifferentially regular at 0 and dfU(0)(p) = df(x¯)(p)
for all p ∈ U (see 10.6 of [85]). Thus the equivalence of U and U ′ in Proposition
7.4.1 implies dˆfU(0)(−p) = dfU(0)(−p) = df(x¯)(−p) = −df(x¯)(p) = −dfU(0)(p) =
−dˆfU(0)(p).
Lemma 7.4.1. Under Assumptions 7.3.1 and 7.3.2, L is strictly continuous at
0.
Proof. The definition of L implies L(u; g¯v) ≤ f(x¯+u) for all u ∈ U and therefore
lim supu→0 L(u; g¯v) ≤ lim supu→0 f(x¯+u). Proposition 7.4.3 entails the continuity
of fU at 0 which gives lim supu→0 fU(u) = lim supu→0 f(x¯ + u) = fU(0) = f(x¯).
Consequently, we have lim supu→0 L(u; g¯v) ≤ f(x¯) = L(0; g¯v). On the other hand,
7.3.2(iii) reveals that lim infu→0 L (u; g¯v) ≥ f(x¯) and therefore L is continuous at
0. From 7.3.2(iii) we see that
f(x¯) + 〈g¯u, u〉 − ρ
2
‖u‖2 ≤ L (u; g¯v) ≤ f(x¯+ u) ∀u ∈ BU(0, r), where r =
√
¯− .
By Proposition 7.4.3 f (x¯+ u) is strictly continuous at 0 and hence L is bounded
below and above by functions that are strictly continuous at 0. It follows that L
must be strictly continuous at 0, too.
Theorem 7.4.1. Under Assumptions 7.3.1 and 7.3.2, L is strictly differentiable
at 0 with ∇L (0; g¯v) = g¯u.
Proof. By Proposition 7.4.2, L has only one subgradient at 0. Applying 9.18 of
[85], it suffices to show L is strictly continuous at 0, which is shown in Lemma
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7.4.1.
7.5 Fast track
In this section, we first extends fast track to the new U-Lagrangian and then we
explore its equivalence to partial smoothness.
Definition 7.5.1 (Ck fast track). Let x¯ be a local minimizer of the function
f : Rn 7→ R¯. We say that {x¯+ u+ v(u) : u ∈ BU (0, δ)} is a Ck fast track lead-
ing to a local minimizer of f if for all u small enough
(i) v : U 7→ V is a Ck function satisfying v(u) ∈ ⋂
g¯∈-ri ∂f(x¯)
W (u; g¯v); and
(ii) there exists gˆ ∈ -ri ∂f (x¯) such that L (u; gˆv) is a Ck function.
Proposition 7.5.1. In Definition 7.5.1, the condition (ii) can be replaced by the
following statement,
(ii∗) L (u; g¯v) is a Ck function for all g¯ ∈ -ri ∂f (x¯).
Proof. Suppose (ii) holds. Let v (u; gˆv) be an arbitrary element in W (u; g¯v).
Then L (u; gˆv) = f (x¯+ u+ v (u; gˆv)) − 〈gˆv, v (u; gˆv)〉 and f (x¯+ u+ v (u; gˆv)) −
〈gˆv, v (u; gˆv)〉 is a Ck function of u. Taking v (u; gˆv) as the particular v(u) in con-
dition (i) of Definition 7.5.1 we have L (u; gˆv) = f (x¯+ u+ v(u)) − 〈gˆv, v(u)〉 =
f (x¯+ u+ v(u)) − 〈g¯v, v(u)〉 + 〈g¯v − gˆv, v(u)〉 = L (u; g¯v) + 〈g¯v − gˆv, v(u)〉 for all
g¯ ∈ -ri ∂f (x¯). Therefore L (u; g¯v) = L (u; gˆv)− 〈g¯v − gˆv, v(u)〉 is also a Ck func-
tion.
Definition 7.5.2 (Ck-manifold). We say that a set M ⊂ Rn is a Ck-smooth
manifold of codimension m around y¯ ∈ M if there is an open set Q ⊂ Rn such
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that
M∩Q = {y ∈ Q : φi(y) = 0, i = 1, · · · ,m} ,
where φi are Ck functions with ∇φi (y¯) linearly independent.
As this chapter will only involve manifolds that has only one chart, a C1-
manifold with codimension m can also be defined as the following:
M = {G(z) : z ∈ Q} where Q is an open subset of Rn and G : Q 7→ Rn has surjec-
tive derivative throughout Q. In this case, it is known that TM (y¯) = Im (∇G (y¯)).
Definition 7.5.3 (Ck-partly smooth function). Let M be a Ck-smooth manifold
around x¯. We say the function h : Rn → R¯ is Ck-partly smooth at x¯ relative to M
if the following four properties hold:
(i) there is an open neighborhood N (x¯) ⊂ Rn such that some Ck-smooth func-
tion g : N (x¯)→ R agrees with h on M∩N (x¯);
(ii) at every point close to x¯ in M, h is subdifferentially regular and has a
subgradient;
(iii) NM (x¯) = V (x¯), where V (x¯) is defined in Definition 7.4.1;
(iv) ∂h is continuous at x¯ relative to M.
The following proposition is part of Theorem 6.1 of [56].
Proposition 7.5.2. Suppose the function h : Rn → R¯ is C2-partly smooth at the
point x¯ relative to the setM⊂ Rn. Define subspaces U = TM (x¯) and V = NM (x¯).
Then there exists a function v : U → V with the following properties:
(i) the function v is of class C2 near the origin;
(ii) for small vectors u ∈ U and w ∈ V, x¯+ u+ w ∈M⇔ w = v(u);
(iii) v(u) = O (‖u‖2) for small u ∈ U .
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Fix any vector y ∈ ri ∂h (x¯). Then for any small vector u ∈ U , the function
w ∈ V 7→ h (x¯+ u+ w)− 〈y, x¯+ u+ w〉 (7.36)
has a local minimizer at the point v(u).
Theorem 7.5.1. Suppose x¯ is a local minimizer of the function f : Rn → R¯. If
f is C2-partly smooth at x¯ relative to the manifold M, then M contains a C2 fast
track leading to x¯.
Proof. From property (iii) in Definition 7.5.3 we see that the subspaces U and V in
Definition 7.5.1 and that in Proposition 7.5.2 are the same. Applying Proposition
7.5.2, we get that fix any g ∈ ri ∂f (x¯), there exists a number dependent on g and
denoted by δ(g) such that ∀u ∈ BU (0, δ(g)) ,
∃ (g, u), such that v(u) ∈ arg min
v∈BV (0,(g,u))
{f (x¯+ u+ v)− 〈g, x¯+ u+ v〉} , (7.37)
where (g, u) is a number dependent on g and u. In (7.37) we can choose  suffi-
ciently small so that it does not depend on u. As g can be any element in ri ∂f (x¯),
on fixing g we can choose δ and  sufficiently small so that they do not depend on
g. That is
∃ δ > 0 and  > 0 such that v(u) ∈ arg min
v∈BV (0,)
{f (x¯+ u+ v)− 〈g, x¯+ u+ v〉} ,
(7.38)
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∀u ∈ BU(0, δ). As -ri ∂f (x¯) ⊂ ri ∂f (x¯), we can take any g¯ ∈ -ri ∂f (x¯) and get
v(u) ∈ arg min
v∈BV (0,)
{f (x¯+ u+ v)− 〈g¯, x¯+ u+ v〉} (7.39)
= arg min
v∈BV (0,)
{f (x¯+ u+ v)− 〈g¯v, v〉} (7.40)
= W (u; g¯v), (7.41)
where W (u; g¯v) is defined in Definition 7.3.2. Additionally we have
v(u) ∈ ⋂
g¯∈-ri ∂f(x¯)
W (u; g¯v). From properties (ii) and (iii) in Proposition 7.5.2 we can
choose δ sufficiently small such that M′ := {x¯+ u+ v(u) : u ∈ BU (0, δ)} ⊂ M.
From property (i) in Definition 7.5.3 we can choose δ sufficiently small such that
M′ is contained in some open neighborhood N (x¯) ⊂ Rn. Consequently, f |M′ is
of class C2. From property (i) in Proposition 7.5.2 we can shrink δ if necessary to
guarantee v(u) is of class C2 on BU (0, δ). By the definition of W (u; g¯v) we have
on BU (0, δ)
L (u; g¯v) = f (x¯+ u+ v(u))− 〈g¯v, v(u)〉 ∈ C2.
We have verified Definition 7.5.1 and henceM′ is a C2 fast track leading to x¯.
Suppose the dimension of U is m and the dimension of V is p := n−m. Suppose
that U¯ is a basis matrix for U and V¯ is a basis matrix for V . We know that if the
columns of an m′× n′ matrix A are linearly independent then the Moore–Penrose
pseudoinverse of A is A+ :=
(
A>A
)−1
A>. Consequently, every x ∈ Rn can be
decomposed into components xu and xv as follows:
Rn 3 x = U¯xu + V¯ xv = xu ⊕ xv ∈ Rm × Rp, with (7.42)
xu = U¯
+x and xv = V¯
+x. (7.43)
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Definition 7.5.4. Given  > 0, we take an arbitrary g¯ ∈ -ri ∂f (x¯) and define the
function L as follows:
Rm 3 u 7→ L(u; g¯v) := inf
v∈B
{
f(x¯+ U¯u+ V¯ v)− 〈g¯, V¯ v〉} , (7.44)
where B :=
{
v ∈ Rp : ‖V¯ v‖ ≤ }. Associated with (7.44) we have the set
W (u; g¯v) :=
{
v ∈ Rp : L (u; g¯v) = f(x¯+ U¯u+ V¯ v)−
〈
g¯, V¯ v
〉}
. (7.45)
Lemma 7.5.1. Suppose Assumptions 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 hold. Consider a U-Lagrangian
L (u; g¯v). Let v (u; g¯v) be a function from Rm to W (u; g¯v) ⊂ Rp. If there ex-
ists δ ∈ R+ such that both L (u; g¯v) and v (u; g¯v) are of class Ck on Bδ :={
u ∈ Rm : ‖U¯u‖ < δ} , then
(i) M := {x¯+ U¯u+ V¯ v (u; g¯v) : u ∈ Bδ} is a Ck-smooth manifold;
(ii) ∇v (0; g¯v) = 0, v (u; g¯v) = o (‖u‖); and
(iii)
TM (x¯) = U . (7.46)
(iv) The restriction f |M is of class Ck.
Proof. Define
G : Rm → Rn
u 7→ x¯+ U¯u+ V¯ v (u; g¯v) .
(7.47)
We know G(0) = x¯ because v (0; g¯v) = 0 from Theorem 7.3.2(i). As v (u; g¯v) is of
class Ck, and hence G is of class Ck on Bδ. It follows that M = {G(u) : u ∈ Bδ}
is a Ck-smooth manifold around x¯ = G(0) provided ∇G(0) is injective, where the
Jacobian ∇G(0) is a n × m matrix. Take a u ∈ Rm and suppose ∇G(0)u =
U¯u + V¯∇v (0; g¯v)u = 0, then U¯u = −V¯∇v (0; g¯v)u. The left-hand side is an
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element in U and the right-hand side is an element in V . As the common elements
of the two subspaces can only be 0, we get u must be 0. This shows that ∇G(0)
is injective and therefore the rank of ∇G(0) is m.
We know that rank
(∇G(0)>) + Null (∇G(0)>) = n. So Null (∇G(0)>) =
n −m = p. Now we show that the kernel of ∇G(0)> is V . Take any y ∈ U and
set ∇G(0)>y = 0, then U¯>y + (V¯∇v (0; g¯v))> y = U¯>y = 0. As U¯ is an arbitrary
basis matrix of U , we can take an orthogonal one so that {U¯>z : z ∈ U} = Rm.
Therefore U¯>y = 0 implies y must be 0. Hence the kernel of ∇G(0)> cannot
contain any non zero element in U and it must be V as Null (∇G(0)>) = p. That is,
for any z ∈ V , ∇G(0)>z = 0 = U¯>z+(V¯∇v (0; g¯v))> z = ∇v (0; g¯v)> V¯ >z. We can
take an orthogonal basis matrix of V so that {V¯ >z : z ∈ V} = Rp. Consequently,
we get ∇v (0; g¯v)>w = 0 for all w ∈ Rp and thus ∇v (0; g¯v) = 0.
As v (u; g¯v) is of class Ck, it follows that v (u; g¯v) = v (0; g¯v)+∇v (0; g¯v) (u− 0)+
o (‖u− 0‖). Notice that both v (0; g¯v) and∇v (0; g¯v) are 0, and therefore v (u; g¯v) =
o (‖u‖). Next, we show (7.46). Since
TM (x¯) = Image (∇G (0)) =
{
U¯u+ V¯∇v (0; g¯v)u : u ∈ Rm
}
,
it suffices to show that ∇v (0; g¯v) is a zero matrix.
From the definition of L (u; g¯v) and v (u; g¯v) we have
L (u; g¯v) = f
(
x¯+ U¯u+ V¯ v (u; g¯v)
)− 〈g¯, V¯ v (u; g¯v)〉 , ∀u ∈ Bδ. (7.48)
As both L (u; g¯v) and v (u; g¯v) are Ck-smooth on Bδ, it follows that f |M is Ck-
smooth.
Remark 7.5.1. Comparing the conditions in Lemma 7.5.1 and Definition 7.5.1, we
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see the setM in Lemma 7.5.1 is almost a fast track except that it depends on the
parameter g¯v because of the function v (u; g¯v). From now on, we consider a fast
track M := {x¯+ U¯u+ V¯ v (u) : u ∈ Bδ} and study the conditions under which it
can correspond to a partly smooth function.
Assumption 7.5.1. There exists a real number δˆ such that ∂ˆf (x) = ∂f (x) for
all x ∈ B
(
x¯, δˆ
)
∩M.
Assumption 7.5.2. There exists a real number τ ∈]0, δ] such that for all u¯ ∈
Bτ :=
{
u ∈ Rm : ‖U¯u‖ ≤ τ} we have W (u¯; g¯v)⋂ intB 6= ∅ and the function v(u)
associated with the fast track M satisfies v(u¯) ∈ intB for all u¯ ∈ Bτ .
Assumption 7.5.3. Suppose the following is true
PV (∂f (x¯) \ -ri ∂f (x¯)) ⊂ lim inf
x
M→x¯
PV (∂f (x)) . (7.49)
Theorem 7.5.2. Let x¯ be a local minimizer of f andM := {x¯+ U¯u+ V¯ v (u) : u ∈ Bδ}
be a C1 fast track of f for some δ ∈ R+. If Assumptions 7.3.1, 7.3.2, 7.5.1, 7.5.2
and 7.5.3 hold, then the subdifferential map ∂f is isc at x¯ relative to M.
Proof. By the definition of inner-semicontinuity we need to show
∀ g¯ ∈ ∂f (x¯) , ∀xk M→ x¯, ∃ gk → g¯ with gk ∈ ∂f (xk) . (7.50)
We first show the following
∀ g¯ ∈ -ri ∂f (x¯) , ∀xk M→ x¯, ∃ gk → g¯ with gk ∈ ∂f (xk) . (7.51)
Let g¯ be an arbitrary element in -ri ∂f (x¯). Set g(u) := f (G(u)) with G(u) :=
x¯+ U¯u+ V¯ v(u) and u ∈ Bδ. AsM is a C1-fast track, Lemma 7.5.1 can be applied
with k = 1.
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From (7.5.1)(iv) it is easy to get
∂ˆg (u¯) = {∇g (u¯)} = {∇L (u¯; g¯v) + 〈g¯, V¯∇v(u¯)〉} , ∀ u¯ ∈ Bδ. (7.52)
On the other hand, since g(u) = f (G(u)) and G(u) is of class C1, the basic chain
rule reveals
∂ˆg (u¯) ⊃ ∇G (u¯)> ∂ˆf (G(u¯)) , ∀ u¯ ∈ Bδ. (7.53)
Consequently, we get from (7.52) and (7.53) that
∇g (u¯) = ∇G (u¯)> ∂ˆf (G(u¯)) , ∀ u¯ ∈ Bδ. (7.54)
For all z ∈ ∂ˆf (G (u¯)), we have∇g (u¯) = ∇G (u¯)> z = [U¯ + V¯∇v(u¯)]> (U¯zu + V¯ zv) =
U¯>U¯zu +∇v (u¯)> V¯ >V¯ zv. As U¯ and V¯ are arbitrary basis matrices for U and V ,
respectively, we can choose orthogonal ones to obtain U¯>U¯ = Im and V¯ >V¯ = Ip
where Im and In are identity matrices. Therefore, we get
∇g (u¯) = zu +∇v (u¯)> zv, ∀ z ∈ ∂ˆf (G (u¯)) , u¯ ∈ Bδ. (7.55)
We have
‖G(u¯)− x¯‖ = ‖U¯ u¯+ V¯ v (u¯)‖ ≤ ‖U¯ u¯‖+ ‖V¯ v (u¯)‖. (7.56)
As ‖v(u)‖ = o (‖u‖), we can choose a sufficiently small number ζ ∈]0, δ] such that
‖G(u¯)− x¯‖ ≤ δˆ for all u¯ ∈ Bζ := {u ∈ Rm : ‖U¯u‖ ≤ ζ}, where δˆ is introduced in
Assumption 7.5.1. Consequently, Assumption 7.5.1 implies that
∂ˆf (G (u¯)) = ∂f (G (u¯)) , ∀ u¯ ∈ Bζ . (7.57)
From (7.52), (7.55) and (7.57) we see
∇L (u¯; g¯v) +∇v(u¯)>V¯ >g¯ = zu +∇v (u¯)> zv, ∀ z ∈ ∂f (G (u¯)) , u¯ ∈ Bζ . (7.58)
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Next we show that there exists z¯ ∈ ∂f (G (u¯)) such that z¯v = V¯ >g¯. We express L
as
L (u; g¯v) = inf
v∈Rp
h(u, v), where (7.59)
h(u, v) = f
(
x¯+ U¯u+ V¯ v
)− 〈g¯, V¯ v〉+ δB(v). (7.60)
Using the same argument as in Theorem 7.3.1(i) we can show that h(u, v) is proper,
lsc on Rm × Rp and level bounded in v locally uniformly in u. Thus, 10.13 of [85]
can be applied to yield
∂ˆL (u¯; g¯v) ⊂
⋂
v¯∈W (u¯;g¯v)
{
s : (s, 0) ∈ ∂ˆh (u¯, v¯)
}
, ∀ u¯ ∈ domL (u; g¯v) . (7.61)
Now consider any u¯ ∈ Bτ , as W (u¯; g¯v)
⋂
intB 6= ∅, the smoothness of L (u; g¯v)
on Bδ and (7.61) imply
(∇L (u¯; g¯v) , 0) ∈ ∂ˆh (u¯, v¯) , ∀ v¯ ∈ W (u¯; g¯v)
⋂
intB, ∀ u¯ ∈ Bτ . (7.62)
Define g˜(u, v) := f
(
G˜(u, v)
)
, where G˜(u, v) := x¯ + U¯u + V¯ v. From Proposition
7.2.5 we get
∂h (u¯, v¯) = ∂g˜ (u¯, v¯)− (0, V¯ >g¯) , ∀ v¯ ∈ intB. (7.63)
It is easy to see that the kernel of ∇G˜ (u¯, v¯)> = [U¯ V¯ ]> is {0} for all (u¯, v¯) ∈
Rm × Rp. Hence we can apply the basic chain rule (see 10.6 of [85]) to obtain
∂g˜ (u¯, v¯) ⊂ ∇G˜ (u¯, v¯)> ∂f
(
G˜ (u¯, v¯)
)
, ∀ (u¯, v¯) ∈ Rm × Rp. (7.64)
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From (7.62), the fact that ∂ˆh (u¯, v¯) ⊂ ∂h (u¯, v¯), (7.63) and (7.64) it follows that
(∇L (u¯; g¯v) , 0) ∈ ∇G˜ (u¯, v¯)> ∂f
(
G˜ (u¯, v¯)
)
− (0, V¯ >g¯) (7.65)
=
(
U¯>∂f
(
G˜ (u¯, v¯)
)
, V¯ >∂f
(
G˜ (u¯, v¯)
)
− V¯ >g¯
)
, ∀ v¯ ∈ W (u¯; g¯v)
⋂
intB, ∀ u¯ ∈ Bτ .
(7.66)
Consequently,
V¯ >g¯ ∈ V¯ >∂f
(
G˜ (u¯, v¯)
)
∀ v¯ ∈ W (u¯; g¯v)
⋂
intB, ∀ u¯ ∈ Bτ . (7.67)
From Assumption 7.5.2, v (u¯) ∈ intB. On the other hand the definition of v(·)
implies that v (u¯) ∈ ⋂
g¯∈-ri ∂f(x¯)
W (u¯; g¯v) for all u¯ ∈ Bδ. Therefore we can set the v¯
in (7.67) to be v (u¯) and get
g¯v ∈ V¯ >∂f (G (u¯)) , ∀ u¯ ∈ Bτ . (7.68)
Letting γ := min {τ, ζ} then for all u¯ ∈ Bγ := {u ∈ Rm : ‖U¯u‖ ≤ γ}, we have
from (7.68), the orthogonality of V¯ and (7.58) that
∇L (u¯; g¯v) = zu, ∀ z ∈ ∂f (G (u¯)) , u¯ ∈ Bγ. (7.69)
Now consider the sequence
{
xk
}
in (7.51). As M is a smooth manifold, each
x ∈ M corresponds to a u such that x = G(u) as long as u ∈ Bδ. For each
xk
M→ x¯, correspondingly there is uk Bδ→ 0 with xk = G (uk). Notice that τ ≤ δ
and therefore for k big enough, by (7.68), we can take an gk to be an element in
∂f
(
xk
)
such that
g¯v = g
k
v . (7.70)
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And from (7.69) and the fact that γ ≤ ζ ≤ δ we can get for k big enough
∇L
(
uk; g¯v
)
= gku, (7.71)
From (7.70), (7.71), the smoothness of L and Theorem 7.4.1 we have
gk = U¯gku + V¯ g
k
v → U¯∇L (0; g¯v) + V¯ g¯v = g¯. (7.72)
We have showed (7.51). Next we show (7.50). To simplify notation we denote
E := ∂f (x¯) \ -ri ∂f (x¯). To show (7.50) based on (7.51) we only need to show the
following
∀ g¯ ∈ E, ∀xk M→ x¯, ∃ gk → g¯ with gk ∈ ∂f (xk) . (7.73)
From Assumption 7.5.3 we see that
∀ gv ∈ PV (E) , ∀xk M→ x¯, ∃ gkv → gv with gk ∈ ∂f
(
xk
)
. (7.74)
Notice from (7.69) and (7.71) we can set the gk in (7.73) to be U¯∇L
(
uk; g¯v
)
+V¯ gkv
where gkv is introduced in (7.74) and thus (7.73) follows from the smoothness of
L, Theorem 7.4.1 and Corollary 7.4.1.
Assumption 7.5.4. There exists a real number δ¯ such that at every point in
B
(
x¯, δ¯
) ∩M, f is subdifferentially regular and has a subgradient.
Theorem 7.5.3. Under Assumptions 7.3.1, 7.3.2, 7.5.2, 7.5.3, and 7.5.4, if x¯ is
a local minimizer of f and M := {x¯+ U¯u+ V¯ v (u) : u ∈ Bδ} is a Ck fast track
of f , then f is Ck-partly smooth at x¯ relative to M.
Proof. Suppose x¯ is a local minimizer of f and M is a Ck fast track of f , then
by Definition 7.5.1, v(u) ∈ ⋂
g¯∈-ri ∂f(x¯)
W (u; g¯v) and hence v(u) is a special case of
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the v (u; g¯v) in Lemma 7.5.1. Furthermore, Lemma 7.5.1 can be applied andM is
a special case of the Ck-smooth manifold in Lemma 7.5.1(i). By Lemma 7.5.1(iv)
f |M is of class Ck and thus f satisfies property (i) in Definition 7.5.3. Property
(ii) is also satisfied because of Assumption 7.5.4. Taking orthogonal complements
of the two sides in (7.5.1) gives property (iii) in Definition 7.5.3. Next we show
property (iv). It suffices to show that ∂f is isc at x¯ relative toM as ∂f is already
osc at at x¯. To apply Theorem 7.5.2 we only need to verify that Assumption 7.5.1
holds, which is immediate from Assumption 7.5.4.
7.6 Other results
Define function
Rp 3 v 7→ F (v; g¯) := f(x¯+ V¯ v)− 〈g¯, V¯ v〉+ δBp(0,)(v), (7.75)
where g¯ ∈ ∂f (x¯) is a parameter and Bp(0, ) := {v ∈ Rp : ‖V¯ ‖ ≤ }. Define the
function q : Rp → R¯ as
q(v) := f
(
x¯+ V¯ v
)
, (7.76)
where V¯ is a basis matrix of V defined in Definition 7.4.1.
Lemma 7.6.1. If f is proper, lsc and subdifferentially regular at x¯, then ∂q(0) =
V¯ >∂f (x¯).
Proof. As f is proper, lsc and subdifferentially regular at x¯, it is easy to obtain
from the basic chain rule (10.6 of [85]) that ∂q(0) = V¯ >∂f (x¯) provided that we
can verify the following condition:
∂∞f (x¯) ∩ ker (V¯ >) = {0} , (7.77)
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where ∂∞f is the horizon subdifferential of f ; see 8.3 of [85] for its definition.
By 8.11 of [85] we have ∂∞f (x¯) = ∂ˆf (x¯)∞ if f is subdifferentially regular at x¯,
where ∂ˆf (x¯)∞ is the horizon cone of ∂ˆf (x¯); see 3.3 of [85] for the definition of a
horizon cone. It follows that ∂∞f (x¯) ⊂ V . Consequently, (7.77) can be verified as
ker
(
V¯ >
)
= U .
Here we investigate a special property of the function F , the tilt-stability,
introduced in [79].
Definition 7.6.1. A point x¯ is said to give a tilt-stable local minimum of the
function f : Rn 7→ R¯ if f(x¯) is finite and there exists δ ∈ R+ such that the mapping
M : g 7→ arg min
‖x−x¯‖≤δ
{f(x)− f(x¯)− 〈g, x− x¯〉}
is sing-valued and Lipschitzian on some neighborhood of g = 0 with M(0) = x¯.
Proposition 7.6.1. Under Assumptions 7.3.1 and 7.3.2, 0 gives a tilt-stable local
minimum of F (v; g¯) for all g¯ ∈ ∂f (x¯), where F is defined in (7.75).
Proof. To simplify notation we omit the parameter g¯ in F (v; g¯) when it does not
affect the understanding. Let g¯ be an arbitrary element in ∂f (x¯). We see F (0) =
f(x¯) is finite from Assumption 7.3.1. Then F (v) = q(v)− 〈g¯, V¯ v〉+ δBp(0,)(v) for
all v ∈ Rp, where q(v) is defined in (7.76). We have ∂F (0) = ∂q(0) − V¯ >g¯ from
Proposition 7.2.5 and thus ∂F (0) = V¯ >∂f(x¯) − V¯ >g¯ from Lemma 7.6.1. Since
g¯ ∈ ∂f(x¯) we have 0 ∈ ∂F (0). Additionally we have 0 is a local minimizer of F
because
F (0) = f(x¯) = L(0; g¯v) ≤ f(x¯+ v′)− 〈g¯v, v′〉 = F (v), ∀ v ∈ Bp(0, ),
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where v′ = V¯ v and the second equality follows from Theorem 7.3.2(i). From
∂F (0) = ∂q(0) − V¯ >g¯ we have s + V¯ >g¯ ∈ V¯ >∂f (x¯) for all s ∈ ∂F (0). Next we
show that the mapping
M : s 7→ arg min
v∈BV (0,)
{F (v)− F (0)− 〈s, v〉}
is single-valued and Lipschitzian on some neighborhood of 0, particularly on the
following set, E :=
{
s ∈ ∂F (0) : s+ V¯ >g¯ ∈ V¯ >-ri ∂f (x¯)}.
M(s) = arg min
v∈Bp(0,)
{F (v)− F (0)− 〈s, v〉}
= arg min
Bp(0,)
{F (v)− 〈s, v〉}
= arg min
v∈Bp(0,)
{
f(x¯+ V¯ v)− 〈V¯ >g¯ + s, v〉}
Because s + V¯ >g¯ ∈ V¯ >-ri ∂f (x¯) for all s ∈ E, we have M(s) = W (0; g′v) ≡ 0 by
Theorem 7th:3(i), where g′ is an arbitrary element in -ri ∂f (x¯). Consequently,
M(s) is single-valued and Lipschitzian on E.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
First, this thesis has developed a special bundle trust region method for mini-
mizing locally Lipschitz and prox-regular functions. The para-convexity of such
functions makes it possible to use the local convexification model and its convex-
ity properties. The model is to be controlled during the iteration process such
that the linearization errors are always positive. The trust region is formed by
infinity norm so the algorithm solves a linear subproblem in each iteration. We
prove that if the convexification succeeds the algorithm converges to a stationary
point. Preliminary numerical experiments on academic test problems show that
the algorithm is reliable and efficient.
Second, based on the bundle trust region method with linear subproblem, a
nonmonotone version of the algorithm has been drafted by applying the nonmono-
tone trust-region technique. The revision of the convergence proof has also been
written.
Third, this project focuses on the second theme: the U-Lagrangian of a prox-
regular function. We utilize the new U-Lagrangian as a tool to explore the rela-
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tionships between tilt-stability, partial-smoothness, fast track and other concepts.
Different necessary and sufficient conditions in the relation of each pair has been
studied. All of these are under the setting of prox-regularity.
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A Proof for Theorem 4.2.1
In order to prove Theorem 4.2.1 we need the following preliminaries. Let X denote
a space with ‖ · ‖ its norm. For every A ⊆ X, α > 0 and x∗ ∈ X∗ we define
SL(x∗, A, α) = {x ∈ A | 〈x, x∗〉 > S(A, x∗)− α} ,
where S(A, x∗) := sup {〈x∗, x〉 | x ∈ A}. We will denote a linear function on X by
x∗ or 〈x∗, ·〉 and their action an element x by x∗(x) or 〈x∗, x〉. Denote the set of
all strongly exposed points of a set C by exp C and the set of all extremal points
by ext C. We have for any closed, proper convex function h
epih = co (ext epih) + R+ = co (exp epih) + R+.
Suppose (x, h(x)) ∈ ext epi h then h(x) = g(x).In this section we use the following
definition of proximal mapping Pλ (f) (x) := arg min
{
f(·) + 1
2λ
‖x− ·‖2} and r(f)
is the associated prox-threshold. It is known that if f : Rn → R+∞ is quadratically
minorized by α−r‖·‖2 and x ∈ dom f with 0 < λ < r(f, x) then for each β > f (x)
we have ∃δ > 0 such that
‖z − y‖ ≤ 2λ
(
β − α + r
2
)
(1− 2δ)
(1− 2 (δ + rλ)) := Mλ ∀ y ∈ Pλ(f)(z) ∀ z ∈ Bδ(x). (1)
Lemma A.1. Suppose h : D → R is an lower bounded, real–valued lower semi–
continuous convex function defined on a bounded closed convex set D ⊆ Rn, with
interior. Then there exists a (y∗,−1) strongly exposing epi h at (y¯, h(y¯)) if and
only if h−y∗ achieves a strict minimum on D at y¯. That is, arg min [h− y∗] = {y}
or 0 ∈ ∂ [h− y∗] (y) has a unique solution y.
Proof. Indeed if h − y∗ achieves a strict minimum β¯ := miny∈D {h(y)− 〈y∗, y〉}
then we must have the lower level sets
L(β) := {y ∈ D | β > h(y)− 〈y∗, y〉}
satisfying ∩β<β¯L(β) = {y¯}. Otherwise there would exists ym ∈ L(βm) for βm ↓ β¯
converging to y 6= y¯ with y ∈ ∩β<β¯L(β) and by the lower continuity of h we have
lim inf
m
βm = β¯ ≥ lim inf
m
(h(ym)− 〈y∗, ym〉) ≥ h(y)− 〈y∗, y〉
implying y ∈ arg min (h− y∗) . This contradicts the uniqueness of the minimizer.
Thus the slices
L(β¯ − δ) = {y ∈ D | h(y¯)− 〈y∗, y¯〉+ δ > h(y)− 〈y∗, y〉} → {y¯}
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as δ ↓ 0. Observe that S(epi h, (−y∗, 1)) = 〈(y¯, h(y¯)), (−y∗, 1)〉 and so
L(β¯ + δ) = {y ∈ D | 〈(y, h(y)), (−y∗, 1)〉 > S(epi h, (−y∗, 1))− δ} .
Finally note that on epi h we have
SL((−y∗, 1), epi h, δ) = {(y, α) ∈ epi h | 〈(y, α), (−y∗, 1)〉 > S(epi h, (−y∗, 1))− δ}
(2)
and diamSL((−y∗, 1), epi h, δ) ≤ diamL(β¯ + δ)× δ → 0 as δ ↓ 0.
If (y∗,−1) strongly exposing epi h at (y¯, h(y¯)) then (2) defines a slice whose
diameter tends to zero. It then holds that the projection of this onto D also has
a diameter tending to zero from which it follows that diamL(β¯ + δ)→ 0 as δ ↓ 0.
Clearly we have then ∩β<β¯L(β) = {y¯} and so h− y∗ achieves a strict mimimum β¯
at y¯.
Lemma A.2. Suppose h : D → R is an lower bounded, real–valued lower semi–
continuous, convex function defined on a bounded closed convex set D ⊆ Rn, with
interior. Suppose (x, h(x)) is an extremal point of epi h and suppose {(xm, αm)}∞m=0 ⊆
epi h with xm =
∑n
i=0 λ
m
i x
m
i → x and αm =
∑n
i=0 λ
m
i h(x
m
i ) → h(x). Then either
λmi → 0 or xmi → x and hence for some i we have xmi → x.
Proof. We now claim that either λmi → 0 or xmi → x for otherwise by a compactness
argument (on [0, 1]×D) we could extract a convergent pair of sub-sequences such
that after renumbering we would have λmi → λ 6= 0 and xmi → x′ 6= x (note that
λ ∈ [0, 1] and x′ ∈ D). Then as λmi xmi → λx′ converges as does
∑n
i=0 λ
m
i x
m
i → x
we have convergence of
∑
j 6=i
(
λmj
1−λmi
)
xmj to x
′′ ∈ D via
λmi x
m
i + (1− λmi )
∑
j 6=i
(
λmj
1− λmi
)
xmj → λx′ + (1− λ)x′′ = x.
It is not possible for λ = 1 because this implies x′ = x. Next note that
λmi h(x
m
i ) + (1− λmi )
∑
j 6=i
(
λmj
1− λmi
)
h(xmj )→ h(x) (3)
and by lower semi–continuity of h we have lim infm h(x
m
i ) ≥ h(x′). If we take
a subsequence along which the limit infimum lim infm h(x
m
i ) is achieved then (3)
implies
{
limmk
∑
j 6=i
(
λ
mk
j
1−λmki
)
h(xmkj )
}
converges along this subsequence as well.
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Let
lim inf
mk
∑
j 6=i
(
λmkj
1− λmki
)
(xmkj , h(x
mk
j )) = (x
′′, α′′) ∈ epi h,
with h(x′′) ≤ α′′ by the definition of epi h. Then from (3) and the lower semi–
continuity of h again it follows that
λh(x′) + (1− λ)h(x′′) ≤ h(x)
Thus there exists (x′, α′), (x′′, α′′) ∈ epi h such that λ(x′, α′) + (1− λ) (x′′, α′′) =
(x, h(x)) with 0 < λ < 1 contradicting the assumption that (x, h(x)) is an extremal
point of epi h.
As either λmi → 0 or xmi → x it follows that for some i we have xmi → x since∑n
i=0 λ
m
i = 1 precludes all λ
m
i from tending to zero.
Proposition A.1. Suppose h : D → R is an lower bounded, real–valued lower
semi–continuous, convex function defined on a bounded closed convex set D ⊆ Rn,
with interior. In addition suppose the strongly exposed points on h are dense on
the boundary of epi h|C where C ⊆ D and C is closed with intC 6= ∅. Define g via
epi g := exp epi h|C then
h (x) = g (x) for x ∈ C.
Proof. On C take a (x, h (x)) ∈ exp epi h and any supporting hyperplane generated
by (−y∗, 1). By definition of exposedness we have
epi h ∩ {(y, α) | 〈(−y∗, 1), (x, h(x))〉 ≥ 〈(−y∗, 1), (y, α)〉} = {(x, h (x))} .
Now
epi h|C = co exp epi h|C =
∩(x,h(x))∈exp epi h
x∈C
{(y, α) | 〈(−y∗, 1), (x, h(x))〉 ≤ 〈(−y∗, 1), (y, α)〉} ∩ [C ×R]
⊆ epi h.
Now suppose there exists (y, α) ∈ co exp epih|C ∩ (epi g)c. Using the density of
exp epi h|C we have
g (y) = lim inf
(x,h(x))∈exp epi h
x∈C, x→y
h (x) .
As (x, h (x)) ∈ exp epi h ⊆ epih with x ∈ C and (y, α) ∈ co exp epi h|C implies
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〈(−y∗, 1), (x, h(x))〉 ≤ 〈(−y∗, 1), (y, α)〉 we have
lim inf
(x,h(x))∈exp epi h
x∈C, x→y
〈(−y∗, 1), (x, h(x))〉 = 〈(−y∗, 1), (y, g(y))〉 ≤ 〈(−y∗, 1), (y, α)〉.
Thus g(y) ≤ α or (y, α) ∈ epi g, a contradiction. Hence co exp epi h|C∩[C ×R] ⊆
epi g giving the equality epi h|C = co exp epi h|C ∩ [C ×R] = epi g.
Corollary A.1. Suppose g : D → R is an lower bounded, real–valued continuous
function defined on a bounded closed set D ⊆ Rn, with interior. If the strongly
exposed points of epi g are dense in the boundary of epi g then g (x) = co g (x) for
all x ∈ D and hence g is the restriction to D of a convex function. In particular
this is true when 0 ∈ ∂ [g − y∗] (y) has a unique solution for all y∗ ∈ B1 (0) such
that (−y∗, 1) supports epi g.
Proof. Let h := co epi g = epi co g which has a convex domain co D with intco D ⊇
intD 6= ∅. Clearly a strongly exposed point of h must be a strongly exposed point
of g. We claim the converse is true. Let (x, g (x)) be strongly exposed in epi g.
Suppose (x, h (x)) is not strongly exposed in epi h then there exists (−y∗, 1 ) sup-
porting epi h at (x, h(x)) such that for some δ > 0 and all ε > 0 there exists
(yε, h(yε)) ∈ epi h with ‖(yε, h(yε))− (x, h (x))‖ ≥ δ > 0 and
〈(−y∗, 1), (x, h(x))〉+ ε ≥ 〈(−y∗, 1), (y, h (yε))〉.
As g (x) ≥ h (x) and h (yε) = ∑ni=0 λεig (xεi ) for some ∑ni=0 λεi = 1, λεi ≥ 0 and
yε =
∑n
i=0 λ
ε
ix
ε
i we have
〈(−y∗, 1), (x, g(x))〉+ ε ≥
n∑
i=0
λεi 〈(−y∗, 1), (xεi , g (xεi ))〉
or
n∑
i=0
λεi 〈(−y∗, 1), (x, g(x))− (xεi , g (xεi ))〉 ≥ −ε.
As (−y∗, 1 ) supporting epi h we have 〈(−y∗, 1), (x, g(x))− (xεi , g (xεi ))〉 ≤ 0 for all
i. Thus for all i with λεi > 0 we have
λεi 〈(−y∗, 1), (x, g(x))− (xεi , g (xi))〉
≥
n∑
i=0
λεi 〈(−y∗, 1), (x, g(x))− (xεi , g (xi))〉 ≥ −ε.
We have 〈(−y∗, 1), (x, g(x)) − (xεi , g (xεi ))〉 ≥ −ε/λεi for all ε > 0 and i. Taking
a convergent subsequence for ε ↓ 0 we may consider λεi → λi > 0 with xεi → x
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and note that 〈(−y∗, 1), (x, g(x)) − (xi, g (xi))〉 ≥ 0 implies xi = x as (x, g (x)) is
strongly exposed in epi g. As we only require to consider convex combination of
length n+ 1 (Caratheodory’s theorem) we have (using xεi ∈ D a bounded set and
λεi → 0 if xεi 6→ x) we obtain
yε =
n∑
i=0
λεix
ε
i →
n∑
i=0
λix = x
(
n∑
i=0
λi
)
= x
contradicting ‖(yε, h(yε))− (x, h (x))‖ ≥ δ > 0 for all ε > 0.
Hence the strongly exposed points of h are dense in epi h. Now the extremal
points of h are contained in the convex closure of the strongly exposed points
i.e., co (ext epi h) = co (exp epi g). Using Lemma A.2 the extremal points are
actually limits of strongly exposed points. As strongly exposed points are also
extremal points we find that the extremal points of h are dense in epi h. For all
(x, h(x)) ∈ ext epi h = ext co (g) we have h (x) = g (x). Thus h and g coincide
on the dense set of exposed points of epi h (and epi g). Now apply Proposition
A.1 to deduce that epi h|D := exp epi g|D. That is for y ∈ D we have
h (y) = lim inf
(x,h(x))∈exp epi h
x∈D, x→y
g (x) ≥ g (y) .
But by construction g (y) ≥ h (y) so g (y) = h (y) = co g (y) for y ∈ D. Apply
Lemma A.1 for the last observation.
Let η¯ > 0 be the threshold value for which Proposition 4.2.1 holds. Take η > η¯.
We wish to the Minty parametrization of a maximal monotone operator. Consider
y∗ (x) = 〈x, z〉 and the problem of minimizing g (y) − 〈y, z〉. The optimality con-
ditions are
0 ∈ ∂f (y) + η (y − x0)− z
= [∂f + ηI] (y)− (ηx0 + z)
or y ∈ [∂f + ηI]−1
(
η
[
x0 +
1
η
z
])
. (4)
As z is arbitrary we may choose x0 + 1
η
zx = x ∈ levx0f or zx = η (x− x0). The
optimality conditions then become
y ∈ [∂f + ηI]−1 (ηx) .
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On the other hand consider the problem y ∈ Pλ (x) which has optimality conditions
0 ∈ ∂f (y) + 1
λ
(y − x)
or y ∈
[
∂f +
1
λ
I
]−1(
1
λ
x
)
. (5)
We may then see the correspondence under the identification η = 1
λ
. We may
rewrite (5) as
y ∈ [∂g + (η − η¯) I]−1 (η (x− x0)) (6)
= [∂g + (η − η¯) I]−1 (zx)
By (1) there we may take η larger if needed to ensure for all x ∈ Bδη (x¯)
and any x¯ ∈ levx0f we have y ∈ P 1
η
(x) contained in Bεη (x¯) ⊇ Bδη (x¯) where
g (x) := f (x) + η
2
‖x− x0‖2 is convex on Bδ (x¯) ⊇ Bεη (xi) . Assuming levx0f is
bounded we may extract a finite sub-cover of the open cover{
Bδη (x¯) | x¯ ∈ levx0f
}
.
Let
{Bδi (xi) | i = 1, . . . , k}
be this finite cover. Then for any x ∈ levx0f we have x ∈ Bδi (xi) and hence
y ∈ P 1
η
(x) is contained in some Bεi (xi) ⊇ Bδi (xi) on which g is convex. Then (6)
applies so via Minty’s resolvant theorem
y ∈ T (η (x− x0)) := [∂g + (η − η¯) I]−1 (η (x− x0)) (7)
where T (x) := [∂g + (η − η¯) I]−1 (η (x− x0)) is a single valued maximal monotone
and nonexpansive when ∂g is maximal monotone, see [85, Theorem 12.15].
Theorem A.1. Suppose f is prox-regular and locally Lipschitz on a bounded level
set levx0f with int levx0f 6= ∅. Let g (y;x, a) be defined in (4.5) with a ≥ 0.
There exists an ath and a globally convex function H(y;x, a) satisfying g(y;x, a) ≥
H(y;x, a) for all y ∈ Rn, a ≥ ath and x ∈ lev f(x0)f , such that g(y;x, a) is the
restriction to levx0f of H(y;x, a).
Proof. We wish to apply Corollary A.1. We take D = levx0f and g : D → R
is Lipschitz and prox-regular on the bounded domain D. We need to show that
0 ∈ ∂ [g − 〈z, ·〉] (y) has a unique solution for all y∗ ∈ B1 (0) such that (−z, 1)
supports epi g at some x ∈ D. To this end take x ∈ D and let zx = η (x− x0) so
that g (y) − 〈y, z〉 attains its minimum at y when (7) holds. But by construction
194
we have x ∈ Bδi (xi) and hence y ∈ P 1
η
(x) is contained in some Bεi (xi) ⊇ Bδi (xi)
on which g is convex. Hence the operator T (x) := [∂g + (η − η¯) I]−1 (η (x− x0))
will have Bδi (xi) in its domain and Bεi (xi) in its range, all contained in a region
on which ∂g is locally a maximal monotone operator (as g is locally convex). Thus
y = T (x) is unique by [85, Theorem 12.15]. Thus (x, g (x)) is exposed by (−zx, 1)
and Corollary A.1 applies.
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Result
Nested functions
function result=ncbtr(varargin)
Update Log
%v3.0 Shuai Liu at 1/10/2014 11:56 AM
%This version is to report results for small scale problems.It should
%produce the same results with v2.0. It reorganized the structure of update
%trust region and update iterations. It optimized some codings and deleted
%some comments and unnecessary variables.
%Note this is not for large scale although
%it is based on v2.0LS.
%What does this version report more? It reports the total minor iterations,
%total CPU time for solving LPs, and times we shink trust region.
preprocessing
tic
switch nargin
    case 1
        dir=varargin{1};
        addpath(dir);% add the path; includes a folder name, which is usually also the name of t
he problem
        in = feval('inputData');
        xk=in.x;
        n=size(xk,1);%dimension of the input argument of function f.
    case 2
        dir=varargin{1};
        addpath(dir);% add the path; includes a folder name, which is usually also the name of t
he problem
        n=varargin{2};
        in = feval('inputData',n);
        xk=in.x;
    case 3
        dir=varargin{1};
        addpath(dir);% add the path; includes a folder name, which is usually also the name of t
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he problem
        n=varargin{3};
        in = feval('inputData',n);
        xk=in.x;
        o_internal=varargin{2};
        subDf=in.subDf;
        switch o_internal.Di
            case 1
                [fxk,s]=feval(in.f,xk);
                counter.function_evaluation=0;%count of function evaluations
                delta=1.3;
            case 2
                [fxk,s]=feval(in.f,xk);
                counter.function_evaluation=1;%count of function evaluations
                delta= 0.1*norm(s);
            case 3
                delta=min(2,max(1,0.1*norm(feval(subDf,xk))));
        end
    otherwise
        S=[];
        display ('Usage: ncbtr(DIR), where DIR is a directory name');
        display ('The directory DIR should contain a file named "inputData.m"');
        display('see the example for details. Exiting...');
        return
end
f=in.f;%the objective function
subDf=in.subDf;%the subgradient of the objective function
%%Options
o=feval('Options');
%The most important option so far is the stopping criterion: o.sc
switch o.sc
    case 0
        stopfun=@stop0;
    case 1
        stopfun=@stop1;%WHEN choosing this option, fxs=feval(f,xStar); should be done before ste
p 2.
    case 2
        stopfun=@stop2;
    case 3
        stopfun=@stop3;
    case 4
        stopfun=@stop4;
end
%%Parameters
p=feval('Param');
BLOCK_SIZE=10*n;
Co=ones(n,1);%an intermediate variable
c_o=0;%an intermediate variable
% evaluate f(x1)
fxk=feval(f,xk);
counter.function_evaluation=1;%count of function evaluations
s=feval(subDf,xk);
delta=1;
%set the major and minor iteration counter to 0.
k=0;l=0;
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%%Output data
L=0;%L will be the total number of minor iterations / null steps.
primalSimplex=0;
dualSimplex=0;
barrierOptimizer=0;
others=0;
total_Time_CPX=0;%sum of execution time of CPLEX.
% updateBounds=1;
ct=0;%The number of times trust region is shunk.
filename=dir(13:end);
options = cplexoptimset ('cplex');
options.simplex.tolerances.optimality=1e‐9;
options.simplex.tolerances.feasibility=1e‐9;
%The bundle trust region linear subproblem is a Cplex class.
subproblem=Cplex();
subproblem.Model.sense = 'minimize';
storage_f_of_y_i= zeros(BLOCK_SIZE,1) ;
storage_y_i=zeros(n,BLOCK_SIZE);
storage_s_i=zeros(n,BLOCK_SIZE);
storage_inactiveCount=zeros(BLOCK_SIZE,1) ;
%The objective function of the subproblem is (1,0)'(z;x)
subproblem.addCols([1;zeros(n,1)],[],[],[]);
subproblem.DisplayFunc=[]; % suppress the out put of CPLEX Optimizer
currentCuttingPlaneNumber=0;
Usage: ncbtr(DIR), where DIR is a directory name
The directory DIR should contain a file named "inputData.m"
see the example for details. Exiting...
Major Iteration
while(k<=p.iter_limit)
Preparation
    %Prepare the information for linear subproblem
    %Set the name for the cutting plane
    cut_xk=strcat('x',int2str(k));
    %Add the cutting plane generated at xk
    subproblem.addRows(‐inf,[‐1 s'],s'*xk‐fxk,cut_xk);
    currentCuttingPlaneNumber=currentCuttingPlaneNumber+1;
    if currentCuttingPlaneNumber>length(storage_inactiveCount)
        storage_f_of_y_i=[storage_f_of_y_i
            zeros(BLOCK_SIZE,1) ];
        storage_y_i=[storage_y_i  zeros(n,BLOCK_SIZE)];
        storage_s_i=[storage_s_i  zeros(n,BLOCK_SIZE)];
        storage_inactiveCount=[storage_inactiveCount;zeros(BLOCK_SIZE,1)] ;
    end% either do this or merge the adding for serious and null step in one block but do the k=
=0 case before major while loop
    storage_f_of_y_i(currentCuttingPlaneNumber)=fxk;
    storage_y_i(:,currentCuttingPlaneNumber)=xk;
    storage_s_i(:,currentCuttingPlaneNumber)=s;
    %update the bound constraints of the subproblem as the prox‐center xk and
    %trust region radius delta may have just been changed
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    subproblem.Model.lb=[‐inf;xk‐delta*Co];
    subproblem.Model.ub=[inf;xk+delta*Co];
Inner iteration
    while(l<p.inner_Iter_limit)
Step 1 ­ solve the problem and obtain an optimal solution (x*,z*)
        subproblem.solve();
        if subproblem.Solution.status~=1
            S.statusString='CPLEX ERROR';
            stop_Algorithm();
            fprintf('‐‐‐‐CPLEX ERROR! %s',subproblem.Solution.statusstring);
            return
        end
        total_Time_CPX=total_Time_CPX+subproblem.Solution.time;
        switch subproblem.Solution.method
            case 1
                primalSimplex=primalSimplex+1;
            case 2
                dualSimplex=dualSimplex+1;
            case 4
                barrierOptimizer=barrierOptimizer+1;
            otherwise
                others=others+1;
        end
        %Assign the optimal soultion
        xStar=subproblem.Solution.x(2:end);
        zStar=subproblem.Solution.objval;
Step 2 ­ Check stopping criterion
        if stopfun()
            stop_Algorithm();
            return
        end
        %evaluate the value of f at x*
        fxs=feval(f,xStar);
        %         [fxs,sStar]=feval(f,xStar);
        counter.function_evaluation=counter.function_evaluation+1;
        sStar=feval(subDf,xStar);
Step 3 ­ Check seriousness
        RealReduction=fxk‐fxs;
        ModelReduction=fxk‐zStar;
        %evaluate rho
        rho=RealReduction/ModelReduction;
        if ~isfinite(rho)
            warning('Warning: rho=%f is not finite! f(xk)=%f, f(x*)=%f, z*=%f\n',rho,fxk,fxs,zSt
ar);
        end
        if RealReduction>=ModelReduction*p.eta1
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            serious=1;
            xkPlus1=xStar;
        else
            serious=0;
        end
Step 4 ­ Update Trust Region
        %Update trust region for all cases with one universal function
        if serious
            if RealReduction>=ModelReduction*p.eta3 && norm(xk‐xStar,Inf)>0.9*delta
                %isequalfp(norm(xk‐xStar,Inf),delta)
                %
                %if rho>p.eta3 && isequalfp(norm(xk‐xStar,Inf),delta)
                delta=min(2*delta,p.delta_max);
            end
        else
            temp1=‐min(1,delta);
            %             if (rho<3/temp1) || (c_o>=3 && rho>=(3/temp1) && rho<(3/temp1))
            %                 delta=delta/min(4,temp1*rho);
            %                 c_o=0;
            if RealReduction<ModelReduction/temp1
                delta=p.alpha1*delta;
                updateBounds=1;
                ct=ct+1;
            else
                updateBounds=0;
            end
        end
Step 5 First, Update Model ­ First delete cutting planes possibly then add new
        %cutting planes, and update Iteration
        %initialize the logical vector indicating whether or not a cutting
        %plane should be deleted
        Logical_Delete=true(currentCuttingPlaneNumber,1);
        if ~serious
            %if the cutting plane is generated at xk then we do not delete it
            Logical_Delete(strcmp(cut_xk, cellstr(subproblem.Model.rowname)))=false;
            %else if the cutting plane is active at x* with positive lagrang‐
            %ian multiplier, i.e. negative dual variable, then we do not delete
            %it
            Logical_Delete(subproblem.Solution.dual<0)=false;
        end
        %if the number of times a cutting plane that has been inactive
        %consecutively is less than inactive_threshold then we do not
        %delete the cutting plane
        AllIndices=1:currentCuttingPlaneNumber;
        Logical_Active=true(currentCuttingPlaneNumber,1);
        %value of Ax‐b in a linear programming
        Axmib=subproblem.Solution.ax‐subproblem.Model.rhs;
        %How should I find the active constraints?
        activeIndices=find(Axmib>=0);
        %if a cutting plane is active then reset the inactiveCount to be 0
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        storage_inactiveCount(activeIndices)=0;
        Logical_Active(activeIndices)=false;
        %if inactive then add 1 to inactiveCount
        %Count the number of times a cutting plane has been inactive
        %consecutively
        storage_inactiveCount(AllIndices(Logical_Active))=storage_inactiveCount(AllIndices(Logic
al_Active))+1;
        %         if the number of times a cutting plane that has been inactive
        %consecutively is less than inactive_threshold then we do not
        %delete the cutting plane
        Logical_Delete(storage_inactiveCount(AllIndices)<=p.inactive_threshold)=false;
        index_Delete=AllIndices(Logical_Delete);
        %                                     delete the left cutting planes
        if ~isempty(index_Delete)
            subproblem.delRows(index_Delete);
            storage_f_of_y_i(index_Delete)=[];
            storage_y_i(:,index_Delete)=[];
            storage_s_i(:,index_Delete)=[];
            storage_inactiveCount(index_Delete)=[];
            currentCuttingPlaneNumber=currentCuttingPlaneNumber‐sum(Logical_Delete);
        end
        if serious %Update the iteration information for serious step and proceed to next major 
iteration
            xk=xkPlus1;
            L=L+l;
            k = k + 1;
            l = 0;
            fxk=fxs;
            s=sStar;
            break
        else
            %Add the new cutting plane and update the constraint information of the linear subpr
oblem
            subproblem.addRows(‐inf,[‐1 sStar'],sStar'*xStar‐fxs);
            %Add the cutting plane generated at xStar to storage
            currentCuttingPlaneNumber=currentCuttingPlaneNumber+1;
            if currentCuttingPlaneNumber>length(storage_inactiveCount)
                storage_f_of_y_i=[storage_f_of_y_i
                    zeros(BLOCK_SIZE,1) ];
                storage_y_i=[storage_y_i  zeros(n,BLOCK_SIZE)];
                storage_s_i=[storage_s_i  zeros(n,BLOCK_SIZE)];
                storage_inactiveCount=[storage_inactiveCount;zeros(BLOCK_SIZE,1)] ;
            end
            storage_f_of_y_i(currentCuttingPlaneNumber)=fxs;
            storage_y_i(:,currentCuttingPlaneNumber)=xStar;
            storage_s_i(:,currentCuttingPlaneNumber)=sStar;
            l = l + 1;%count the minor iterations; we can also replace it with others easily
            if updateBounds
                subproblem.Model.lb=[‐inf;xk‐delta*Co];
                subproblem.Model.ub=[inf;xk+delta*Co];
            end
        end
    end
    if l==0
        continue
    else
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        S.statusString='inner iteration limit reached';
        stop_Algorithm();
        fprintf('‐‐‐‐inner iteration limit %d is reached!\n',p.inner_Iter_limit);
        return
    end
end
Result
%After the iteration limit is reached display the result
S.statusString='Iteration limit reached';
stop_Algorithm();
fprintf('‐‐‐‐Iteration limit %d is reached!\n',p.iter_limit);
Nested functions
    function stop_Algorithm()
        %         S.k=k;
        S.fval=min([fxk,fxs]);
        S.feval=counter.function_evaluation;
        S.error=S.fval‐in.f_opt;
        %         S.F=[F;S.fval];
        fprintf('\n%s k=%d, f_val=%e and f_opt=%8e  error=%e  %d modred=%d,primalSimplex=%d,dual
Simplex=%d,barrierOptimizer=%d,others=%d, status=%s\n',...
            dir,k,S.fval,in.f_opt,S.error,S.feval,fxk‐zStar,primalSimplex,dualSimplex,barrierOpt
imizer,others,S.statusString);
        result=cell(1,13);
        result{1,1}=filename;
        result{1,2}=n;
        result{1,3}=S.error;
        result{1,4}=S.feval;
        result{1,5}=k;
        result{1,6}=L+l;%total minor itrations
        result{1,7}=toc;
        result{1,8}=total_Time_CPX;
        result{1,9}=delta;
        result{1,10}=ct;%number of times trust region was shunk
        result{1,11}= S.fval;
        result{1,12}=primalSimplex;
        result{1,13}=dualSimplex;
        return
    end
    function status=stop0()
        if (fxk‐zStar<=(1+abs(fxk))*p.epsilon_tol)
            %|| min(norm(sStar),norm(s))<p.epsilon_tol %do we need to add this?
            status=true;
            S.statusString='success, Stopping Criterion 0';
        else
            status=false;
        end
    end
    function status=stop1()
        if min([fxk,fxs])‐in.f_opt<=1e‐7
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            status=true;
            S.statusString='success, Stopping Criterion 1';
        else
            status=false;
        end
    end
    function status=stop2()
    end
    function status=stop3()
    end
end
Published with MATLAB® R2012b
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function result=ncbtr(varargin)
Preprocessing
tic
switch nargin
    case 1
        dir=varargin{1};
        addpath(dir);% add the path; includes a folder name, which is usually also the name of t
he problem
        in = feval('inputData');
        xk=in.x;
        n=size(xk,1);%dimension of the input argument of function f.
    case 2
        dir=varargin{1};
        addpath(dir);% add the path; includes a folder name, which is usually also the name of t
he problem
        if isstruct(varargin{2})
            %When using internal_option as second argument
            o_internal=varargin{2};
            in = feval('inputData');
            xk=in.x;
            n=size(xk,1);
            subDf=in.subDf;
            s=feval(subDf,xk);% evaluate an subgradient of f at y1; the first auxiliary point is
 y1 which equals xk
            switch o_internal.Di
                case 1
                    delta=1;
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                case 2
                    delta= 0.1*norm(s);
                    %                     delta=min(1,0.1*norm(feval(subDf,xk)));
                case 3
                    delta=min(2,max(1,0.1*norm(feval(subDf,xk))));
            end
        else
            %When using dimension as second argument
            n=varargin{2};
            in = feval('inputData',n);
            xk=in.x;
            delta=1;
        end
    case 3
        dir=varargin{1};
        addpath(dir);% add the path; includes a folder name, which is usually also the name of t
he problem
        n=varargin{3};
        in = feval('inputData',n);
        xk=in.x;
        o_internal=varargin{2};
        subDf=in.subDf;
        s=feval(subDf,xk);% evaluate an subgradient of f at y1; the first auxiliary point is y1 
which equals xk
        switch o_internal.Di
            case 1
                delta=1;
            case 2
                delta= 0.1*norm(s);
                %                 delta=min(1,0.1*norm(feval(subDf,xk)));
            case 3
                delta=min(2,max(1,0.1*norm(feval(subDf,xk))));
        end
    otherwise
        S=[];
        display ('Usage: ncbtr(DIR), where DIR is a directory name');
        display ('The directory DIR should contain a file named "inputData.m"');
        display('see the example for details. Exiting...');
        return
end
f=in.f;%the objective function
subDf=in.subDf;%the subgradient of the objective function
%%Options
o=feval('Options');
%The most important option so far is the stopping criterion: o.sc
switch o.sc
    case 0
        stopfun=@stop0;
    case 1
        stopfun=@stop1;
    case 2
        stopfun=@stop2;
    case 3
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        stopfun=@stop3;
    case 4
        stopfun=@stop4;
end
%%Parameters
p=feval('Param');
%evaluate f(x0)
fxk=feval(f,xk);
Usage: ncbtr(DIR), where DIR is a directory name
The directory DIR should contain a file named "inputData.m"
see the example for details. Exiting...
intermediate variables
BLOCK_SIZE=10*n;
Co=ones(n,1);
fAbove=fxk;
updateBounds=1;
A_is_changed=1;
currentCuttingPlaneNumber=0;
options = cplexoptimset ('cplex');
options.simplex.tolerances.optimality=1e‐9;
options.simplex.tolerances.feasibility=1e‐9;
Aineq=zeros(BLOCK_SIZE,n+1);
bineq=zeros(BLOCK_SIZE,1);
storage_f_of_y_i= zeros(BLOCK_SIZE,1) ;
storage_y_i=zeros(n,BLOCK_SIZE);
storage_s_i=zeros(n,BLOCK_SIZE);
%%Output data
counter.subgradient_evaluation=1;%count of subgradient evaluations
counter.function_evaluation=1;%count of function evaluations
counter.funcEvalInBacktrack=0;
primalSimplex=0;
dualSimplex=0;
barrierOptimizer=0;
others=0;
%set the major and minor iteration counter to 0.
k=0;
l=0;
L=0;
total_Time_CPX=0;%sum of execution time of CPLEX.
ct=0;%The number of times trust region is shrunk.
au=0;%The number of times a is updated.
a_min=0;
a=0;%consider later, I think the initial value of a should be 0. Leo 19/01/2014
filename=dir(13:end);
%Add the new cutting plane and update the constraint information of the linear subproblem
currentCuttingPlaneNumber=currentCuttingPlaneNumber+1;
Aineq(currentCuttingPlaneNumber,:)=[‐1,s'];
bineq(currentCuttingPlaneNumber)=s'*xk‐fxk;
storage_f_of_y_i(currentCuttingPlaneNumber)=fxk;
storage_y_i(:,currentCuttingPlaneNumber)=xk;
storage_s_i(:,currentCuttingPlaneNumber)=s;
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Major Iteration
while(k<=p.iter_limit)
Preparation
    %Prepare the information for linear subproblem
    %update the bound constraints of the subproblem as the prox‐center xk and
    %trust region radius delta may have just been changed
    lb=[‐inf;xk‐delta*Co];
    ub=[inf;xk+delta*Co];
Inner iteration
    while(l<p.inner_Iter_limit)
Step 1 ­ solve the problem and obtain an optimal solution (x*,z*)
        [x, fval, exitflag, output, ~] = cplexlp ([1;zeros(n,1)], ...
            Aineq(1:currentCuttingPlaneNumber,:), bineq(1:currentCuttingPlaneNumber), [], [], lb
, ub,[],options);
        if exitflag<=0
            statusString='T4';
            %'CPLEX ERROR';
            fprintf('%s‐‐‐‐CPLEX ERROR! %s',filename,output.message);
            stop_Algorithm();
            return
        end
        total_Time_CPX=total_Time_CPX+output.time;
        switch output.algorithm
            case 1
                primalSimplex=primalSimplex+1;
            case 2
                dualSimplex=dualSimplex+1;
            case 4
                barrierOptimizer=barrierOptimizer+1;
            otherwise
                others=others+1;
        end
        %Assign the optimal soultion
        xStar=x(2:end);
        zStar=fval;
        ModelReduction=fxk‐zStar;
        if ModelReduction<0
            statusString='NCBTR ERROR';
            fprintf('\n%s‐‐‐‐NCBTR ERROR! f(xk)‐z*=%e should be nonnegative! CPLEX‐Solution.stat
usstring=%s',filename,ModelReduction,output.message);
            stop_Algorithm();
            return
        end
Step 2 ­ Check stopping criterion
        if stopfun()
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            stop_Algorithm();
            return
        end
        %evaluate the value of f at x*
        fxs=feval(f,xStar);
        counter.function_evaluation=counter.function_evaluation+1;
        RealReduction=fxk‐fxs;
        %evaluate rho
        rho=(RealReduction)/(ModelReduction);
        if ~isfinite(rho)
            warning('Warning: rho=%f is not finite! f(xk)=%f, f(x*)=%f, z*=%f\n',rho,fxk,fxs,zSt
ar);
        end
Step 3 ­ Check seriousness
        if (ModelReduction>=0) && RealReduction>=(ModelReduction)*p.eta1
            serious=1;
            xkPlus1=xStar;
        else
            serious=0;
        end
Update trust region
        if serious
            %if RealReduction>=(ModelReduction)*p.eta3 && isequalfp(norm(xk‐xStar,Inf),delta)
            if RealReduction>=(ModelReduction)*p.eta3 && norm(xk‐xStar,Inf)>0.9*delta
                delta=min(p.alpha2*delta,p.delta_max);
            end
        else
            temp1=‐min(1,delta);
            if RealReduction<(ModelReduction)/temp1
                delta=p.alpha1*delta;%this is better
                updateBounds=1;
                ct=ct+1;
            else
                updateBounds=0;
            end
        end
Backtrack ­ Check whether x* is in lev_{x^0}f, if not backtrack
        %until it is.
        if (~serious) && (fxs>fAbove) && k>0% right when k=1
            %min(fx0,fxk+M))
            d=xStar‐xk;
            j=1;
            y=xk+p.beta^j*d;
            fy=feval(f,y);
            counter.function_evaluation=counter.function_evaluation+1;
            counter.funcEvalInBacktrack=counter.funcEvalInBacktrack+1;
            while fy>fAbove
                j=j+1;
                y=xk+p.beta^j*d;
                fy=feval(f,y);
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                counter.function_evaluation=counter.function_evaluation+1;
                counter.funcEvalInBacktrack=counter.funcEvalInBacktrack+1;
            end
            xStar=y;
            fxs=fy;
        end
In major iteration, delete cuts that are generated at y_i which are out
        %of lev_{fAbove}f.
        if serious
            fxk=fxs;
            idx_d=1:currentCuttingPlaneNumber;
            logic_del=false(currentCuttingPlaneNumber);
            logic_del(storage_f_of_y_i(1:currentCuttingPlaneNumber)>fAbove)=true;%right when k=1
            index_delete=idx_d(logic_del);
            if ~isempty(index_delete)
                storage_f_of_y_i(index_delete)=[];
                storage_y_i(:,index_delete)=[];
                storage_s_i(:,index_delete)=[];
                Aineq(index_delete,:)=[];
                bineq(index_delete)=[];
                NoOfDeletedCuts=sum(logic_del);
                currentCuttingPlaneNumber=currentCuttingPlaneNumber‐NoOfDeletedCuts(1);
            end
            %end
            fAbove=p.alpha3*fxk+(1‐p.alpha3)*fAbove;
        end
In each iteration, add new cutting plane to storage
        sStar=feval(subDf,xStar);
        counter.subgradient_evaluation=counter.subgradient_evaluation+1;
        %Add the cutting plane generated at xStar to storage
        currentCuttingPlaneNumber=currentCuttingPlaneNumber+1;
        if currentCuttingPlaneNumber>size(bineq,1)
            Aineq=[Aineq
                zeros(BLOCK_SIZE,n+1)];
            bineq=[bineq
                zeros(BLOCK_SIZE,1)];
            storage_f_of_y_i=[storage_f_of_y_i
                zeros(BLOCK_SIZE,1) ];
            storage_y_i=[storage_y_i  zeros(n,BLOCK_SIZE)];
            storage_s_i=[storage_s_i  zeros(n,BLOCK_SIZE)];
        end
        storage_f_of_y_i(currentCuttingPlaneNumber)=fxs;
        %currentCuttingPlaneNumber
        storage_y_i(:,currentCuttingPlaneNumber)=xStar;
        storage_s_i(:,currentCuttingPlaneNumber)=sStar;
Step 5 ­ Update a value this part needs to be optimized because of redundency
Also, in minor iteration since no cuts can be deleted we do not need to calculate a_min by its definition strictly. Instead
we should remember the number of cuts at the end of a major iteration. Actually a_min is still non­decreasing in minor
iterations.
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        M=currentCuttingPlaneNumber*(currentCuttingPlaneNumber‐1);
        IniCP=zeros(M,1);
        i1=1;
        for i=1:currentCuttingPlaneNumber
            for j=1:currentCuttingPlaneNumber
                if i==j
                    continue
                end
                D= storage_y_i(:,j)‐storage_y_i(:,i);
                di=D'*D;
                if ~(di>0 || di<0)
                    continue
                end
                IniCP(i1)=2*(storage_f_of_y_i(j)‐storage_f_of_y_i(i)‐storage_s_i(:,j)'*D)/di;
                i1=i1+1;
            end
        end
        %a_min=max(a_min,max(IniCP));
        a_min=max(0,max(IniCP));
        % update a
        if a<a_min
            a=max(a_min,p.gamma*a);
            A_is_changed=1;
            au=au+1;
        elseif a>=p.sigma*a_min && a_min>0
            a=(a+a_min)/2;
            A_is_changed=1;
            au=au+1;
        else
            A_is_changed=0;
        end
Step 6 ­ Update Iteration in Major Iteration
        if serious
            xk=xkPlus1;% xk is updated resulting change in the linear subproblem bound constrain
ts, change in the a_min, and change in the coefficient matrix for LP
            if currentCuttingPlaneNumber‐1>0
                for j1=1:currentCuttingPlaneNumber‐1
                    xkMinusY=xk‐storage_y_i(:,j1);%consider optimizing this repeated code
                    sgNew=storage_s_i(:,j1)+a*(‐xkMinusY);%sgNew is the updated subgradient of g
                    Aineq(j1,:)=[‐1,sgNew'];
                    bineq(j1)=sgNew'*storage_y_i(:,j1)‐storage_f_of_y_i(j1)‐(a/2)*(xkMinusY'*xkM
inusY);
                end
            end
            L=L+l;
            l = 0;
            k = k + 1;
            %Add the cutting plane generated at xStar to the model. Note
            %that we do not check the linearization error in this case
            %because xk is a major iteration point, the linearization is
            %automatically 0.
            Aineq(currentCuttingPlaneNumber,:)=[‐1,sStar'];
            bineq(currentCuttingPlaneNumber)=sStar'*xk‐fxk;
            break
        end
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Step 7 ­ Update Iteration in Minor Iterations
        %First, Update Model ‐ in this version we do not delete cutting planes
        del_x=xStar‐xk;
        del_x2=del_x'*del_x;
        if A_is_changed
            for j1=1:currentCuttingPlaneNumber‐1
                xkMinusY=xk‐storage_y_i(:,j1);
                sgNew=storage_s_i(:,j1)+a*(‐xkMinusY);%sgNew is the updated subgradient of g
                Aineq(j1,:)=[‐1,sgNew'];
                bineq(j1)=sgNew'*storage_y_i(:,j1)‐storage_f_of_y_i(j1)‐(a/2)*(xkMinusY'*xkMinus
Y);
            end
        end
        %Add the new cutting plane and update the constraint information of the linear subproble
m
        sg=sStar+a*del_x;
        Aineq(currentCuttingPlaneNumber,:)=[‐1,sg'];
        bineq(currentCuttingPlaneNumber)=sg'*xStar‐fxs‐(a/2)*del_x2;
        l = l + 1;%this might be useless as we can replace it with others easily;do this later
        if updateBounds
            lb=[‐inf;xk‐delta*Co];
            ub=[inf;xk+delta*Co];
        end
    end
    if l==0
        continue
    else
        statusString='T3';
        stop_Algorithm();
        %'inner iteration limit reached';
        fprintf('%s‐‐‐‐inner iteration limit %d is reached!\n',filename,p.inner_Iter_limit);
        return
    end
end
Result
%After the iteration limit is reached display the result
statusString='T2';
fprintf('‐‐‐‐Iteration limit %d is reached!\n',p.iter_limit);
stop_Algorithm();
Nested Functions
    function stop_Algorithm()
        S.k=k;
        S.fval=min([fxk,fxs]);
        S.feval=counter.function_evaluation;
        S.error=S.fval‐in.f_opt;
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        format long
        fprintf('\n%s, %s, k=%d, f_val=%e, f_opt=%8e, error=%e, feval=%d, modRed=%e, delta=%e,ct
=%d,a=%f,a_min=%f,l=%d\n',...
            dir,statusString,k,S.fval,in.f_opt,S.error,S.feval,ModelReduction,delta,ct,a,a_min,l
);
        result=cell(1,20);
        result{1,1}=filename;
        result{1,2}=S.fval ;
        result{1,3}=S.feval;
        result{1,4}=100*counter.funcEvalInBacktrack/counter.function_evaluation;
        result{1,5}=counter.subgradient_evaluation;
        result{1,6}=k;
        result{1,7}=L+l;
        result{1,8}=toc;
        result{1,9}=total_Time_CPX;
        result{1,10}=delta;
        result{1,11}=ct;
        result{1,16}=dualSimplex;
        result{1,12}=a;
        result{1,13}=a_min;
        result{1,14}=au;
        result{1,19}=statusString;
        result{1,17}=barrierOptimizer;
        result{1,18}=others;
        result{1,15}=S.error;
        return
    end
    function status=stop0()
        if (fxk‐zStar<=(1+abs(fxk))*p.epsilon_tol)
            %|| min(norm(sStar),norm(s))<p.epsilon_tol %do we need to add this?
            status=true;
            statusString='success, Stopping Criterion 0';
        else
            status=false;
        end
    end
    function status=stop1()
        if min([fxk,fxs])‐in.f_opt<=1e‐7
            status=true;
            statusString='success, Stopping Criterion 1';
        else
            status=false;
        end
    end
end
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